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ASSTRACT

The purpose of Èhe study was to investigate the differential

effects of four instructional methods of developing sixth-grade science
vocabulary. The four methods were identified as the cloze method (CL),
semantic mapping (sM), category matching (cM), and srory discussion (sD)

.

The aim of each instructional method was to assist students in developing

vocabul-ary relaËed to specified science concepts.
The subjects in this study vüere 60 sixth-grade students. Four

equivalent groups were formed by rnatching procedures based on the
listening vocabulary subtest of the Durrell Listening-Reading Series,
ïntermediate Leve1, Form DE. Then each intact group was randomly
assigned to one of the four treatments. Each treatment group received

eight lessons of thirty minutes each. The target vocabulary selected
for ínstrucËion vras nouns which represented superordinate categories
and subordinate terms for four science concepts taught at the grade six

leveI-

The target vocabulary vras presented within the context of

science passages written in a classification

pattern.

Timed word

association tesEs were administered as pre- and post-tesÈs.
Analyses of variance using the factors treatment, passage,
and time. indicated sígnificant interactions among the three factors.

Multiple E-tests with the Tukey and Scheffe criterion of significa.,.e
were used to probe the significant

interactions.

Qualitative analyses vrere performed to investigate the differences wíthin treatment groups and the sensitivity
1X

of the

measures

used. The results revealed that the treatment groups vrere basically
equal prior to insEruction and further both measures (Durre11 and

target word association test) assessed similar effects and, hence.
Ltere appropriate measures for the purpose of this study. However, the

total" word association measure tended to ínclude experiential vocabulary
whích obscured the difference in target words gained as a result of

the experimental treatments and, hence, it was not considered

an

appropriate measure for the purpose of this study.
The resulÈs of the study led the invesÈigator to conclude

that (1) the treatment effectiveness was passage dependent; (2) the
three treaÈments which involved direct Ínstruction (cL, SM, cM) were
more effective than the treatment which involved incidental instruction

(sD); (3) Èhe frequency variable as enpl0yed ín this study

hTas

nor

effecÈive and that interest and experience may override the frequency
variables; and (4) the qualitative analyses showed that the Durrel_l
LÍstenÍng Vocabulary test and Èhe target word association test assessed
similar effects and, hence, were appropriate measures for the purpose
of this study but the total word associatÍon measure was insensitive to
the dependent variable.

Chapter I
PIJRPOSE AI.ID SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Purpose

The purpose of this study u¡as to investigate the differen¡ial

effects of four instructional methods of developing sixth-grade
science vocabulary. The four methods were identÍfÍed as the cloze

Eethod, semanËic rnapping, category roatching, and story discussion.
The aiur of each instructional rnethod r,ras to assist students in develop-

ing vocabulary related to specÍfÍed science concepÈs.
Past research has demonstrated that strat.egies for vocabulary
development which focus on syst.ematic inst.ruction are superior to

those nrhich attempt to develop vocabulary by neans of incidental in-

struction (netty, Herold,and sËo11, l96g). More imporEantly, the
relative effectiveness of different instructional strategies is largely
ignored in research (pany & JenkÍns, IglT).

Also Spache and

Spache

(1977) suggest that Ehe role of contextual effects becomes more slgni-

ficant to the developnent of a meaning vocabulary as students enter
interuediat.e grades and are faced !ü-ith content area maEerial.

This study vras undertaken as a result of the linitFd

number

of studies available which test the c1oze, semanÈic mapping, and category match teaching strategies for Èhe purpose of expanding or refining

a concept (Jongsna, l98o; Pany and Jenkins, lggl; Anderson and Freebody,
1981). More specÍfÍcally,

there appears to be a general lack of practí-

ca1 information available about the technique of semantic roapping

(Nease
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1979). A further concern Ís the factor of the effect of word frequency
within passages (l^littrock et. al .,1975; Marks et. al., 1974; cofem:n,
1971). AlEhough experiment.al studies often control for the frequency
variable, pragmatic ones seldom do. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was directed towards establishing controls for:

the average

leve1 of word frequency, Èhe structure and readability of the passages,

specific concepts within a content area, and the degree of exposure to
context. Then, a comparison of the three methods of vocabulary develoPment was undertaken, and

a control (benchmark) nethod v¡as est.ablished

in order to determine which was t.he most effective of the instructional
methods.

The problem in a comparative study of this nature is twofold;

the importance of determining ¡^¡hÍch instructional strategies are effective and selecting which measures are most efficient
effectiveness.

for measuring thís

rn comparative st,udies, Jongsua (1980) suggest.s that,

in order to assess effectiveness, the dependent or criterion

measures

must be closely aligned with Èhe instructional methods used.
The first

problem is addressed by Anderson and Freebody (1981:

77). They summarized the literaÈure on whaÈ is known about the roLe of
vocabulary knowledge in reading comprehension. Their rationale for

the inportance of a revíew is that rran assessmenE of the nuuber of
meanings a reader knor¡s enables a remarkably accurate prediction of

this individualrs ability

to comprehend discourse". Although the

reason for thÍs correlaÈÍon Ís not understood complet.ely, its irnpor-

tance Ís recognízed. If educaÈors are Èo provide improved insÈruction
they nust detemÍne the answer to the question: 'I{haÈ is the nost

efficient way of estinaÈing vocabulary size from an indívidual's
performance on a sample of nrords?" (Anderson and Freebody, L9grz77).

Thus, the second problern is measuring the effectiveness of
vocabulary development is findíng an adequately sensitive measure.
Deese (1970:109) srares:
The sum total of all things a given person thinks of or that
a whole group of people think of is the associaÈive meaning of
the coneept behind the stimulus word in question.
The use of the word assocíation tesË as a tool for research

dates back to 1901 when Thuub and Marke found several general trends

in response patterns. Word assocíaEion test norms vrrere established
as early as 1910 (Kent and Rosanoff). Numerous studies have
conducted utilÍzing

been

these norns (Jenkins and Russe1l, 1952: Russell

and Jenkins, 1954; Russell and Meseck, 1959; Rosenzweíg, 1964; palermo
and Jenkins, 1965). Further studies examined word association in an

attempt to explain acquisition and development of linguistic

knowledge

(Ervin, 1963; McNeill, 1966; Froese, Lg77; Taylor , Ig77). These researchers emphasized the role of context in word association tasks.

A continued v¡ord associaÈion test is a variant of the simple
word association test.

The subjecÈ produces as many words as possible

in a given time in response to a given stimulus word. Noble (1952)
established, Ëhrough Ëhe use of the continued ¡¿ord associ-atÍon test,
the "meaningfulness

(rn)

" of nouns and nonsense disyllables.

He

Èhen

had subjects rate the nurnber of times they had come in contact with

particular word. He found a correlation of 0.92 (Noble, i953).

a

on

the basis of rhese findings Taylor (1977 271) suggesrs rhat:
Since meaningfulness is an index of the variety (more correctly,
frequency) of experiences represented in the concepE, the nore
varied or frequent experiences one has with a concept, the more
meaningful the concept becomes.
Kinb1e and Garmezy (I968) also found a functional relationship between

the ease of l-earning and the meaningfulness of words.
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Therefore, the continued word associaÈion tesE appears to

be

a measure which would be sensiEive to the treatments undertaken. For
example, Byrne (1971:392) found that 'rcloze performance is rerated to

the divergent thinking abilíEy of associationa] fluency".

A1so, the

theories upon which semantic urapping Ís based, are prÍmarily

word

association theories (collins and Quillian, 1969; Lindsay and

Norman,

1972). And, as weII, category rnatch is a word associatÍon task which
was foroulated as a
Goodnor.¡

and

and Bower

result of the work

done on categorization by Bruner,

Austin (1956) and described by Gerhard (1975), Henry (r974)

et. al.

(1969).

SignifÍcance of Èhe SÈudy
The present study was designed to investigat.e instructional

strategies that would build up sÈudenEsr facility

in learning vocabu-

lary related to concepts which appear in Èheir science textbooks.
following concerns prompted

Èhe

The

wriËer to undert.ake Èhis study.

AlÈhough it is accepted thaÈ vocabulary knowledge is a major

facÈor in linguistÍc

ability,

it is not clear why this is so. Anderson

and Freebody (1981) attempt to explaÍn why, by sr:mmarizing three posÍ-

tions:

the instrumentalist position, the verbal aptitude posiÈion,

the knov¡ledge posiEion. They suggest thaÈ there are neither the
retical tools, or t.he data to justify

and

Eheo-

choosing one position as beíng

more tenable than another at the present tirne. They further concl,rde

that, knowing which of these Ëhree positions about vocabulary knowledge

is most nearly correct, is important because the posítions have radical1y different inplications for the reading curriculum.

5

One textbook

for example, Johnson and Pearson (1978), basically

suPports the knowledge position.

It discusses vocabulary developmen¡

in terms of conceptual distinctions and relations which are called
semantÍc maps. semantic maps are encouraged as a method of develop-

ing vocabulary for the purpose of expanding concepts. Although these
semantic maps involve sets of words, the activitíes

described are

based on groups of isolated r¿ords rather than r¿ords within the context

of continuous text.
make reference

Thomas and Robinson (1982) and

Stoodt (f98i) also

to Johnson and Pearsonts (1978) semantic maps.

However,

oEher current textbooks (spache and spache, 1977; Durkín, L97g; Ranson,
1978) do,noÈ mention semantic maps and, to the r¿riter's knowledge, no

research studies could be located r.¡hich provÍde evidence to supporË

the use of semantic maps as an effective vocabulary method.
WiÈhin t.he Johnson and Pearson (1978) text, category match is

described as an act.ívity to help children develop a meaning vocabulary.
More explicitly,

they suggest it is an activity whereby uany r¿ords can

be introduced which are ner,r to a childrs vocabulary. This activity ís

also based on groups of isolat.ed words as
The cloze instructional

r¡ras

the semantic rnapping task.

t.echnique is dÍscussed in the chapter

entÍt1ed "contextual Analysisrr by Johnson and pearson (1978). Here,
the authors reco

rnend

selecting passages from content area materÍal,

as r¡ell as oÈher sources for the purpose of consÈructing cloze activi-

ties.
l¡ill

Through the use of the cloze procedure, they suggest that children
develop I't.he habit of examining surrounding context to make sensible

guesses about the meanings of unfami-liar lsords" (Johnson and Pearson,

1978:118). However, research studies are not cÍted in this text to
support the use of cloze as a vocabulary teaching device even

Èhough

6

numerous st.udies are available in Ëhe literature
r980)

(Nease, I97g; Jongsma,

.

Although efforÈs are presently being made to íntegrate theory

with practice, Ín current textbooks such as Johnson and pearsonts
(1978), it appears that many gaps still

exist.. rn a recent review,

Trabasso (in santa and Hayes, 1981) suggests thaÈ vocabul-ary knowledge

research is omÍtted, or non-existenE, and that if research is ¡o have
relevance to educational practical everyday life situations, it mus!
use reading situations ÈhaÈ have ecological validity.

In view of the above concerns, this study soughc to investigate the instructional strategies of semantic napping, cIoze,

and

category maÈch, within the context of the theoreÈÍcal and practical
research now avaílable.
needed to help clarífy

It appears that more research studies are
present Íssues. This study differs from other

studies in that it examínes the practical application of

semant.íc

mapping as an instructional method for developing vocabulary. Also,

in an effort Ëo establish ecological validity,

EhÍs study has placed

vocabulary development into the context of Ehe reaLiEy of reading.

Therefore, the activiÈies as outlined by Johnson and Pearson (1978),
were modified so that the vocabulary studied was presented within

the context of science passages writ,ten in a classifícatÍon pattern.
Further, word frequency wiÈhin passages was considered as well as the
degree of exposure to context, in an effort to more

"to..ly

analyze

the learning tasks which face Èhe developing comprehender (Johnson in
SanÈa and Hayes, 1981).

Theore

tica-1 Framework

one instructional method in vocabulary developmenE rnay

be

more effective for material written in a specific organizatíona1

pattern than another and, Èherefore, improve reading comprehension.
The assumpÈions underlying instruction in the semantic mapping,

cloze nethod, and category natchÍng task, are based on psycholinguis-

lic

theories.
PsycholÍnguists tend to view comprehension and memory

as

being a constructive process. The constructive process is based on

the interacÈion of the info:mation presenÈed, the context of that
inforrnation and the existÍng knowledge schemata of the learner (pepper,
1942; PiageÈ , 1970; Bransford and Frank, I}TI).

A currenÈ psycholinguistic nodel of reading posíts a three
comPonen!

basis for reading. Three kinds of inforrnation are available

to the reader: the grapho-phonic, the syntacÈÍc, and the semanticassociational; all of which operate in mutually dependent and reciprocar manners (Gooduran, L967; SniÈh, lg75). However, research by pearson
(r975¿89), provides evídence that rrthe way in which verbal data are
processed' Eust begÍn lrith a semantíc representatíon of the total

relation involved".

Thus, research in vocabulary development can

be

enhanced by viewing it frour a semantic perspective.

I{hÍle the stated purpose of this study was to compare four
instructional methods of developing science vocabulary, ên underlying
purPose was to interpret the results in terms of theories of cognítÍve

Processes. More specifically,
theories of sern"ntic

memory.

to relat.e the results to research, in

I
Presently' research sets forth three distinctions

among ¡¡emory

models which suggest tr.¡o fundamenEally dÍfferent approaches to compre-

hension. The three roodels currently reviewed in the literature are
the feature comparison model (snÍth, shoben and Rips, lg74),

Èhe marker

search rnodel (Glass and Holyoak, 197Ð, and the hybrid rnodel (colrins
and Loftus, 1975). A concern of the educaËor who Ís planning inst.ruc-

tional strategies to develop vocabulary is

some knowledge

processes in Èerrs of the three models. Accordíng to

of the basic

Shcben (in

Spiro' 1980) the question of access and the question of conÈext should
be investigated. rn this case, "access" refers to Ëhe time required
to recall words or related concepÈs and rrcontexE" refers to the graphÍc
material which surrounds a particular word and, Eherefore, designat.es
or ínfluences its meaning. And, further, that inherenE in the question
of access is "whether processing of one term will facílitate

the subse-

quent processing of a semantically related t.erm" (Shoben, lgg0 2323)
whaË

and

part does context play vrithin ÈhÍs process. Here "context" is

viewed slightly

different.

For example, words such as bread and butter

are closely assocÍated and should require less t.ine to recall than

words

such as nurse and buÈter whích are not closely relaEed (Meyer, Schvanveldt
and Ruddy, 1975).

rn sunmary, the purpose and sígnificance of this study was directed towards investigating instructlonal strategies which would enable
student.s to learn vocabulary related to specifÍed scíen".:"orrc.ptr.

inherent problem in eomparative studies appears to be the sensitivity
of the criterÍon measure. Thus, Èhe continued word association Ëest
was selected for determining the effectiveness of the Ínstructional
urethods, as it seemed most closely aligned with the treatments in

questlon.

An

Another inherent problem in comparative studíes is the lack

of effort ín integrating theory with practice.

Theoretically, research

suggests semantic mapping is closely aligned wiEh semantic

memory

models. However, the practical research on semantic mapping
limited.

seems

Reported research on semantic memory models and their Ímp1i-

cations for instruction leave many questions unanswered. rn fact,
many

current methodologies for the purpose of developÍng vocabulary

are not placed within a theoretíca1 framework. Neither does there
appear to be substantial research to support their practical applica-

Èion. Thus, a brief

sr¡mmary

of methodologies and justification

for

their use follows.
Me

thodologi

es

The four methodologies selected for developing sixth-grade

science vocabulary $rere: the cloze method, semantic mapping, category
matching, and story discussion. These methodologies are discussed

in sequence with reference to their theoretical perspective.
CIoze Method

A psycholinguistic model of reading places great emphasis on
Èhe role of context in the processing of text.

Psycholinguists cl-aim

that íf students are taught to be sensitive to Èhe semantic and syntactic clues in the text, they will

become more

from storage, words which are right the first

profÍcienl at retrieving

time. It r,¡as this

rationale ¡.rhÍch prompted Èhe use of the cloze method as a vocabulary
ínstructional method.
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Semantic Mapping

vocabulary development, by means of semantic mapping, Ís thought

to be closely aligned with a hierarchical memory structure and, theoretícal1y, is termed "semantÍc networks" (Co1lins and Quíllian,

1969;

RumelharE, Lindsay and Normal, 1972). The current hybrid model of

collins and Loftus (1975) is partially
collins and Quillian (1969).

Germane

based on the inírial

work of

to Èhis study was the quesrion

of whether students would have access to more new science vocabularv
as a result of applyir:g the semantic mappíng technique to a passage

in which the context ís organized in a classification

pattern.

Category Matching

According to Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin

(1956), piaget (1952)

,

and Vygotsky (7962) calegorization is involved in concept formation.
Category uatch is basically categorization as described by Gerhard (I975)
and Henry (7974) and it does not depend on a hierarchícal memory

structure, but is representative of an interpretive model of
(Anderson and Bower, I973).

memory

Thís method of vocabulary development

is not sensj-tive to the role of context in processing text.
Story DiscussÍon
This instructional method of developing vocabulary was viewed
as conventional. Therefore, instruction

\¡ras

incidental rather than

directed.
Current ¡nethodologies in developing vocabulary such as dicÈionary practice, matching synonyms and antonyms, study of word parts,
and use of context (Petty, Herold, and Sto11, 1968) have no clearly

established theoretical basis. Also, "research in the area of vocabulary

11

development has not dealt r¡ith the theoretical basis for the methods
usedrr (Cipe, 197725). Further, ín a recent review of the book
Teaching Reading Vocabulary, by Johnson and Pearson (1978), Nease

(1979:77) states that this book "shares a short coming conmon to most
works on teaching methods .

activities

are not placed within the

context of researchtt and that trsuch a resource should be based on

a

thorough revíew of current. literaturetr.

was

The intent of this study

to examine the instructional methods of cloze, seruantic mapping,

and

category matching, in terms of both theory and the existing research

in vocabulary development.
h¡hi1e there are many descriptive studies on vocabulary in the

literature

(Da1e, Razik and Petty, 1973) there are relatively

few studies

which directly document the relative effectíveness of specific vocabulary

instructional methods (Pany and Jenkins, 7977). Because of the lack of
evidence to support current practices in developing vocabulary,

many

researchable questions can be formulated within the theoretical framework presented. However, for the purpose of this study, three general

questions \,¡ere examined. Each general question resulÈed in a

number

of specifíc hypothesis; Ëhese are presented in more deÈail in Chapter 3..
The general questions v/ere:

1. Do different instrucÈional methods result in different
LTord

association scores when assessed by number of target r^rords (i.e.

words which r.¡ere the focus of instruction)

words (i.e.

and by the number of target

other r.rords in addition to target words)?

2. Do instructíonal methods with two science passages containing words whÍch, on the average, are more familiar to grade six

t2
sËudenÈs

(higtr frequency passages) resulÈ 1n greater gaíns

Èhan rnethods

wlth two scÍence passages containíng words which, on the average, are
less farniliar to grade six sÈudents (low frequency passages) when word
association scores are assessed by target words and associaÈion total?
3.

WhaÈ

are some qualitative dífferences

amorlg

students' p.t-

formance on word associatÍon scores when examined for difference Ín
treaEment. groupsas measured by: the Durrel1, toÈa1 pre-test targeE

words, total Èask scores and total post-test association scores,

and

the rerationship of Durrell scores and toEal target word post-tesE
scores

?

Defínition of

Terms

The following operational Lerms have been used throughout this

study and have been defined as follows:

I.

Semantic Map: A semantic map

is a graphic representaËion

used Èo illustrate concepÈs and relationships between concep¡s such

as

classes, properties, and examples (pearson and Johnson, l97g).

2.

sernantic Mappíng: semanÈic mapping

is the development of

a semantic map. The studentrs task Ís to correctly supply

Èhe words

to complete the graphic representation.
3. Cloze Method : A modified eloze method is a Ëechnique
in which specified words in a passage are deleted. LetÈer clues are
sometimes given.

The readerts task is

:

t.o

correctly supply the missing

word.

4.

caÈegory MaËching: category matching

is a classifying actí-

vity in which two or three (or nore) categorÍes are writÈen at the Èop
of the page and several words for each category are scrambled below them.
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The sËudent's task is to correctly place the scrambled words in the

appropriafe category. "Category Match'r is used synonomously.
5. Concept: A concept is an idea or notion derived from
assessing particular relationships and characteristics of things
(Johnson and Pearson, 1978). For the purpose of this study, rhe terms
passage and story are used interchangeably.

6. Context: Context refers to those sounds, words, phrases,
pictorial

and graphÍc matter which surrounds a particul-ar word or

passage and designate or influence its meaning.

7. Frequency: Frequency refers to an accounË of how ofËen

a

particular word occurs in the language according Èo the norms in the
hlord_Frequencv Book (Carroll et. al. , f971)

.

8. Classification Pattern: ClassificaÈion pattern refers to
the nature and organization of written material.

k a cl-assifÍcation

pattern, a topic is divided into tr.ro or more parts, followed by subtopics that are grouped under each part.

The divided topics and sub-

topics are explaíned or described (Robinson,

J-975)

.

9. SemanÈics: Semantícs refers to the study of meanings,
especially concepËs and relations

among concepts (Pearson and Johnson,

r978).

10. Syntax: Syntax refers to the orderly arrangements of
words in sentences (Pearson and Johnson, 1978)
:

11. Target Words: "Target words" refer to the actual

words

íntroduced for study.

12. Total Words: "ToÈal l¡ords" refers to a count of the target
words and any other word elicited

in response to a superordinate.

T4

13. Timed Word Association Test: For the purpose of this
study, a time liniÈ of two minutes was established for the word assocÍation test.
Limitations of the Study
1" The investigation was limited to analyzing data for
sixth-grade sÈudents in two schools in one rural school division

and

cannot be generalized beyond thÍs setting.

2. The investigation

r¿as

linÍÈed to four methods of Èeaching

science vocabulary related to four specifÍed concepts written in

a

classificaËion pattern and cannot be generalized to other teaching
nethods, vocabulary or writing patterns.

3. Due Èo ti-me constraints, the study consisEed of only
eight lessons per group over a four week period.
4. Measurement of the studentsr perfor¡nance was limÍted to
the accuracy and validity

of the timed word assocÍation tests used

as

measuring devices.
Overview of the Study

This study compared four insËructional nethods of developing
sixth-grade science vocabulary.
chapter I has stated the purpose of the study, discussed the
significance of the problen, described the theoretical foundations
for Ëhe study, defined lerms of irnportance to Ëhe sÈudy, and lÍsted
the lirnitations of the study.
Chapter 2 will review líÈerature and research related to the
study.
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Chapter 3 will presenE a descripËion of the sample, the design

of the study and the research procedure and materials used in the
st udy.

Chapter 4 will presenË an analysis of the data.
ChapCer 5

will present a sunmary of Èhe findings, conclusions

dra¡¡n from the findings, irnplications for educational practice, and

suggestions for further research.

ChapEer

2

REVIEI^J OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this study e¡as to investigate the dífferential_

effecÈs of instructional methods for developing síxth-grade science

vocabulary. The nethods were identified as the cloze method, semantic
mapping, and category

matching. The aim of each insÈructional

method

was to assist sÈudents in developing vocabulary related to specified

science concepts. In an effort to establish ecological validity,

this

study placed the targeÈ vocabulary within the context of conEÍnuous
Ëext so that Ít night more closely paral1e1 che readÍng sÍtuation.
The purpose of this chapter was to discuss voeabulary development

within a framework v¿hich has theoretícal and pedagogical relevance.
Therefore, the first. sectÍon of this chapter wÍl1 review, from

a

theoretical and pedagogical perspective, literature which relates to
the process of reading. Next, the chapter contaÍns sections which
are relevant to Èhe purpose of the study and deal lrith the identified
methods: eLoze, semantic napping, and category matchÍng.
Process of Reading

Psycholinguistic Model

:

Current research in reading has focused on the interrelation-

ships of language, memory strucÈure, and the interacÈion of the learner.
varying degrees of emphasis are placed on Èhese interrelatÍonships
depending upon the theoretical perspective of the researcher.
L6
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Currently, several psycholinguists (Goodman, 196l; Hochberg,
1970; Kolers, 1970; srnith, r975) discuss in the lirerature,

language

based models of the reading process. Although these psycholinguists

dlffer on some issues, certain explanations of the reading process
appear to be in agreement. Akin to Bruner (f973) these psycholinguÍstic
models are based on the "predict-test-confirm"
1e68)

procedure

(Goodman,

.

Models of this type require the reader to be cognitively act-

ive.

That. Ís, the reader must utilize

his prior knowledge to generate

hypothesís about whaÈ is being read. Thus, an Ímportant aspect of

cognitive activity

is anticipaEing, expecting or predicEing part of

the information which he has not yet seen. ThÍs anticipatory behavior
is noE coupleEely understood, but it Ís belíeved to enhance reading
efficiency by capítalizÍng on Èhe natural redundancy of written language.

One
Goodman

current psycholinguístic paradigm of readÍng is the

Model. The

Goodman

Model (1970) places a high degree of

emphasis on semanÈic and syntactic anticipation, with less emphasis

on the graphÍcs of print.

According to t.his nodel, an efficÍent

reader decodes directly fron the graphíc stiuulus, and then encodes
frorn the deep structure.

utÍ1izes

È,hree

described by

This Ís

made

possible because the reader

kinds of information simultaneously. This process is

Goodrnan

(1970:266) as:

Certainly without graphic input there would be no
reading. But the reader uses syntactic and semanËic
information as v¡el1. He predicts and ant.Ícipafes on
the basis of this infor¡natÍon saropling from print jusE
enough Èo confirm his guess of whaE's coming to cue
more semanÈic and synËacËic information. Redundancy
and sequenÈial constraints in languages which the reader
reacts to makes this predictíon possible.
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Thus, semantic and synt,actic anticipation ínvolves narrowing Ehe

seE

of candidates for upcornÍng words, by using information from prior
Èext. The underlying assumption upon which t.his model is based is
I'that oral and wriÈten modes of language are alternate modes
of the
same

entiÈy and are Inore or less abstract representaEion of

each

otherrr (cambourne, 19762611). rt also implÍes t,hat Ehe oral reading
process reflects the silent reading process.
The literature

has exÈensively addressed this paradigrn of

the readÍng process. The conclusions, however, appear to be
controversial.

somewhat

on Èhe one hand, the "Goodman Model" is viewed as

an

analysis by synthesis nodel of reading and, consequently, iE accounts
for rapid reading !¡Íth ninimal visual input, for changes in reading
rate wiÈh different types of t.ext, and for uisreadings beÍng synÈactically and semantically appropriate (McConkie and Rayner, 197Ð.
the other hand, t,he basic assumption underlying this language

On

based

model of reading and Èhe research paradigm \,ríthin which it r¿as formu-

lated are questÍoned.
Cambourne (L976), Mosenthal
assumpËions

(I976) and others, quesÈion the

of parallelism; between the oral and wriEten modes of

language and beÈween oral and silenÈ readíng. Secondly, does the

I'naÈuraListic" research paradigrn utilized by

Goodman

provide valid

and reliable evidence to support lhe contenEions he puts forth in

relation to the applÍcation of general linguistic

and

"ogr,rar.r" "o*petencies (Pearson, 1981)? rt seens Èhat enpirical evidence to supporÈ
Èhe

basic ¿ssurnptíons and Èhe practical applications of the

somewhat vague,

dence

to support the

sarue are

In fact, Ëhere is no conclusive empirical eviassumption

that

comprehension

of

speech para11e1s
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comprehension in reading either orally or sílently

(posner eE. â1.,

1972). Second1y, it seems "a number of causal implicatíons have been
dra¡¿n from descripÈive

statistics"

and Goodman has "failed

his nost echoed implications, subjects would'learn'better

Eo suppor¡

as a resul-t

of encountering new words in context" (Blanchard, r979z7r).
A third problem, which is probably the most crucial to the
Present study, is the implication thaE sem¡ntics is a function of syn-

tax, or thaÈ a word's meaning appears to be conEingent upon its ordered
relation to other words (Mosenthal, 1976). This has irnportant Ínplicat.ions for how educators develop vocabulary. However, Ëhe postulate

that semantics is a function of syntax is possibly a direct result of
Goodmanrs

reliance on Èhe linguistÍc paradigm of transformational-

generatÍve grammar and, therefore, requires further discussion.

Influence of Transformationa_l-Generat.ive Graunar
A linguistic

paradigm which v¡as current prior to the incepËÍon

of "Goodmanrs Model" was chomskyrs (1957) theory of syntax. Thus,
this paradigm possibly provided the motivation for pursuing a performance model of reading comprehension v¡hich would maEch the listener's

ability

to conprehend speech. However, it was chomskyrs (1965) theory

of syntax' exPressed in a transformational-generative granlnar which
has had far-reachÍng Íuplications for many reading theorj-sts and read-

ing practÍtioners
Basic to chornsky's (1965) nativistic theory of spoken language
1S:

. an innate
in the envirorunent,
tured set of rules,
generate an infinite

capacity for processing lÍnguisÈic data
sorËing Èhe data, esÈablishing a strucand then using the set of rules to
number of creative sentences (Dahl, 1gg1:4).
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Thus, through grammar, v¡e may generate, specify, and predict all the

possible linguistíc

relations between the sound system and the meaning

system of language. choursky proposed a tripartite

sÈrucÈure which

included deep structure (abstract representaEions which reflect meaníng

or t.he semantic component), transformatíona1 rules (the syntactic

com-

PonenE), and surface structure (the phonological or graphic componenE).
Through syntax, we generaEe and describe all sentences within a Language; through phonology, we

describe the sound sÈruct.ures of t.he sen-

tences generated by the syntax; and the semanÈic component. refers to
Ehe meaning

structure of the sentence. Thus, accordíng to

chomsky

(1965), the syntacÈic component plays the doninant role as both the
phonological and semantíc components are dependenE on its function.
The literature

reviewed ín the psycholinguistíc fÍeld has pro-

vided evidence Ëhat psycholinguistic reading urodels in general,
the

Goodman (1968) and

smith (1975) nodels, specifically have

influenced by differing interpretations and applications of

and

been

Chornskyrs

(1965) theory of transfonnational-generatÍve grammar. For example,
Goodman (1973:37) appears

to agree that s)'nËax is the principle

determíner of meaning:
The structural organization of a sentence forms the
basis for semantic relationships. Meaning as a language
system, is dependent on synt.ax. It is the order of items
and the use of inflection t,hat indicate the rneaning relationship of the items. The syntactic order is separate
from and can precede the meaning but Ehe ueaning cannot
exisÈ r¡iÈhout the order.
However' not all reading theoretÍcians hold this same víew. A number

of ernpirical investigations (Bransford and Franks , lgTr;

sachs

, 1967;

Pearson, I974-7975) have found the theory of transformational gramuar
inadequate for the purpose of explaining the reading comprehension
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process. conseguenËly, psychologists and educators moved Èoward an
alternative model of granunar which rnight more adequately explain the
reading process.

Influence of Case

Grauunar and Generative Semantics

case grammar (Fillmore, 1968) and a semantically based model

of transformational grammar provided alternaÈives wit,hin which theoreÈicians viewed models of reading comprehension. case grammar !,/as

especially appealing as it did not assume the sentence to be the basic
linguistic

unit as dÍd the Èransfomational-generaÈive grammarians.

The generative semanticists (Anderson, 1968; chafe, rg67; Lakoff, t96g;
McCawley' 1968) held differing views on the function of "selectional

restrictions"

wíthin chornskyts (1965) theory. However, a

among them was

conmon view

Èheir rejections of deep sÈructure ín the form defÍned

by Chomsky (1965). They placed semantics in a more dorninanr role

Èhan

syntax. A bríef sunnary of both theorÍes is presenÈed.
In a case graÍEnar analysis, the action becomes the focal point,
around which all oÈher concepts in an event revolve. An event

may

consÍst of one sentence or a number of sentences. Thus, understanding
language means understanding the semantic relationships expressed by

language. This relationship is descríbed; by first identifying the
basic ttactiontt, second, the ttagentt', who or whaÈ caused the action to
occur, and thirdly, who or r¿hat is the I'recipient' of the ãction. rt
appears that semantics and syntax are dependenÈ upon one another in
case grâmmar although Ëhe dominant role nov¡ appears to be semanËics,

as syntax is viewed as an aid to meaning (Lapp and Flood, rgTB).

Fillrnore (7968:24) srares:

As
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The case notions comprise a set of uníversal,
presumably innate concepts ¡¿hich identify certain
types of judgenents human beings are capable of
naking about Èhe events that are going on around
Èhem, judgeurents about such maEters as who did it,
who it happened to, and ürhat. goÈ changed.

Although the scenario of an event is made up of the'tactiontt,rtagentrr,
and "object", the parÈs of an event mighÈ also include the instrumental

relation, the conditíonal relatÍon, and the reference relation.
In generative semantics, all the generatÍve power of the

grammar

is located in the semantic component, Èhe rules of which operate prior
to the operation of the

"no\^7"

purely interpretive rules of che synt.ac-

tic component. Thus, semantics is generative (reflectÍng the creative
or productive aspects of language), whÍ1e phonology and syntax are
interPretive (assigning a phonetic and syntactic interpretation to abstract structures generated by semantics) (Lyons, Ig72). The l-iEerature on semantically based transformational grammar has suggested that
thís view holds greater promÍse for theoreticians than does the type
of grarmar discussed by Chonsky (1965).
Linguistic theories which emphasized the semantic

component

rather than the s)mtactÍc component, a synthesis approach rather than
an analysis approach, and a nr:mber of linguÍsËic unÍts rather Èhan

single linguistic
menÈ

a

unit, have had a significanÈ influence orr the develop-

of reading theories (Pearson, 1981). Souewhat concurrently, another

comPeting model has evolved, the inform¡tion processÍng model. It will

be discussed next.

Information Pllcess

Model

Information Processing theory has been used in the field of 1ínguisËics, psychology, and reading, in order to sinurate procedures
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involved in the comprehensíon process of oral or written language
that more adequate model,s mÍght be developed.

Athey (I97I:65),

described information processing as a theory operating on the

so

has

same

basis as an open compuÈer sysÈem. It
. has as íts components an Ínput system, channel
capacity, a sÈorage syst,em, programs for coding informaÈion
to be stored, and an output system. open systems contain
sub-systems, which can be compared to a human beingrs
tnemory capacity or storage.
Numerous lÍnguistic

theories (Hayes and clark, lgTo; Ke1ly,

1967; Lindsay and Norman, 1972; Mandler, tg67; Miller,

1969; Qui11ian,

1969 Trabasso et. aI., t97o) have been discussed in the literarure
which clearly demonstrates the díversity of opinion which prevails

on

how the hu'n¡n informatÍon processing system works. one major problem

with infor-mation processing theory appears Èo be the problem of accounting for the differences between computers and people (Reitnan, 1970).
on the positÍve side, however, nore detailed and more specific psycho-

logical assurmptions can be enpirically tested in simulated computer
programs. Thus, t,he interrelationships beÈv¡een language and memory
can be studied more extensÍvely (Athey, 197I).
chase and clark (1972), Frederiksen (1975), Rumelharr (rg76),
Trabasso (r972), and oÈhers, have generated theorÍes which describe

reading as infortation processing. Within these t.heories, the linguis-

tic

influence is illustrated

cepts identifiable

by the inclusion of numerous basic con-

in linguistic

research.

some researcheTs have

focused on the relations anong ideas in text, while others have
focused on the relatíons emorìg ideas stored in the human memory

(Pearson, 1981). some of these basic concepts such as redundancy,
feedback, and storage, have had significant irnplicatíons for both
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the theoríst and the educator. The concept of redundancy has dírected
reading research to examÍne materÍa1 for the amount of redundancy
needed to reduce the alternatives for prediction of upcoming words.

And further, it has assisted educators in becoming more cognizant of

the need to teach differing semantic and syntactic patterns wÍt.hÍn
varying types of material.
ÈhaÈ educators

secondly, Ehe concept of feedback implies

should provÍde for students, instructÍon on how to use

and monitor their feedback mechanisms (visual, auditory, synt.actic,

semantic, etc.) while comprehending text.

Thirdly, and directly

related to the purpose of this study, is the concept of storage, for
as Athey (I97I:96) has concluded:
Most computer programs that simulate human language
processes emphasize the Ímportance of a "dictionary 1ist"
or vocabulary storage. This ímplies that the child needs
a rich vocabulary of spoken and wriEten words available
for matching wiEh new stimuli.
Consequently, deterrrining which instructional methods are most effective

for developing vocabulary for specifíed materials, appears hÍghly important when viewing reading within the parameters of an information
processing urodel. Next, the role of vocabulary and linguistic

ability

wÍ11 be discussed.
Role of Vocabulary and Linguistic AbilÍty

Recently, Haurmill and McNutt (1981:15) used a "meta-anal_ysis"
approach to systematically review over 8000 coefficients Éo demonsÈrate

the relationship of reading to particular construct categories. rt
was concluded that the Èwo best correlates of reading are the abil-ities

involved in graphíc competence and spoken language (especially those
pertaining to receptive abilitÍes).

Graphic competence hras descrÍbed
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as all other aspects of writËen language (i.e. other than reading the receptíve form of writt.en language) and spoken language abilities
were described as "a11 the abilities

related to the meaningful inter-

pretation or use of spoken s¡rmbols". This study presents a

somewhat

unique view of the correlates of reading as it provídes a means for

viewing the role of vocabulary within the context of total language.
I',lhen

vocabulary is vierved in isolation, as in the stanford

Achievement Test (1973) standardization procedure, the correlation
between vocabulary sub-test and total achíevement tests ranged from

.79-.89. Thorndike (I973:62) has also provided evidence of rhis srrong
relationship.

He reported median correlations of .71 (lO-year-o1ds),

-75 (14-year-o1ds), and .66 (17-18-year-olds) for 100,000 srudenrs

across fifteen countries. He concluded that his results indicate "how
compleËely reading performance is determined by word knowledge at d1f-

ferent levels and in different countries" (Thorndike, lg73). Davis
(1944, 1968) has provided ernpirical evidence to supporÈ the uniqueness
of the reading, comprehension factor identified as "nemory for word
meanings" (Davis, 1944). Clark (I972) and Spearrirt (t972) confirmed
thaÈ knowledge of word meanings !/as a unique, Ídentifiable

skill.

The preenÍnant role of word knowledge has also been demonstrated

in studies which have analyzed readabilíty factors (Bormouth, 1966;
coleman, 1971; Klare,1974-75).

that rnake prose difficult

For example, in a study of the facËors

to read, coleman, (1971) investigated proper-

ties (rnorphological, s)mtactic, and seuantic) of words and sentences.
Although he found sentence complexity to be an important variable
"any measure of word complexity (nurnber of leÈters, morphemes, or sy1-

lables, frequency of usage) will accounÈ for

B0%

of the predicted
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variancef' (Coleman, 7971:184). In a review, Klare (7974-15) also
reported the r¡ord varÍable as more highly predictive of difficulty
than the sentence variable.

one aspect of word complexity, frequency

of usage has been well documented. Thorndike and Lorge (L944), carroll
et. 41. (1971), and others have provided substantiaL evidence to support
the concept of variatÍon in frequency of usage of the word variable at
different levels and in different content areas.
A number of studies have been cited, based on correlatlonal

research, factor analytical studies, variables affecting readabilÍty
of materials, and research pertaining Èo the word frequency variable.
on the basis of this research, it has been concluded that. 'rmeasures

of vocabulary knowledge are potent. predicÈors of lÍnguistic

abí1iÈy"

(Anderson and Freebody, l98I:77).

In summary, the influence of linguistic

theories on the process

of reading has been demonstrated in t.he literature.

The psycholÍnguis-

tic approach to developing reading models, or theories, have shÍfted
from those based on a Èotally nativistÍc

linguistic

view,

È.o t,hose

based on a cognitÍve view of language comprehensÍon. As a result of

the influence of transformational-generative gramnâr, case grarunar,
and generative semantics, reading theoreticians have placed more empha-

sis on the role of semant.ics. The emergence of inforuation processing
models has resulted in more reliable data obtained frou uore indepth

studies based on the interrelationships between language ("pot"r, .na
written) and memory. rt has long been accepted that vocaburary has
strong relatÍonshÍp wÍth the ability

to comprehend text.

a

consequently,

vocabulary developmenÈ and semantÍc processing are viewed as important

theoretical and pedagogical concerns ín the teachíng of reading. For
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as Adams (1980:23) says:
The meaning of a texÈ is in the mind of the reader. The
Ëext Ítself consists only of instructions for the reader as
to how to retrieve or construct that meaning. The vsords of a
Èext evoke in the reader concepÈs, their prÀt írrt.rrelationships and Èheir poÈential interrelaËionships as defined by
their semantic properties. The synËactic àtructure of a texr
help the reader to serect among these concepÈual conglomerates.
But he or she must also be abre to access and orlanize the
appropriaÈe concepEual knowledge, and this depends on a varÍety
of semantic knowledge and processes.

Vocabulary Development
Three nethods of vocabulary development have been identified

which are directly related to building up studentsr facil_ity in learn_

ing vocabulary related to concepts which appear in their science t,extbooks. The three methods were identified as cloze, semantic mapping,
and category matching. A fínal but relat,ed area of investigatÍon
rshich has provided Ínsight into vocabulary development is that of
ÈexÈ

predictability.

Two aspects

of predictability

whích seem espe-

cially relevant to the purpose of this study are the word assoclation
variabl-e and the word frequency variable. Research studies which
have investÍgated the cloze method for the purpose of developing
vocabulary will be discussed first.

ThÍs section r¿ifl be follo¡.¡ed

by a discussion of the semantic nappÍng and category matchÍng nethods
and then studies dealÍng with the predictabÍlÍty of text will be reporËed

Cloze Method

ïn 19732279, Bortnick and Lopardo

sEaÈed:

A najor instructional advantage of t.he cloze procedure
is that maÈerial which is prepared based on the technique
draws on the language Ítself and so-ca11ed skirrs are nor
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taught in isolated language strucÈures. The sÈudent is
const.antly exposed to the experience of handlÍng the
contexÈ of the readÍng maEerial as well as the structured
aspects of the language.
This view is in total agreenent with how Robinson (I975257) suggested
vocabulary should be developed in contenË materia].

He feels "that

vocabulary development must stress the acquisítion of words and groups

of ¡¿ords in large contextual language frames rat.her Èhan isolated lists
of words". As a PractÍtíoner, he also feels that science material is
often vrritten in a cl-assification pattern and Ehat., in order for scudent,s to attach meaning Èo unfamiliar words, they should be Eaught the

specific strategíes needed to unlock the Ídeas within this pattern of
v¡riting.
rn a review of the literature pertaining to the croze procedure as a teachÍng technÍque, Jongsma (I97I) sugges¡ed future areas of

research: use of context clues, vocabulary development, and reading
in the conÈent fields.

SÍnce that tirne, there has been considerable

research concerning Èhe use of the cloze procedure as a teaching tech-

nique. However, research studies are generally comparative which

have

nade applÍcation of this procedure for the development of vocabulary,

for reading in the content areas, or for both, one in conjunctÍon
with the other.
Aaronson (i973) and

Ellingron (1972) investigated the use of

the cloze procedure to develop vocabulary at the post-seco-ndary
secondary

levels respectively.

The

results lrere not statistically

significant for either study. But, in Aaronson's (i973)
difference in

mean scores

and

for the project

sÈudy,

a

developed cloze tests

favoríng those receiving the treatmenÈ was reported (7.75 and 8.50).
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Unfortunately, the specified treatmenÈ time was noÈ indicated.

Con-

versely, in Ellingron's (1972) study in r.¡hich the investígator insËructed the experinental group and the teacher Ínstructed the controlgroup, no absoJ-uËe gains were reported for the standardized reading
tesÈ used to assess vocabulary gro!üth. However, the treatment time

specified was fifty-five

minutes daily for six weeks.

Pepin (I973) compared the cloze technique combined with highinterest, low readability readíng materials, and language experÍence
reading materials, to assess their effect.iveness in irnproving word
knowledge of fourth, fifth,

and sixth-grade pupils in corrective

reading classes. A group of Ëen leachers per group (3 groups) were
assigned to carry out the ínstruction and seven corrective reading
supervisors were appoÍnted to insure consistency and maÍnÈenance of
the cloze and non-cloze instructional programs. Fo1lor+ing seven
months of instructíon,

Èhe findings based on a sEandardized reading

test, Índicated neither the croze instruction or the comparative
treaËuent ¡¿ere effective in increasing vocabulary.

Blackwell et. al. (r972) assessed the effectÍveness of the
cloze procedure as a method of teaching vocabulary when compared to
the dramatization technique at the third and fourEh-grade levels.
The experirnental treatments consisted of execuËing a series of cloze
passages with an autonatíc deleÈion count of five v¡hÍle the controlgrouP met and executed a serÍes of dramatizations utilizÍng

the iden-

tical sÈories completed as cloze passages by the experimental group.
The length of treatment was five weeks. The mean gain scores from
the stanford DiagnostÍc Reading Test (SDRT),
scores indícaÈed a sËatistÍcally

FORM

l.I pre-and post-tesË

significant gain 1p< .05) in
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vocabulary for Èhe group receiving the cloze instruction.

The invest,i-

gators concluded that the data seemed to indicate that the cloze procedure is effective in teaching vocabulary and further, it maÍntaÍned

student uoÈivation over the five week period.
To summarize the analysis of the previously cited comparative

studies, it appears that only the Blackwe11 et. al. (1972) study found
a significanÈ improvement in vocaburary development as a result of
cloze instruction.

However, Aaronson (1973) found some Ímprovemen!,

and the absolute gains in Ellington's

(rgi2) study \,rere not reported,

so there may have been some improvement in vocabul_ary development.
Conversely, Pepín (1973) found cloze instruction as well as the compara-

tÍve treatment ineffective.
variables such as type of criterion neasure, length of treaE¡nenËr

instruct,or, and maÈerial-s used, may have been factors which were

partially

responsÍbIe for the findings of these studies.

For example,

three of the four st.udies used standardized reading tests in which
words are presented in isolaÈÍon, or with liurÍted con¡ext, to assess

vocabulary taught Ì.rithin the larger contextual framework of the cloze

procedure. As wel1, the one study (Blackwerl et.al.

1972), which

claiued significance, used the same form of the

for pre-and post-

t,est evaluation.

sRDT

rn the Aaronson (1973) study, where

was noËed and a project developed criterion

length of treatment

ü¡as

some improvemenÈ

Beasure was used, the

not reported. The length of treatru¡t in the

Pepin (1973) study ttas exceptionally long (seven nonths) and, although
he accounted for the material varÍable, he díd noÈ consider the effect

of the number of instructors and supervisors (37 ín all) involved in
the study. The Ellington (I972) study also had different insEructors
for the control and experimental treatment groups.
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on the basis of these four studies, few conclusions can

be

formulated. rt appears that the cloze procedure is ineffective in
ímproving reading vocabulary. However, iE also appears t.hat extraneous variables have not been adequately controlled or reported and

the criterion measures used to assess vocabulary growth may be insensÍÈive to the cloze procedure treatments. A review of the cfoze
research studies which focus on discussion techniques and Èype of

deletion may provide greaËer Ínsight into Èhe effectiveness of the
cloze procedure as a teaching nethod for developing a vocabulary.
Both Stewart (1967) and Pessah (1975) made discussion an inre-

gral part of t.heir treatments Ín studies which invesËigated integrating
cloze instruct.ion into college reading prograns for the purpose of increasing vocabulary. Results in the Steúrart (I967) study v¡ere reporÈed
as non-significant.

However, the investigator suggested future research

should involve natched pairs.

In an earlier study reviewed by Rankin

(1975), Bloomer (1962) found similar resulrs and his findings were
considered suspect as groups were not matehed. pessahts (Ig75) study
focused instruction on examining selectÍon deleEÍons based on equally

dÍstributed types of context clues on r¿hÍch he based his discussion.
The results indicated a significant

difference favorÍng Èhe croze

treatment. rÈ was concluded that the data seemed to indicate deletÍons made selectively for the purpose of discussion and giving pracÈice
in using specific types of context clues resulted in increãsed vocabulary perfonnance.
Heitznan and Bloomer (1967:223) employed tr¿o methods

of

measur-

ing Èhe effects of various deleÊion patterns v¡ithin non-overt reinforced
(no discussion) cloze procedure upon vocabulary at the grade nine level.
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Although no significant differences were found as measured by the

vocabulary section of the rowa Test of Basic skills,

the noun dele-

tions were positively correlated (.60) to the vocabulary sub-test
whíle the nodifier deletions were negatively correlated.

The investi-

gators concluded that "cloze procedure deletÍons, such as noun deletions' apparently offer more information and are urore like conventional
reading material than nodifier dele'ions".
Cox (1974) also included discussÍon in a comparj.son of three

instructional treatments on a sÈratified sample of disadvantaged fourthgraders to assess vocabulary growth. He varied the sequence and the

type of discussion as wel-1 as the number of cloze completion exercises
in each treatment group. The examiner concluded there vras no significant difference beÈl¡een t.reatments and no inleraction between Ereatments and reading ability.

Houston (1976) deleted every tenÈh word !o compare whole word

deletions with deletions which retained the ÍniÈia1 letter.

Subjects

were disadvantaged sixth-graders and treatment time was nine

r+eeks.

According to the criterion rneasure (Gates McGinitie Reading Test),

there was no signíficant difference between cloze and regular insËruction in vocabulary and both treatments were found to be ineffective.
Inherent in these sÍx studies, !üere rnany of the

same problems

which existed and were susmarized in relation Èo Èhe previously cited

studies. Again, only one study (Pessah, 1975) out of the six reviewed,
resulted in sÍgnificant vocabulary gror,rth. However, cox (I974) failed
to report absolute gains, stewarÈ (1967) failed to report criterion
measure, and they (stewarÈ, 1967 and Bloorner, 1962) implied groups
htere not equal prior to treatmenÈ. Therefore, it ís impossible to
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assess Èhe effectiveness of the cloze procedure as a meÈhod for develop-

ing vocabulary. Houston (1976) found both cloze and regular treatments
ineffective and no signifÍcanÈ differences vrere found ín vocabulary
development in the HeiÈzman and Bloomer (Ig76) study.

other possíble reasons for Èhe reported fÍndings may be due Eo
discussion techniques and the nature of selected deletions. Three of
the investigators included discussion within their treatments. Stewart.,s
(1976) discussion r.las very general and it consisted of only fifty-fíve
Ðinutes prior to eÍght weeks of instruction.

The Èype of discussion

reporËed in Coxrs (1974) study focused on conÈext clues but in a global
manner and he varied the sequence of the discussion wÍth
cloze
comple-

tion exercíses. Pessah (1975) focused his discussion on ¡he specific
context clues of direct explanation, indirect explanaÈion, and inference
from general sense of the story.

Also, his passages were constructed

by

usÍng selective deletions r¿hich were based on Èhe sane specified context
clues. Houston (1976) and Heitzman and Bloomer (Lg67) did not incl_ude
discussion Ín their treatments and, although they made seLective deletions, they were based on either v¡hole word or deletions r¿hich retained

initial

consonants rather than on types of context cl-ues. Focus

on

noun deletions may have some merÍt according to Heitzman and Bloorner

(1962). rn view of Pessah's (1975) sÈudy, iÈ appeared that research
on cloze instruction for the purpose of developing voeabulary needs
to explore in more depth, selecÈive deletions in conjunctiôn wiÈh
related discussion which focuses on partÍcular contex¡ual- relationships. A1so, the problem of appropriate Ðeasures needs furEher investÍgation. For example, on closer examination of pessahrs (1975) study,
Ít was found Èhat vocabulary scores were never isolated and,

consequenËl-y,
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the conclusion Ehat vocabulary had Íncreased v¡as based on a total_
reading score (vocabulary plus comprehension). Arso, the same standardized reading test was given in pre-and-post-tesÈÍng sessíons.
As well, other studies (cox, 1974; Huston, L974., stevüart ,

1967

Heitzman and Bloomer, 1962) reported the use of standardized reading
Èest.s to assess vocabulary growth.
Sampson (1975) examined

the effects of dÍscussion Ín cloze

instruction with third-graders to assess increase in vocabulary, comprehension, and divergent production performance. The treatment consisted of cloze completion followed by a teacher-led discussion which
focused on the reasons why a particular response would, or would not,
be aceeptable in reference to the context around it.

Both the control

grouP and the cloze group worked in a basal reading serÍes and reading

centers. Divergent producEion r,las assessed by tallying the number of
semantÍca11y consistent replacements, per deleËion, for each t.reatment

group. on Ëhe basis of this measure, it was concluded thaË cloze
instruction was significantly

more effect.ive than reading cenÈers for

the purpose of increasing comprehension. vocabulary development,

as

assessed by the Gates McGÍnitÍe Reading Test (Gl'fRT), indÍcated the
Èhe cl-oze procedure is as effective as, but not. superior Èo, oËher
Eechniques in the area of vocabulary development. Thus, the examiner

concluded that the cloze procedure, as utilized

necessarily

recommended

in thÍs study, is not

for vocabulary development.

sampsonfs (1975) study has been cited separately, in order to

discuss alternative methods for assessing vocabulary growth, as

result of cloze instruct.Íon.

a

one alternatÍve for assessing vocabu-

lary growth night be an adapÈatíon of Èhe concept of divergent
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production utilized in this sËudy to assess couprehension. one sEudy
located in the literature supports t.his point of view. Byrne eÈ. af.

(I97L:383) investigated the reLationship of divergenr chinkÍng a.bi1j-ties with cloze performance through the use of Eests based on Guilford's
roodel of inÈellect.

The tesEs selected focused on "the content of

semantícs and the producÈs of classes, sysÈems, and rel_atÍonstras they
seemed

nost appropriate to t.he process of complet.ing cloze forms.

examiners concluded that the divergent thinking abilÍty

The

is posirively

related to cloze performance. As the word association test (Noble,
1952) is based on the concept of associational fluency, iÈ may have
been a more sensitive measure to assess vocabulary grovrt,h in Sampsonrs

(1975) study than the

GMRT

frorn which he (Sanpson) concluded rhat

Ehe

croze procedure, as utilÍzed in hÍs study, is not necessarily recommended

for vocabulary development.
No studies qrere located in t.he literature

which have directly

employed the word association test for t.he purpose of assessing the

effect of cloze instruction on vocabufary grovrÈh. However, Jongsma
(1980:7) has suggested thaL evÍdence Índicating the ineffectiveness of
croze as a procedure for developing vocabulary "may be a funct.ion of
t.he way progress has been evaluated". A more positive conclusion

cÍÈed by Jongsma (1980:7) indÍcaÈes that cloze insrruction appears to

be useful "Ín helpÍng students learn to read and understand contenc

material".

The following studies appeared to be more closely rel-ated

to the present study so they will be discussed in more depth.
Grantrs (1976) study is one which has focused on vocabulary
development wÍthín the content area of social_ studies and appears

recognize the inadequacy of the.Gates McGinitie Reading Tesr

Èo

(GI,{RT)
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as a measurement Ínstrument. This study investigated the cloze procedure for inproving sixth-grade studentsf vocabulary, reading comprehension, and knowledge of social studies.

Although not specifically

Èested, discussion was an integral part of che cloze Ínstruction which
!¡as prePared using social studies material.

signifÍcant difference in vocabulary gaín

The result.s indicated no

urade

by the experÍmental

and control groups as assessed by the GMRT. The reported difference
between means \.ras not quite one rar¡r score point. (.9).

A project

developed cloze tesÈ and an informal social studies test !¡ere used to
assess reading comprehension and knowledge of social- studÍes.

Results

indicated no signifÍcant difference between cloze and regular social
studies instruction on comprehension, buÈ a significant dÍfference
favoring cLoze instruction !¡as found on the social studies tesÈ.
Although the investigator concluded that cloze instruction appeared

to enhance long-Èerm reca1l of social studies mat.eriaL, she expressed
trdo

najor concerns. one concern focused on the inadequacy of the

CIÍRT

for the purpose of assessing vocabulary developmenË and the other

concern focused on the int.erest level and motivational factors of the

materiaLs used for cloze insÈruction.

She implied that, as the

GMRT

presents vocabulary in isolation and the cloze procedure relies heavily
on contextr it is not a good match and, therefore, more consideration

of the measurement instrument may have changed the results.

She also

concluded that, on the average, scores f]ucEuated during ireatment

fron thirty percent to fifty

percent, depending upon the ínterest level

of the maÈeríal and the number of exercíses completed. InË.erest leve1
was observed in terros of the quantity and quality of discussion related
Èo

a topÍc and a related facÈor, motívation appeared to decrease

Ëhe number

of completed cloze exercises increased.

as
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Paige (1976) compared five cloze deleËion varÍaÈÍon wiËh five
sevenEh-grade social studies classes to assess increased vocabulary

and knowledge of socÍal studies content. The sample

hTas

sÈratified

and included three achievement 1eve1s within each of Ehe fíve types

of cloze instruction.
deletÍon, first

DeletÍon variatÍons included: whole word

letter of deletion, first

and last letter,

nants, and four word rnultiple choice deletions.

al1 conso-

Ten words were se1ected

for study each week (number of weeks was not reporEed) and were couched
in prose selections taken from social sÈudies content. A project developed test of vocabulary and content were used for the purpose of
assessment. Results indícated no signifÍcant dÍfferences among achievement levels, or auong Èhe cloze approaches, as all approaches

effectÍve.

vTere

Significant correlations v¡ere reported betr+een Èhe vocabu-

lary post.-tesÈ and the content post-test and between the vocabulary
delayed posE-test and the content matter delayed post-test.

rn sunmary,

the investigaËor concluded that the roodified cloze overcame the differences among subjects of different reading levels for the purpose of

vocaburary instruction in the contenr area of socía1 studies.
Johns (1977) investigated four types of cloze deletion parËerns

to assess vocabulary growth in a stratified

sample of fourth-graders.

Through orientation sessions for those involved, efforts were made to
systelnaÈi-ze inst.ruction and, through the use of readabiliEy formulas,

efforts were made to control the difficulty

1eve1 of the ,aateriat.

The investigator concluded that the problem of findÍng maÈerial at

appropriate 1evels of diffÍculÈy resulted in available materials beÍng
basically science oríentated and this may have promoted a lack of interest and moÈivation. He also indicated a need for more adequaÈe control
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of teacher effectiveness variables.

Although no signífícant differences

were found in vocabulary when measured by the Gates McGiniËie Reading

Test, he still

vie¡.¡ed the cloze procedure as a poÈential Eeaching tech-

nique. supporÈ for his contentÍons 'nay have been a result of the
finding ÈhaÈ vocabulary developnent approached significance (p = .06)
after eleven weeks of instruction but, after twenty-five weeks, the
leve1 of significance (p = .54) decreased. In conclusion, he suggested

alternatÍve teaching sErategies (use of overhead for class discussion,
and use of first

letters Ín deleÈions) for future research.

SinaEra (I977) examined the effectiveness of the cloze technique

for vocabulary development for high-risk

second

- - sixth-graders.

The

cloze activity $tas used daily as Ehe culminating language arts activity
Ín a program that associated word meanings with direcÈ, lived experience.
The cloze reading passages were based on four conÈent areas, one of

which was science and the deletions were almost always of the noun

verb class.

Discussion focused on undersËanding which word was

most aPproPrÍate in a particular contexÈual setting.

the program

r^Tas

and

Ehe

Effectiveness of

assessed by project developed cloze tests.

The report.ed

differences between pre-and post-vocabulary application, as measured

by

the Cloze content Test, revealed significanÈ gains aÈ the.Ol level of
sÍgnificance.

The investigator suggested that, with only a five week

difference between pre-and post-test, a parEial conditioning effect
m¡y have accounÈed for an increase Ín vocabulary gain. Hor¿ever, he

inplied the increase

Lras more

likely a result of Èhe consistent proce-

dure of the program methodology. He further implied thaÈ future investi-

gations should focus on close conpletion in specified content areas
rather than including four content areas within one study.
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In summary, both Grant (I976) and paige (I976) have provided
li¡rited evidence which supports further investÍgatíon into the use of
the cloze procedure for developing vocabulary in the content area of
social sÈudies. For example, Paige (I976) found a significant increase
in both vocabufary knowledge and social studies knowledge, as well as
significant correlations

beËween

vocabulary ËesEs and contenE !esEs.

He also found that the rnodifÍed cloze overcame the differences

among

subjects of different reading 1eve1s. Although Grant (1g76) found
significant difference in vocabulary development, she questioned

no

t.he

sensitivity of her measure, the motivaEional aspects of her maEerials,
and the number of cloze exercises she adurinisÈered in succession. How-

ever' vocabulary development through cloze instruction may have contribuÈed

to enhancing long term recalI of social studies.
The cloze procedure may have potential âs a method for developing

vocabulary in the content area of science. In a search of the lÍterature,
no study was located whÍch totally used seÍence material to assess

effectiveness of the cloze procedure for deveLoping vocabulary.

t.he

However,

Johns (1977) reported that hÍs material was heavily concerrt.raËed in the

fíeld of science and SinaÈra (1977) used science material one quarter
of the Eine. Johns (1977) sLudy approached significance (

= .06) ar

one point, however, he had numerous control problems and used Èhe
ueasure as Grant (r976) for assessing vocabulary growth.

(1977) study reported statistically

possibility

-The

same

sinatra

significant results, however, the

of partial conditíoning effecEs were indicated and the

treatment was not exclusively the applÍcation of the cloze procedure.

Further studies are necessary before any conclusions can be dravm as to
the effectiveness of cloze instruction for Èhe purpose of developing
vocabulary in Èhe content area of science.
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In speculative conclusions drawn by Jongsma (I9BO:7, 9), he
suggested that I'cloze does not. seem to be effectÍve in Ímproving vocaburary.
However, this rnay be a function of the r.¡ay progress has been
evaluated

but

. cloze Ínstruction does appear usefu] in

helping students learn to read and understand contenË material".
added further clarificaEion in his review of the lÍterature

instruction:

He

on cloze

"rtts impossible to assess r,shat effecÈ difficulEy

may

have had on Èhe studies reviewed" and lhus, researchers need to be
more cautious in naÈching cloze instructionaL materiaLs with their

studenÈsf abilities.

Another instructional method which may have poEen-

tial for developing vocabulary Ín the science contenE area is semantÍc
roapping. It wíll be discussed next.
Semantic Mapping

The seuanÈic rnapping method of developing vocabulary has been

described as the process of developing wÍth students, a graphic repre-

sentation (semanÈic rnap) which demonstrates the t.heoreÈica1 organÍzation of a concePt. This theoretical organization delÍneates the class,
example, and property relationships which are attributabfe to concepts.

class and example relations are considered recíprocal (i.e. "animal"
is Èhe class to which "dog" belongs and'"dog" is an example of

Èhe

class "animal"), and the property relationship interacts wiÈh the
class relationshíp.

consequently, the conpleted graphic r-epresenta-

Èion of all these relationships is thought to be the m¡¡¡gr in which

our knowledge is stored in memory and is referred to as semnntic

maps

(Johnson and Pearson, r978). These authors have encouraged seuantic
rnapping as a method of developing vocabulary. Few other references vrere

locaÈed in the literature

which direcÈly discussed semantic rnapping.
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From a theoreÈícal perspective, it appears that pearson and

Johnsonfs (1978) work is in agreement with the knowledge posiEÍon

as

outlined by Freebody and Anderson (1981). Johnson and pearson (1978)
have descrÍbed the development of meaning vocabulary as synonymous

rtÍth Èhe organízation of reality into concepEs. support for this position comes from a position paper on vocabulary development (carro11's
definitÍon of I'concepts" cÍted in B1ock, 1976:180):
. concepts are properties or organismic experÍences more partícu1ar1y they are abstracted and often cognitively
structured classes of tmentalt experiences learned by organisms
in the course of their life history.
As semanlic maps are representative of this view, semantíc mapping

was

proposed as a method of developing vocabulary for the purpose of expand-

ing concepts.
The Èheoretical framev¡ork wÍthin whÍch sernantic mapping

formulated is in agreement with carrolL's definition.

Quillian (1969), Lindsay and Norrnan (I972)
a theory of

semantic memory which

coll-ins

was

and

and orhers, have ouËlined

refers to "cognitively structured

classes of tmentalr experíencestt as semantic neËworks. SemantÍc netr¡orks are graphic dísplays whieh account

for the functional relation-

ships of the Èhree relations: class, example, and property within

concept.

These semantic networks are

referred to as semantÍc

a

maps by

Johnson and Pearson (1978).

In the literature, this
Quillian,

semantic me¡nory theory (Col1Íns and

1969; Lindsay and Norman, rg72) has been

classified as a

hierarchical subset network nodel which euphasízes prestorage of
inforaation (Ruuelhart, Lindsay and Norman, 7972; Shoben, 1981:313)
Consequently,

this nodel views

.

'rseuanÈíc memory as an interconnected
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group of words connected in a graph-theoretic sEructure" (smith et. al

1974). I.lithin the graph sEructure (semantic neÈworks), concepts are
rePresented as nodes and Èhe relations of a concept are interconnected

to the nodes by explicitly

labelled ("isa") and directed links.

ure 2.1 is an illustration

of a graph structure.

isa

isa

example

t---

isa class

./--'
Bird
property \
1l --_
lsa

1Sa

c 1a-s

s.-

isa

Fig-

exarnple

has wings

example

class
t
Hunmingbi rd
I

Figure 2. I An incornplete graph structure (semantic neÈwork) representation of the concept animal.
Lindsay and Normat (r972) utilized Fillmore's (1968) case
gramnarr work on semantics by a number of modern linguists,
on memory organizaEion (co11ins and Quillian,

and research

1969), to develop and ex-

p1aín their Èheory of semantic memory. Basic to thÍs theory Ís the
graphic display of semantic networks (referred to as sem¡ntic rnaps by
Pearson and Johnson, 1978) which reflect

the number and kind of rela-

tions thaÈ can exist in the structure of memory. A more indepch discussion of this model r,¡ill be presented next.
Lindsay and Norman (I972) have described a human memory systern

as one l¡hich símulates a computer and may be graphicalry jisprayed in
semantic networks. This tuemory systeu is divided into t!üo parts:

the

data base -- the st.ructure where the information is actually stored,
and the interpretive process -- Èhe system that uses the infomation

stored in the data base. The purpose of the data base ís to

encode
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and remember concepÈs and events and c:omplex interrelationships.
The basic structural element of the daÈa base is a set of nodes

interconnected by a relation.

A relation is an association among nodes

and has two important propertíes; it is labelled and it is directed.

The interconnecting nodes of a relation has distinctive

meanings

dependent upon the direction in which the relatíon is travelling.

Thus,

if a relationship specifies a superset relation (i.e. Bird) the inverse
relationshíp would specify a subset relation (i.e. RobÍn). All

nodes

are named and Lindsay and Norman make the distinction betr^reen a ¡¡ord
and a concept as being a primary and secondary node - - neither need
have a natural language equivalenÈ.

the inlerpretive process, the systerl that uses the information
stored in the data base is responsible for evaluating inputs into
for storing nevr information, and for reÈrieving information.

memory,

The

processing and retrieval strategies are similar to Èhe concept of

generalization discussed ín a theory of

memory

organization presented

by

QuillÍan (1967, 1969) and further investigated by Collins and Quillian
(1969). The generalizaÈion procedure, when actíng on a concept
retrieves all the knovm examples of the concept and examÍnes
associated informaEion looking for conmon characteristics .

a sufficient number of

com¡non

Èhe

Ií there is

examples (with no contradictions)

Èhen

the characteristic is added to the general characteristics of the
class of concepÈs. Subdivision occurs if there is conflicting information associated with the example set.

Subdivision causes a restructurÍng

of the networks and inserts an intermediate level concept

bet\¡reen

the general concept and its examples. These intermediary concepts are
those referred Ëo earlier as Èhe secondary concepts. Thus, only
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unique propert.ies need to be entered as all general properties already

exist at Èhe superset, node. Consequently, these abstraction principles
a1low for generalization to occur in urultiplicity

ability

of classes.

The

t.o generalíze organizes the memory in such a r,ray as Eo minimize

storage space.
Pearson and Johnson (1978:35) have summarized these theoretical

positions and have presented Ehe view that,:
. words are rather arbitrary labels within a language
for concepts whích are symbols for general classes of objects
of events which share corrrnon elements or relationshÍps. Concepts are derived from repeatable, segmentable realit.y which
is composite of onets internal and external experienee. Thus
the relation between vocabulary expansion and experÍential
growth is parallel and inseparable.
Therefore: âDy efforÈ to develop vocabulary for the purpose of expanding
concepts must. focus on the integration of old and ne!ü concepts. Pearson
and Johnson (1978:25) have proposed semantic rnapping as a "schematically

rather than randouly organized" uethod for accomplishing this purpose.
A search of the literature

has provided theoretical support

(Collins and Quillian, 1969; Lindsay and Norman, I972) for using the
method of semantic mapping to develop vocabulary for the purpose of

expanding concepts. However, no research studies were located in the

literaËure which investigated the effectiveness of semantic mapping

as

a method for developing vocabulary. Consequently, it appears thaE
empirical investigations of a practical nature are necessary t.o probe
Èhe

effectiveness of semantic mapping as a meÈhod for developÍng vocabu-

lary.
Category Matching

According to Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956), PiageE, (i952)
and Vygotsky (7962) categorization is involved in concept formntion.
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Bruner et. a1. (1956:244) have suggested that "the working defÍnirion

of a concept is the netr¿ork of inferences that are or may be set into
play by an act of categorizing".

Thus, "to categorize is to render

discriurinably different things equivalent, to group the objects

and

events and people around us into classes, and to respond to their

class memberships rather than theír uníqueness". ConsequenEly,

by

caÈegorization, the unfamiliar becomes familiar, and one can genera-

lize about an object based on knowledge about its caÈegory.

These

authors have written extensively about the cenËral role of categori-

zation in the process of learning and, therefore, provide theoretical
support for the implementation of categorization as a teaching strategy.
Category matching, a teaching meËhod based on categorÍzation, may

be

used in Èhe process of developing vocabulary in one of tvro \.rays:

through isolated ¡¿ords, or through words in context. Here, context
may

refer to sentence, paragraph, several paragraphs, a complete

compo-

sition or numerous compositions. Two kno¡¡n sources have described categorization actívities

for developing vocabulary with reference to iso-

lated ¡.'ords: Durrell et. al. (1975) and Johnson and Pearson (i978)

.

Sources which have viewed categorizaËion procedures within the larger

conÈextual framework of language are Gerhard (1975), Henry (I974),
and Robinson (1975).
Pearson and Johnson (1978:61) "believe that classifying is

the most coumon and certaÍnly one of the most important f-orms of
thinking".

human

These authors have provided the same lheoretical support

for category matching as they did for semantic urappÍng. Although
category matching as a method for developing vocabulary is viewed by

theu as one which is less structured and, therefore, not requiring

a
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hierarchical schematized organization. However, they do see it as

an

acÈivity rvhich nay help children to develop a meaning vocabulary.
ConsequenÈ1y, new vocabulary may be

things Èo which a

nev/ r,¡ord belongs

assimilated when the class of

is identified.

The activíty

referred

Èo as rrcategory match" in Johnson and Pearson (1978) has suggested

writing tr.ro or three categories at the top of the page and scrambling
several words for each category bel-ow them. The activity requires the
children to move Èhe words to the appropriate category. No research
sÈudies were cited to support its use.

Durrell et. a1. (1975:5) have published a Vocabulary

Improve-

ment Practice (VIP) kit in which children are required to unscramble

isolated r¿ords and place them under appropriate category labeIs (as
Johnson and Pearsonrs category natch).

This program includes

120

categories of words at each of four levels (40 cards per 1evel with
three cat.egories per card) . The words and categories r.¡ere selected
and organízed through the use of three well knor^m references: Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children Ín Primary Grades (Murphy, 1957)

,

American HerÍtage l^Jord Frequenc,y Book (Carroll et. al ., 1971), and

Rogetfs Internat.ional Thesaurus (Crowe11, 1962). The authors stated

that VIP was designed "to facilitate

the masÈery of phonÍcs applica-

tion, to increase the speed of word recognition, and Ëo facilitate
the meaning-imagery carrying po$rer of words, assuring continued growth
in reading". The prirnary insÈructional goal of the first
ü¡as

two levels

to teach students t.o recognÍze spoken words through phonics

and

transfer words from speaking to reading vocabularies whÍ1e the major
goal of the third and fourth levels was Èhe acquisition of new vocabu1ary.

These authors have eoncluded that, through classification

by
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meaning, calegorization increases "imagery-evokingtt qualit.íes and
decreases an ttover-concern wÍth decodingtt. Thus, the implication

was

that, through VIP, word recognition becomes automatic, Eherefore,

a

large sight vocabul-ary is established which, in turn, "evokes the
inEended imagery" of words and results in the development of a mean-

ingful vocabulary.

Tv¡o

studies (Catterson, 1959; Spencer, 1958) are

cited to support t.he use of Èhe program. Catterson (1959) investigated inducEive and deductive meËhods of word analysis at the grade

five 1eve1 and Spencer (1958) evafuated word study lessons aE
grade four level.

t,he

The authors of the program (Durrell et. af, 19752

23) concluded, on t.he basis of these t¡.¡o studies and "experience
gained in over a thousand classroomsrr, the VIP I'r¿i1l improve achj-evement in reading, spe11Íng, and word analysis.

ClassificaEion viewed in one of Íts broadest perspectives
has been presented by Henry (1974) in his book: Teaching Reading
Concept Developrnent: Emphasis On AffecËive Thinking.

As

The focus of

his book Ís an investigation into reading as an act of synthesis.
Thus, according to Henry (I97424) teachers must understand Èhat:
Reading for concept development uay be defined as roaking
onets way through printed and r.¡ritten language in such a manner
as to seek out a number of relations and to put this growing
set of rel-ations into a tentative structure.

Therefore, synthesis involves the discovery of relations and the
invenËion of structure.

Necessary correlaEes to the pro"è"r of dis-

covery and invention for the purpose of developing concepts are four

operations: the act of joining, excluding, selecËing, and irnplying.
Piaget (1957) has described these

same operaÈÍons

junction, disjunctÍon, and inplication.

as: negation, con-

Henry (7974276) concluded
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that. rtthe total movement of these operations is the logical process in

the dÍscovery and the invention of structure called classÍfying".

And,

fina11y, Henry (1974:40) indicated that few educators have investigated
classification based on learning Èheory for the purpose of developing
concepts. He further emphasÍzed that:
Concepts are noË first made clear and accurate in order to
be used later on Ín reading - in a definítion or a dictionary
or a vocabulary dri1l - dÍvorced from a progressive development
of the concept
. They are made clear and accurate through
reading and doing art and science, particularly by reading
liEerat.ure, by continually performing Èhroughout our school
days certain operatÍons on and vrit.h language.
Based on empirical evidence of Inhelder and Piaget's (1958)

stages of development in logical thinking, Gerhart (1975: ix) has
presented practical ideas fo:' grades six, seven, and eight teachers

for developing with students, conscious "indepth categorization skil1s,
translating categories into paragraphs, or Èhe reverse, and organizing
ítems within paragraphs within larger unÍts".

This author has indicated

that readíng is an active process which involved integrating

many

different skills and this process involves boÈh oral and written language experiences. It further appears Ehat this integration takes

place in the following sequential manner. Letters are translated
into sounds, sounds into words, and words into menEal images.

Beyond

thís process, attentíon is directed to structure of text (i.e. print,
capitalization,

punctuation) and ar.rareness of relationships between ideas.

Gerhard (1975) has suggested that new words ruay bã categorízed

ínto three groups: basic words, important but not basic words (including
spelling groupings) and detail words (subordinates), r¡hich belong to
the baslc r¿ords (superordinates). The categorical relationships
among

the three groups are sÈressed r¡ntil students reach a stage

where
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they habitually and consciously caEegorize material.

Three possible

Èechniques for finding categories in reading were suggested: students

find items for a given label by readíng, make up labels for groups of
familiar items without reading, Ehen check them in a book, and present
an incouplete caÈegory wiÈh a labe1 and two items and ask for addi-

Èional

iÈems

Gerhard (I975: xi) reported application of these approaches

Ín open and traditional classrooms with seventh, eighth, and ninthgraders and with numerous classroom teachers. The investigator
concluded that, although attitudes of very competent students

initially

Lrere

condenscending to the earlier steps of the process, in the

final stages, they expressed appreciation for learning a system of
categorizatÍon. At the other end of the continuum, poor sËudents
were t'able to learn roles of a topic and other sentences and could
complete a short formal essay".
One experimental

study (GÍpe, 1978) was located Ín the 1iÈera-

t.ure which investigated Ëhe effectiveness of a category roethod for
developing vocabulary with third and fifth-graders.

The treatmenE

was similar to a technique described by Gerhard (1975). The category
method treatment consisted .of one target word and three famifiar

words. Students r{¡ere required to sÈudy and 1isÈ, add words Èo each
1ist., and to recategoríze a random listing without reference Èo Ëhe
study lists.

The investÍgator attempted to control the word diffí-

culty variable by reference to a r.¡ord frequency book (Carroll et. â1.,
L97I) and a vocabulary inventory source (Dale and O'Rourke, 1976).
The examiner reported that use of category labels was not as effecEive

as

some

other

meËhods

of vocabulary development, nor

supporÈed by the experimenÈal results.

v¿as

it strongly
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Robinson (1975) has suggested that vocabulary developmenÈ mÍghr
be more successfully achieved by providing an explanation of specific

writing Patterns in specific

conÈenË maÈerÍals and Ehen

focusing instruc-

tion on straÈegies ¡¿hÍch would assist Èhe reader in unlockíng the ideas
r¿ithin each pattern.

He has furt.her suggested Èhat one of che major

!¿riting patterns in science is the classification

patËern, which often

spans a considerable portion of a chapter. Three teaching st.rategies

are

reconrmended

for teaching thís paÈtern: recognitÍon of a divided

t.opic, recognition and assígnment of subtopics, and understanding
the classÍfication scheme. Throughouf the implemenÈation of

E.hese

straEegies, studenÈs might be encouraged to make and analyze a classification chart.

PracÈice at Èhe paragraph levef should be provÍded

so sEudents gaÍn a Ehorough understanding of the pattern prÍor to
proceedÍng t.o analyze larger units of this writ,ing pattern.

In con-

clusíon, Robinson (I975:124) has stated that instructÍonal procedures
for developing vocabulary in science, need to focus on significant
reading t.asks and, therefore:
Concentration on the organizatÍon of the ideas should
help the learner approach a difficult reading assignment
with some semblance of confidence. No other approach
makes any sense in a discipline Èhat is dedicated to
sÈructure and order.

In review, the literature

reported in the section on category

matching is largely Èheoretícal and based on categorization in general,

rat.her Èhan category matching specifically.

If the 1íÈerature on cate-

gorization l¡tere viev¡ed on a hypoÈhetical continuum, isolated vocabulary would be at one end, and vocabulary in Èota1 context at the other.
Johnson and Pearson (1978) and Durrell et. al.

(1975) would be seen at

the end of the continutur where vocabulary is developed in isolation
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from context. Gerhard (I975) would foll-ow buE extend rhrough to rhe
opposíte end as his sequential process of categorization spans the

total spect.rum. Henry (1974) would be seen at the concluding end of
the conÈinuum where vocabulary development is viewed within the tocal
context of language and concept development. Robinson (1975) would
fal1 into the niddle of the classification

continuum for developing

vocabulary and his view would include specÍfications wiEh respect

Eo

writing patterns and content. matería1.
Evidence has been presented r¿hich demonstrates Èhat a toÈal

view of reading (subski11 approach or hol-ÍstÍc approach) has definite

inplications for how caEegorÍzation strategies should be applied to
vocabulary development for the purpose of expanding concepts. Descrip-

tive, practical studies have been cited, which provide insíght into
the role of categorization and the reading process. However, only
sma1l nnmber of empirical studies appear in the literature.

studies could not be located which addressed the particular

a

Research
manner

in which this study viewed categorization within the t.heoreÈical
framework presented by Johnson and Pearson (i978).

However, the pro-

cedures for inplementing category natching as a meÈhod of vocabulary
development vrere modified so that science vocabulary \¡ras presenE.ed

within the context of continuous text written in a classÍfication
patÈern (Robinson, 1975). Consequently, an investígation- Ínto the
method of category matching, as vier,Jed in this study,

"OO""t"

vrarranted.

Text Predictability
In an effort to establish ecological validity,

this

sÈudy

placed the t.arget vocabulary within the context of continuous Èext,
thaÈ it night more closely parallel the reading sÍtuation.

so

However, as
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the purpose of the study v¡as to investigate four Ínstructionaf

met.hods

of developing vocabulary, efforts were made Ëo conErol the readability
of the material.

The readability factors considered were word frequency,

word association, and passage structure.

Readability research has sug-

gest.ed tha! these factors contribute to the varÍability

in the redun-

dancy of written language, making text more or l-ess predictable.

Con-

sequentfy, studies r^rhich have investigated Èhe word variable may provide

further insight into vocabulary development. presented wit.hin the contexE
of continuous text.
Coleman (1971), lularks eÈ.

aI. (I974), and Wittrock et. al.

(1975) invesËigated the effect of the word frequency variable within

passages. Coleman (1971:184) found "any measure of word complexity
(nunber of l-etters, morpheme, or syllables; frequency of usage) will
account for 80

%

of the predicted variance".

In l^liÈ.trock eÈ. al .

(I975:485), the Marks et. al. (1974) sËudy was cited.

Children in

three different experÍmenEs \.rere required to read passages where high
frequency words were inserted ínto an unfamiliar story.
üras report.ed Èo have

The treatment

ttgreatly enhanced sentence comprehension and re-

tentionrr.

I.Iittrock et. al. (1975) investigated the effect of high-anC
low-word frequency versions of reading and listening passages onvocabu-

lary development with a stratjfied

sample of fifth-

and sixth-graders.

The passages Ì'rere constructed by holding constant the syntactical

sÈructures and substituting fifteen per cent of the nouns, adjectives,

verbs, and adverbs with cornparable r¡ords of high and low frequencíes.
The frequency values of Èhe substituted words were obtained from the

Carroll et. a1. (1971) word frequency book. The fíndings indicated
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that high frequency passages narkedly facilitated
menÈ

for the low, rniddle, and high reading levels.

concluded that this proeedure has practical utility

vocabulary developThe invesÈigaEors

for t.eaching

vocabulary.
Samuels (1968) conducEed an experiment vrith fifth-and sÍxth-

graders, as well as with college students, to assess the effects of
paragraphs embedded with high or low associative words on reading

speed, recal1, and guessÍng behavior on comprehensíve questions.

findings indicated that reading speed was sígnificantly

The

lower for

paragraphs embedded with high associative words, reca11 was signifi-

cantly better, and a very high portion of high assocíatíve alternatives v/ere reported in the guessing behavior.
Froese (I978-79:268) formulated sentences through associative

chaining in whích the subject represented the focus of the sentence
and each of the oÈher elements was a primary associaÈe of the subject.
Through the use of these sentences, he invesEigated Èhe qualÍty,

di-

rection and distance of withín-sentence contextual constraints with
sixth-graders.

Sorne

findings reported were: "The associativity

factor was highly significant";

there

r^7as

ruore

in response

variability

to 1ow associative sentences than to high assocÍat.ive sentences; syntactically

correct responses produced more synonymous responses

over fifty

percent "of the incorrect responses fell into the

and

same

:

semantic caÈegory as Èhe deleted word". ftnplications, as reported,
suggest the findings appear to be consisÈenÈ with Clarkrs (1970)
Èheory of associaÈion and Èhe one study previously cited by Samuels

(1968). The investigator suggested that, in educational practice,
the developnent of word meanings night be facÍl-itated by encouraging
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students to freely associate words in response to a sÈimul-us word

and

to classify them accordíng to Lindsay and Norman's (1972) semantic
networks

.

In surmary, this section has indicated that the word variable
(frequency and associativity)

variability

is a significant factor affecting the

in redundancy and sequential constraints in written lan-

g¡ageand these factors rnay have implications for how educators develop

vocabulary for the purpose of expanding concepts. The present study
attempted to conÈrol the rvord variable within passages. The Èarget
vocabulary

vüas

classification

presented vsÍÈhin a highly predictable structure (a

pattern) based on specified science concepts. There-

fore, both redundancy (pattern and frequency) and associativÍty (class
relations) in wrítt.en language r¡rere considered. Also, the instructional methods for developing vocabulary and the criterion for

mea-

sureEent were viewed within a semantic perspective both in Eerms of

linguistic

and cognítive theory.
Summary

A revier¡ of the liËerature has revealed that reading theories
have been significantly

linguístic

influenced by linguistic

theories.

The psycho-

approach to deveJ-oping reading theories or models, have

shifted from those based on a totally nativisÈic linguistic

view, to

those based on a cognitive vier+ of language couprehen"iorr. As a

result of the influence of transformatÍonal-generative grammar,

case

grarrrmar, and generaÈive semanÈícs, reading theoreEicians have placed

more emphasis on the role of semanlics. The emergence of information
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Processing nodels has resulËed in more reliable data obtained from
more indepth studies based on the interrelationships

between language

(spoken and written) and memory. The literaÈure has demonstrated

that vocabulary has a strong relatÍonship with the ability
hend text.

Eo compre-

Consequently, vocabulary development and semantic proces-

sing are viewed as important theoretical and pedagogical concerns in
the teaching of reading.
Research regarding the effect of the cloze procedure on improv-

ing readíng vocabulary is not clear and requires further study before
any conclusions can be drar^m as Ëo the effectiveness of this instruc-

tion.

rn a number of studies reviewed it appeared that extraneous

variables have not been adequately controlled

or report.ed, and the

criterion measures used to assess vocabulary growth may be insensitive
to the c.l-oze procedure. rn a search of the lÍterature,
Located which totally

no study

was

used science material to assess the effectiveness

of the cloze procedure for developÍng voeabulary.
A search of the liÈerature has provided theoreÈical support
(Coll:.ns and Qui1lian, 1969; Lindsay and Nor-nan, I972) for using

Èhe

method of semantic mapping to develop vocabulary. However, no research

studies were located which investÍgated the effectiveness of semantic
napping as a meÈhod for developing vocabulary.
The literature

has demonstrated that a total view of reading

(subski1l approach or holistic approach), has definite i*pfic.tions
hov/ caÈegorization

for

strategies should be applied to vocabulary develop-

ment for the purpose of expanding concepts. Descriptive studies have
been revierved which provide insight into the role of categorization

and Èhe reading process. However, only a small number of empirical

studies appear in the literature.
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Research studies v¡hích have investigated the word variable,

ln terms of frequency and associativity,
may have

índicate that these factors

implications for how educators develop vocabulary for the

purpose of expanding concepts.
The review of the literaÈure has demonstrated th¿¡t current

research in reading has focused on the inËerrelationship of language

(oral and written),

uremory

learner r,¡ith text.

However, a limited number of empirical studies

sÈructure, and the interaction of the

are available which test the effectiveness of the cloze, semantic
rnapping, and category matching teaching strategies for the purpose

of developing science vocabulary. The need for further research
has been expressed in the literaÈure (Anderson and Freebody. 1981;
Jongsma, 1980; Jenkins and Pany, 1981).
The purpose of thís present study vras Ëo investigate the

differentiar

effecÈs of four instructional methods for developing

sixÈh-grade scÍence vocabulary. The rnethods r+ere ídentified as the

cloze method, semantic mapping, category matchíng. and story discussion.
Chapter 3 wÍl1 present a description of the sample, the design

of the study and the research procedure and materials used in the
s

tudy

.

Chapter
DESIGN AND

3

PROCEDUR-E

The purpose of this study vras to investigaEe the differential

effects of four instructíonal, methods of developing sixth-grade science
vocabulary. The four methods were ídentified as the cloze method (Ct¡,
semantic napping (SM), category matching (Ct't¡, and story discussion

(SD). The airn of each instruct,ional method was to assist students in
developing vocabulary related to specified science concepts. Three

general questions were posed:

1. Do different instructional methods results in different
v¡ord association scores when assessed by number of target words (i.e.

words ¡.¡hich were the focus of instruction) and by number of total words

(i.e. other r+ords in addítíon to target words)
2. Do instructíonal methods with two science passages containing words which, on Èhe average, are more familiar to grade six students
(high frequency passages) result in greater gains than urethods with

two

science Passages containing words rvhich, on the average, are less famil-

iar to grade six studenËs (low frequency passages) when word associaÈion scores are assessed by number of target words and by number of

total words?

=

3. What are some qualitative differences

among students'

perforrnances on word scores when examÍned for differences r.¡ithin treatment groups as measures by:

the Durrell, total pre-test target words,

total Èask scores and total post-tesÈ associaÈÍon scores, and the relationship between Durrell scores and total target word post-test scores?
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The Study
Sample

The subjecÈs in thÍs study úrere 60 sixth-grade students selected

from within four classrooms (two classes in each of two schools) wíthin
one l,Iest.ern School Division in rural Manitoba. Four groups of subjects

were formed by natchÍng procedures using Durrell vocabulary scores.
Each inÈact group was randonly assigned to one of the treatments. The

sËandardized test was Ehe vocabulary 1Ístening subtest of the Durrell

Listeníng - Reading Series, Intermediate Level, Form DE. This test
r¡as administered to all grade six students vtÍthín the two schools.

Students were selected so the Eotal raw scores for each group

equalled 990 and the average was 66. The raw scores ranged fron 36 to
86 thus the subjects were representative of a range of ability

leve1s.

The nedÍan score for each group was 67, 68, 69,67 (see Appendix A).

Síxth-grade studenËs

I^Tere

selected for the fo11owíng reasons:

(l) The role of contextual effect.s

becomes more

sígnifícant to

Èhe

development of a meaning vocabulary when students enter intermediate
grades and are faced with content material (Spache and Spache, 1977);

and (2) grade six students are often the age at r¿hich students are in

transition from a concrete personal view of the world Ëo a more abstract,
objective view (Inhe1der and PiageE, 1958) and educators often

assume

this transition has cornpletely taken place by the time Èhé student
begins grade seven.
The four treatments are briefly

outlined belor,¡ (nore detaÍled

lesson descriptions follow Ín this chapter):
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1. TreaÈment One - Cloze. The subjects in this group r,rere
Èaught how to use conEext cl-ues, structure of text, and beginning
consonant clues to arrive at the appropriate response for target vrord

deletions in cl-oze passages.
2. Treat¡nent

T\¿o

- Semantíc Mapping. The subject.s in this

group \tere taught how to brainstorm from recall,

target words in texE,

and how Eo classífy target word responses in a hierarchicaf schema-

tized structure.
3. Treatment Th.ree - Category MaÈching. The subjects in this
group were ínstructed to unscramble target words with use of a thesaurus

or dictionary Íf desired and to place them under the appropriate labels
provided for them.

4. Treatmen-t Four - Story Discussion. The subjects in Ëhis
group dÍscussed ten general questions with the instructor and were

then required to draw a pÍcture about the passage content.
The groups received Ínstruction for 30 minutes twice a week
(one week per concept) for a total of eight lessons dÍvided Ínto two

time blocks between May 19, 1981 and June 12, 1981. The standardÍzed
vocabulary test for establishing groups was administered before instruc-

tion began. Tined word association pre-t,ests r.¡ere administered for

Èhe

high frequency passages (animals and plants) one day prior to the first
block of instruction.
first

One day

after instruction

r,\¡as

completed for the

tine block, an Ídentical post-test was administered. The

same

procedure was followed before and after the second block of ínstruction
based on the two low frequency passages (music and rocks) (see Figure

3.1).

Pre_resr

:l:l_::::::::l___
Passages

Ins t.ruc t íon

Time

I
Aniual
Plant

Block

2

(HF)
(HF)

One

posr_res

r ________:ïl_::::::::]___
Passages

Ins truct ion

Time

I
MusÍc

Bfock

Rocks

2

(LF)

(lr¡

Tbo

posr_ res E

________:::_::::::ï]____
Passages

Figure 3.1 Pre-Test, Inst ruc t ion , Post-Test Time Blocks for
High

and Low Frequency Passages
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The invesÈigaËor administered the tests, developed the ins t ruc-

tional materialsu(with the exception of three stories located in supplementary science material), and instructed the treatment groups

Instruc tional Material
Grade six science texts v/ere surveyed to locate science concepts

which v,¡ere taught at the grade six level .

Four concepts were identífied:

animals, musÍcal instruments, rocks and minerals, and plants.

The first

three concepts are presented ín the text, Discovering l^Iith Science (Craig
and Hur'ley) and the fourth is presented in Concepts fn Science

6

(Brandwein et. 41., 1966). Then, supplementary maÈerials were surveyed

to locate stories based on these concepËs which were written ín
classification

pattern.

a

Stories based on animals and plants, wriLten in

a classification pattern, $¡ere located in Be a Better Reader, Book I
Nila Banton Smith (1974). The titles
l^Ie

of the stories \,rere;

by

"How l^Jould

Classify John Gorilla?" and "To What Classífication Does the Raintree

Belong?". An appropriate story for the concept rocks and minerals,

was

found in Cambridge Work-A-Text, Science is ExperÍmenting by Otho E. Perkin

(I974) and was entitled "Rocks and Minerals Around Us". Appropriate
material for Èhe concept of musical Ínstruments vras consÈructed by the
experimenter vüith reference to "What are the different kinds of musical

instruments?" in ConcepÈs and Challengers In Science 3 by Wolfe et. al.
(1979) and "Musical InsÈruments" in The hlorld Book Encyclgpedia (1977).

For the purposes of this study, nouns which represented the
superordinate categories and subordinate terms were selected from
Èhe above

passages. These nouns became target ¡¡ords for the study

and were underlined in the passages whÍch the studenEs read. The
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various passages râ¡ere: animals, plants, musical instrument.s,

and

rocks and minerals and the nurnber of target words were 46, 32,

32

and 22 respectívely.
The frequency values by grade and by content area (science)

were obtained from The American HeriËage Word Frequency Book (Carroll

et. al.,

1971). The frequency values were tabulated, totalled,

and

averaged for each passage, both for frequency of usage at the grade

six level, and for frequency of usage in Èhe field of science.
frequency values for each passage are included in Appendix B.

The
The

animal and plant passages were designated as high frequency passages
based on the average frequency values calculated for the target words

within the passages. The musÍcal instruments and rocks and mÍnerals
passages were designated 1ow frequency passages (see Figure 3.2).

A set of material
treaÈment conditíons:

r.¡as

constructed for each concept for three

CL, SM, CM. The material for the S.D. treat-

ment remained the same for all four concepts.
The cloze passages for each concept q¡ere constructed by para-

phrasing the passages, delet.ing the noun target words, and providing

deletíons with initial

consonants or blends, when tr.ro or more dele-

tions were consecutive. An overhead transparency of each cloze passage was reproduced.

The semantic napping instructional material

hTas

construcÈed

by schematically organizing an exact number of boxes (for exact

num-

ber of Earget words per concept) joined by two directed arrows labelled
"isa" and t'eg" to the superordinaÈe category labe1s. The schematíc
structure was hierarchical in that the superordinate box was centered

Designated

Passages

Frequency
Science

High

Animals

29.34

26.45

Frequency

Plants

35.25

27

Low

Music

1.71

10. 25

Frequency

Rocks

r0.36

4.65

Grade

.r2

Fígure 3.2 Average Frequency Values For Passages Designated
High Frequency and Low Frequency
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Èhe top of the page with directed arrovls to the subsets, and further

to examples of the subsets.
The category matching materiaf was constructed by cencering the

superordinate l-abel at the top of che page and the underlined subcate-

gories below them. A blank space was left and the remaining target
words were scrambled at the bottom of the page.
The instructional material for the story díscussion treatment

consisted of ten general questions which !¡ere prepared by the investi-

gator. The materials used for instrucÈion are reproduced Ín Appendix

C.

Lesson Procedure

The lesson procedure fo1lor¡ed one general instructÍona1 pattern

for all treatments and for all passages. Each subject viewed a copy of
Ë.he

story r,rritten in a classification

pattern in which the target

words

were underlined. The story was read orally to the subjects in each

group by the examÍner and their copíes were collected prior to the

insÈrucEion. This procedure was followed as a resuft of a concern for
the readability difficulty

factor as exPressed by Johns (I977),

Jongsma

(1980), and Robinson (1975) ín refation to content material.
The lesson procedure Èhen varied according Èo the four treatment groups: CL, SM, CM, SD. Instruction for each concept sPanned

two lessons. The lesson procedure vras identical for each concept within
each treatment group. The degree of exposure to context. Was conErolled

by the number of Èimes the students

saq¡

the Earget words in context.

The lesson procedure for each treatment ís elaborated ín the following
Pages.
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l.

CL Teaching

Procedure. The lesson procedure was similar

to that suggested by Johns (1977). rn the first

lesson, the general

instructional uethod was followed, sËudents then received Èhe cLoze
exercise. The studenÈs were instructed to complecely read
the cloze exercise then complete iÈ.

Èhrough

The completed cloze exercises

were collect.ed at the end of the lesson. rn the second fesson, the
completed cloze exercises were returned to the sËudents. An overhead

transParency of an incompLete cloze exercise lras projected onËo ¡he

blackboard. sentence by sentence, the cloze passage was read

and

students volunteered answers wiÈh an explanation of t.heir use of:

context cLues, strucËure of text, and initial

consonant or blend

clues. These responses were r¡rritten on Èhe blank of the projected
cloze exercise. The instruclor, with constant reference Ëo previous
texÈ and upcoming text, clarified

and illustrated

the appropriateness

of a studentfs response. Responses qrere changed if requested.
entÍre eloze exercise

r.¡as discussed

The

in this manner. The blackboard

was then erased and studenËs receíved the oríginal story once tnore.
SEudents hTere requested to score their cloze exercíse with reference

to the original story and return both to the insLructor.
2.

SM

Teaching Procedure. The lesson procedure was

an

adapÈation of the teaching sÈrategy suggested by Pearson and Johnson

(1978). In the first

lesson, Èhe general instructional

meÈhod r¡as

impleuented. Student.s were then required to visualize tf¡e story
respond orally with words that came Èo nind.

and

hlhen students responded,

they were asked if the words were aË the beginning, niddle, or end of

the story.

The instructor placed the words on the blackboard from

left to right (beginníng Èo end) or in whatever positíon the

sEudent
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reguested. As more words v¡ere provided, the instructor, with student
direction, categorized

Èhem

with respecË t.o superordinate, subordinate,

and subset (classes and exarnples). The instructor then placed boxes

around the words and placed arrows so the struct.ure was joined.

The

labels ttisattandttegt'were seldom r¿ritten but ofEen referred Èo in
oral discussion. rn the second lesson, studenÈs received the blank
schematically organized semantic map and lrere required to complete it.
Lrhen completed

to t.he besÈ of Èheir ability,

students received the

origínal story to score their semantic maps. The students !¡ere

Ëhen

required to complete their semantic map in an alternaÈe color of ink
and return the materials to the instructor.

3.

CM

Teachinå Procedure. The lesson procedure was, again,

an

adaptation of Èhe Èeaching strat.egy suggested by Johnson and pearson

(1978). rn Ehe first

lesson, the general Ínstructional method

v¡as

followed, and students were gÍven the category roatching exercise.
Students v¿ere Ínstructed to pl-ace the words under appropriaEe labels.
The exercises were collected at t.he end of the lesson.

lesson, the incomplete exercises

r,*rere

In the

returned to the studenEs

second
and

they were required to complete Èheu to the best of their abilíty,

vrith

the use of a díctionary or thesaurus, if they desired. The students
were then given an

ansr,,rer

key with the appropriaEe responses under the

correct labels and requesËed to score their category natching exercises.
When

scored, the students rdere encouraged to couplete their exercises

with reference to the anslrer key, prior to reËurnÍng the materials to
the instructor.
4.
Èo be

SD Teaching

Procedure. The lesson procedure ¡¡as considered

incidenÈal rather than directed (Petty, Herold, and Stoll, 1968).
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rn the first

lesson, following the general insLructional uethod, ten

general questions were discussed wÍth the toÈaf group. rn the second

lesson, students v¡ere requÍred to draw a picture whieh warì represent.ative of the passage Ehey had heard and discussed in the first

lesson.

The students !üere requested to leave Èheir pÍctures with the ins¡ructor.

Test

InsÈrumenÈs

DurreIl Listening-Reading Series
The Durrell r.¡as selecËed as a groupíng ueasure in this study
because ít requires classifÍcation

in the treatments. In a review

procedures simi1ar t.o the ones used

(Bon¡ruËh

in Buros, lg72;7:728),

Ëhe

Durrell. Lístening-ReadÍng Seríes has been recognized as one which
outsÈanding content validity

among standardized

Bormuth has indicated that its utility
Èhe auEhors have

explicitly

has

vocabulary tests.

Ís derived fron the fact

E.hat

identified a signÍficant. segment of lan-

guage: the vocabulary subt.esÈs are representaËive of semantic catego-

ries employed in

Roget

I

s Thesaurus and are representative of t.he fre-

quency of appearance of words in instructÍonal nat.erials.

The test format of the listening vocabulary subtest is made up

of eight sets, four categories in which tr¿elve items are presented for
natching with each set of four categoríes. one category wíthin each

set is related Eo a sÈimulus word given orally to one of four categories.

Although the nnmber of concepts Eeasured are not numerous, Ít

aPPears that Ehis measure would be sensitive to Ehe assessrnent of

studentrs ability

a

concepÈ.

a

to develop vocabulary for Èhe purpose of expanding
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In the present study, the rnatching technique was used for

t.he

purpose of equating groups. Gay (1981) and others have suggested that

the measure selected for use in natching must be sensíÈive to the
design and purpose of the study. tlithin the desígn of the study, the

prescribed treatments involved Ëasks which are related to classification ability.

rt was, therefore, deened necessary to locate a measure

which would nateh groups on their ability

to classify.

For this reason,

the Durrell Listening-Readíng Series, Intermediate Level, Form

DE was

selected.
I^Iord

Association Tests
A word associatíon test üIas constructed for this experiuent

a

dependenË measure

as

to assess the effect of four uethods: CL, SM, CM,

and SD, for the purpose of developing vocabulary (see Appendix A).
Jongsma (1980) has suggested

that, in order to assess the effectíveness

of instructional sLrategies, the criterÍon measure must be closely
aligned with the instructÍonal methods used.
In the present study, the initial

treaÈment for each group

v/as

based on a common set of instruct.ional materials.

All groups received

the same four passages wrÍtÈen Ín a classification

pattern.

Thus,

each of the four passages had a topic, subtopicrand examples of each

subtopic. In order to easily comprehend this structure, it requires
the subject to associate examples with appropriate subtopics. Therefore, word association was considered a part of this process.
A1so, three of Èhe specified lreatnents invofved r¡ord associa-

tion skills.

The CL instructional material required students to com-

p1eÈe several deletions ín succession which were examples of a parti-

cular class. And Bryne (1971) has found a high correlatíon

between
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cloze Perfonoance and ttassociaËÍona1 fluencytt. The treatment of

SM was

the develoPment of a schematic netürork of word assocíat.ions and for
It was the association of words to appropriat.e categoríes (Lindsay

CM

and

Norman, 1972; Johnson and Pearson, 1978). Consequent,ly, iE was felt

that the v¡ord association test lras closely aligned with the insE.ructional methods.
In the Present study, timed (2 ruinutes) word assocÍation t.ests
r¡ere used as pre-and post-Eests in order to obtain a more sensitive
measure of the subjectsr vocabulary development before and aft.er

experimental treatnents.

The word association test (WAT) provided the

ínvestigator wit.h the nr¡mber of t.arget words already knovm about

a

concept. prior to treatment, so actual vocabulary gained as a result

of treaÈment could be assessed.
The Pilor Study

A pilot study r.ras conducted to Ínvestígate Ëhe pracÈical applÍ-

cation of the semantic nappÍng method for developing vocabulary and to
provide dírection in planning the present study. The study was, for
the Eost part, descrípt.íve.
The subjects

in two

classrooms

in

for the piJ.ot study !üere seventh-grade sÈudents
one school

in

Western School Divisíon

in rural

ManÍtoba. The students were selected and rna¡g¡ed across two groups
(8 students per group) on the basis of Stanford AchievemenË Test"
scores aduinístered

in

September,

1980.

The grade equívalent scores

for the vocabulary subtest ranged from 6.8 to 8.5 ín
Treatments lrere randomly assigned.

partfclpated.

All

sÈudents

in

each group.

each class
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The two experimental treaÈments r.¡ere: semant,ic mappÍng and

category rnatchi.ng. The insEructional maLerials were developed with

reference to categories ouÈlined in Words

To_

Use, A Primary Thesaurus

(Drysdale, 1971). Three categories v¡ere selected: feelings, farning,
and clothing.

The semantic mapping maËerial consisted of the super-

ordinate label aÈ Èhe side of the page with a line dravm Èo each of
the subcategory labels as provided in the primary thesaurus.

Under

each subcategory, space was provided so v¡ords could be placed under

them. The category matching material consisted of one subcaÈegory
from each of the selected categories (i.e. words to describe feeling;

caríng for clothes; farm animals and birds) typed in red, wiÈh words
Jrom each subcategorv scr¡mbl-ed below.
The lesson procedure for the semantic rnapping nethod involved

placing the superordinate of one category in the center of the blackboard and encouraging students to respond with associated words.

The

instructor t.hen attempted, wíth studentsf assistance, t.o categorize
and label the responses. Ef f orts ¡"¡ere made to label- the caEegories

simÍlarly to those used in t.he priurary thesaurus. In the

second

lesson, students were required Èo complete the exercise developed
for the semantíc rnapping met.hod. The lesson procedure for the category uatching required t.he studenEs to r¿ork in groups of four,

t.o

unscramble the words listed under the subcategories and wriEe them

in Èhree columns on a paper. This requíred both lesson peri.ods for
each of the three categories.

A total of. 12 class periods of 40 min-

utes each ürere required for each treatmenE.
A ¡¡ord associaÈion (I.JA) pre-test was admínÍstered on Èhe three

categorÍes (2 rninutes each) the day prior to instruction and a

(WA)

7I

post-ÈesÈ was adminístered on the three categoríes (2 minutes each)

the day following the instruction.

Total r¿ord associaEion responses

çrere counted for each concept on the pre-and post-Eests. The dif-

ference between pre-and post-cest scores was calculated.

The total

dífference for the semantic mapping group for each of rhe Ëhree concepts (feelings, farming and clothing) was 2, -2, and -2 respectively.
The total dífference in the category matchÍng group was 21, 19 and 31.
The pilot study provided numerous insights which assisted in

the planníng stages of the present. study. First, the semantic
meEhod, as Ímplemented, was

student. and instructor.

mapping

a very frustratÍng experience for both

Plausible reasons for thís frustration are

listed:
(1) The task required students Èo draw on their experiential background with no new information added.

(2) The exercise was not clearry schematÍzed in recognition of the
theory upon which it was based (Lindsay and Norman, 1972).
(3) The Ínstructional procedure v¡as too vague.
(4) The categoríes selected were too broad and students were
familiar with

Èoo

them.

(5) No specific target words $rere actually taught and the expected
word associations spanned too many gramntícal cl_asses.
Secondly, as specific target words had not been selected,

there lras no other alÈernative but Eo score total word associations.
Thís appeared to result Ín an assessment of experiential vocabulary

with no direct assessment of the
the category natching treatment

nev¡

vocabulary gaÍned. Although

seemed adequaÈe,

the number of words

these students studied was too many for the study time allotted.

again, no ner{ vocabulary gained could be assessed.

And,
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As a result of these insights Èhe present study was planned.

Primarily, aÈÈention was focused on construcÈing a more adequaEe

sem-

antÍc napping task with specifÍc teaching strategies out.lined. second1y, if theoretically,

vocabulary development is víewed as parE of

the total reading process, Ehen practical insÈructional- st.rategies
should develop vocabulary which is in the context of continuous ¡ext.
consequently, an appropriate contextual framework was selected.

Thirdly, the specific vocabulary to be developed was identífied.
Fourthly' an assessment procedure was identified which would directly
assess the vocabulary gained. rn addition, the cloze treatmenÈ

and

story discussÍon (benchmark) treatment were added to the study,

as

it appeared that the semantic rnapping and category matching treatments
were very similar.

Also added was the degree of exposure to context

so treatments \^rould vary in anoËher aspect.
Analysis of Data
Design

The basic experimental design was a three way analysis of

variance l-tr.rtr"rrt

x passage x time (gain)] with repeated

measures

on one a"l"r,a"rrt variable with two Levels, the pre-and post-v/ord

associat.ion tests.

Following Ëhe analysis of varíance, multÍp1e

comparison tests ürere computed Èo probe significant

interactions.

The rate of Type I error \,üas controlled a o = .05 by using the
Tukey and Scheffé (firt,

1969) criterion of significance.

More

detailed descriptions of these procedures are presented in Chapter 4.
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' Hypothesis
The three general questions posed in this study wí1l be pre-

sented wiEh their accompanyÍng specific hypotheses.
Question l:

Do different

instructíonal neËhods result in

different word associaÈion scores when assessed by number of target
r¡ords (i.e. words r¡hich vuere the focus of Ínstruction) and by number
of toÈal words (i.e. other words in acldition to t.arget words)?
Hypothesis 1.1

There are no significant

differences Ín

Èhe mean

target word association scores when considering the pre- and posttesEs for treatments on science passages equated by overall frequency
and organízational pattern.

Hypothesis 1.2

There are no significant

dÍfferences in the

mean

Èarget word associaÈion scores when considering posE-tests on passages

for CL, SM, and

CM

HyPothesis 1.3

as compared to

SD.

There are no significant

differences in the mean target

word associaÈion scores when considering post-tests on passages for the
SM

group as compared to the CL, CM, and SD group.

Hypothesis 1.4

There are no significanË differences in the mean target

v¡ord association scores between pre- and post-tests on passages within
treatmenÈ groups.

HyPothesis 1.5

There are no significant

differences in the mean target.

word associ.atÍon scores between groups when considering pre- and post-

tests on all Passages when degree of exposure to context !üas greater
within treatments as compared to when degree of exposure to context

t./as

less within t.reatments.
Hypothesis 1.6

There are no significant

differences in the mean Eotal

word assocÍation scores when consideríng Èhe pre- and post-Èests for
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Èreatments onscience passages equated by overall frequency and organi-

zational pattern.
Hypothesis 1.7

There are no significanc differences in Ehe

mean

total word association scores when considering post.-Eests on passages
for CL, SM, and

CM

HypoChesis 1.8

as coapared to

SD.

There are no sígnificant differences ín mean total-

word association scores when considering posÈ-Èest,s on passages for
SM

group as compared to the CL,

HypothesÍs 1.9

CM

and SD group.

There are no significant

differences in the mean total

word association scores between pre- and post-tesEs on passages within
treaÈment groups.

Hypothesis 1. 10 There are no significant differences in the mean

Eotal_

word association scores between groups when considering pre- and poèt-

tesEs on passages

when

degree of exposure to context \"¡as greaÈer withÍn

treaËments as compared to when degree of exposure to context was less

within treatments.
Question 2: Do instructÍonal methods with two science passages

containing words, on the average, which are more familÍar to grade six

students (higtr frequency passages) result in greaEer gaÍns than

methods

r¡ÍEh two science passages containing words whÍch, on the average, are

less familiar to grade six studenÈs (Iow freqency passages) when word
association scores are assessed by number of target. words and by

number

of total words?
HypoEhesís 2.1

There are no significant

differences in the Eean tarset

word association scores when considering pre- and post-tests for treatment.s

with high frequency passages as compared to treatments with low

frequency passages.
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Hypothesis 2.2

There are no significant

t.otal word association scores

r,¡hen

differences in

Ëhe uean

considering pre- and post-tests

for treatments with high frequency passages as compared to treatnents urith lov¡ frequency passages.
Question 3: What. are some qualitative differences

among

studentsr performance on word scores when examined for dÍfferences
within treatment groups as measured by: the Durrell, total pre-test
target words, Èotal task scores, and total post-test association
scores and the relaEionship of Durrell scores and total target word

post-tesÈ scores?
More specifically

Question 3. I

the qualítative questions are:

Are there differences in treatment groups as measured

by the Durrell pre-test?
Question 3.2 Are there differences in treatment groups as measured

by toÈal pre-test target words?
Question 3.3 Are there differences on t.ot,al task scores (scores

on

training tasks) and total post-test association scores within three
treatment groups (CL, SM,
Question
Ëhe

3.4

CM)

?

hrhat are the relationships between

subjects' scores

on

Durrell and subjectts scores on total target word post-tests?
Sr-mmary

ThÍs chapter identified the subjects thaE

"orpri""a

the

sample

for Èhis study and described the procedure used to rnatch groups and
assÍgn the groups to t.he treatments. The Èest instruments, instruc-

tional materials, and procedures

r4rere

also described as well as the

design of the study, methods of daÈa analysis, and hypothesÍs,
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A pilot study was conducËed to investigate t.he practícal

applÍcation of the semantic rnapping t.echnique and to provide direction in planning the present sÈudy.
The statistical

Chapter 4.

analysis and findings will be presenÈed in

Chapter

4

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The purpose of this st,udy lras to investigate the differential

effects of four instructional methods of developing sixth-grade science
vocabulary. The four nethods were identified as the cloze method (ct¡,
semantic mapping (SM), category natching (CM), and story discussion (SD).
The aim of each instructíonal met.hod was to assist students ín developing

vocabulary related to specified scÍence concepts.
The subjects in this study vrere 60 sixth-grade students. Four

equal groups were formed by matching procedures and each int.act Broup
was randornly assigned to one of the four treatnents.

The subjects in

one grouP vùere taught how t.o use context clues, strucEure of text, and

beginnÍng consonanÈ clues, to arrive aE the appropriat,e response for
cl-oze deletÍons (cL).

The subjects in the second group were taughÈ

how to brainstorm from recall,

target words in text, and how to classify

targeÈ word responses into a hierarchica1 schematized structure (SM).
The subjects in the third group were instructed to unscramble words

with use of a thesaurus, or dictionary if desired, and to place

them

under the appropriate labels provided for them (Ct"t¡; and subjects in
Èhe fourth group discussed Èen general questions r+ith the--instructor
and were then reguired to draw a pieture about Èhe passage contenÈ (sD).

The initial

lesson procedure follov¡ed one general pattern for

all treatments and for all passages, then vari_ed according to the
procedures previously outlÍned.

Each treaEnent group was exposed to
77
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varying degrees of context, controlled by the nr:mber of tímes the
students saw the target words in contexE. A set of materials

was

constructed for each concept for three treatment conditions:

CL,

SM, CM. The material for the SD treatment remained the same for all

four concepts.
In presenting the daÈa, first
cussed with reference to the first

the main effects l¡i1l be dis-

general questíon. NexE, the sig-

nifÍcant inËeractions will be presented. A general discussion will
fol1ow which demonstrates how the specific hypotheses were affected

by the interactions.

The second general question r¿i1l be presented

in the same sequence as the firsÈ.

Lastly, a qualitaLive analysis

of the third general question is presented with the specifÍc questions
whÍch it generated.
Main Effects
The data was analyzeð by applying a three-way analysis of vari-

ance (Èreatment x passage x tÍne) with repeated measures on tr"ro levels

of one dependent variable, the word association tesE. The .05 leve1
of significance was selected for the accepEance or rejecÈion of all
statistical

tesÈs.

The treatment factor conËained four levels -- CL, SM, CM, and
SD

-- to which

maÈched groups were assÍgned

randomly. The passage
.

factor conÈained four levels -- animal, plant, musÍc, and rock -- which
Idere specified concepËs wÍthin the grade six science subject area. The
passages were controlled for overall frequency and organÍzational pat-

tern.

The tirne factor conËained t¡,¡o levels -- pre-test time and posE-

tesÈ time.
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General Question I
Do different

instructional methods result in different

urord

association scores, when assessed by number of t.arget words (i.e.
words which were Ehe focus of instructíon) and by number of totaf

words (i.e.

other words in additÍcn to tårget. words)?

To answer this questíon, the scores for total number of Earget
words and the scores for total number of word associations vrere tallied
and suburitted to an analysis of variance.

The ANOVA results for the target

word analysis and t.he means and standard deviations are presented in

Table 4.I.

The resurts for Èhe Èotal word analysis are presented in

Tab]e 4.2.
The analysis of variance for targeË words shov¡ed that Èreat-

ment, passage, and time (from pre- to post-tests) were significant
fact.ors affecting the target r¡ord association test l-tot at".tment,
F(3,56) = 7.40, p <.05i for passages, F(3,168) = I2L.82, p <.05; and

for ti¡ue, F(1,56) = 132.55, p <.051 . The results indicare rhar
_J
there \¡/as a significant difference in the Èarget word scores which
was due to Ereatments. Secondly, Èhe sígnifÍcant passage effecÈ índi-

cates there was consíderable variation in experiential knowledge

abouÈ

different concepts and thírd1y, treatment was effecÈÍve in changing
scores from pre-test Èime t.o post-Ëest time. However, the following
Èwo-I.lay

interacÈions r¡rere also significant.

Treatment and passage

were signifÍcant factors between subjects !üit.hin groups, r"".r1 ting in

..05] . Treara passage by treaÈmenr inreracrion
[tfs,l68)= 2.82, p
Itrent and ti-me from pre- to posÈ-tests lrere significant factors between
subjects and r¿iÈhin groups, resulting in a time by treaturent Ínteraction ¡-p..05J.-]
Passage and rime were significanÈ
7"56,
=
Lt(r,56)
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factors betüreen subjects within groups, resulting in a passage x time

T-ì
interaction [F(3,168)
= r0.62, p < .05_.|. rn addition, rhe folrowíng
three-way interacÈíon was found: the treatment x passage x tÍme

interaction was significant between subjects within groups.
t-.
I
(
LF(g,f04) = 5.42, p .05J. These inreraction effecrs witl be
discussed following the presentation of the main effects for the
analysÍs of varÍance for total

words

The analysis of variance for toÈal words showed that treat-

ment ü¡as not a signifÍcant factor affecting the performance on the

word assocíarion tesr I F(3,56) = 2.22, p ).05-j.
r_l

Table 4.2 presents the result.s of the analysis of varÍance

for tot.al words. The analysis showed that treatment

t,¡as

not a signi-

fÍcant factor affecting performance on the r¿ord association test

r-l

[]i(3,56) = 2.22, p ).05_l . Passage, tíme, and a passage x rrearmenr
interaction urere significant l'-for passage, F(3,168) = 84.40, p < .05;
L

for time, F(1,56) = 55.34, p <.05; and for
F(9,168) = 2.52, p
.J

passage

..05-l. But, treatment x time,

x treatment,

passage

x

tÍme,

and passage x treatment x time, were al1 non-significant Ínteractions

I
treatment x time, F(3,56) = 1.58, p
ifor
L
F(3r168) = I.24, p

t.O5l.

= 0.89, p

>.05; for passage x time,

>.05; and for passage x treaÈment x time, F(9,168)
As there vras no significant treatment effect,

_t

this

¡nethod

of analysis

was

not pursued any further.

Interactions
Following the analysis of variance, in order to interpret,
more precisely, Ehe interaction, post hoc comparisons among the cell
means were

carríed out using Tukeyts procedure. Three sets of pair

Table 4. I

Analysis Of Varíance Performance
on Target Word Assocíatíon For
Treatment, Passage, and Test Time

Source of
Variance

Sum

Treatment (A)

725.783
1830.583

Error

Term

Passage (B)

0.000 *

56

tzl.82
2.82

0.000 *
0.004 't

r32.55
7.s6

0.000 *
0.000

10.62
5.42

0.000
0.000 *

168

6. 910

I 16. 800

I
3

t 20. 805

Term

326.416
894.283

56

15.969

3
9

42.822
21.850

Term

128.466
196.650
677.383

168

4.032

2

AxBxC

Level of
SígnifÍcance

7.40

t9.453

Term

F
ratio

241.927
32.688

3

841.822

BxC

*

Square

3

AxC

Error

Mean

9

Time (C)

Error

df

2525.466
175.083
r 160.950

AxB

Error

of

Squares

2

i 16. 800

J

p<.05

Target l^Jord Raw Score
Means and Standard Deviat.ions
TreaËment.

SM

CL

CM

SD

t2,200

Pre-test MEAN
Pre-test SDev.

t5.466

t6.066

I 3. 600

.057

7.320

6.473

Post-tesÈ

I'IEAN

33. 733

41

.466

31.333

I 8. 200

Post-test

SDev.

14.489

22.690

.098

10.263

7

8l

r4

7

.667

Table 4.2

Analysis 0f Varíance Performance
on Total l.Iord Association For
Treatment, Passage and Test Time

Source of
variance

Treatment

Sum of
squares

(A)

Error Term

df

Mean
square

791.816 3
f50 56

6650.

F
Ratio

263.938 2.22

(B)

(c)

Error Term

529.200 I
45.250 3
535.550 56

BxC
AxBxC
Error Term

33.850 3
72.500 9
1524.650 168

Time

AxC

x

p <.05

82

.095

lLB.752

3556.883 3
1t85.627 94.40
318.200 9
35.355 2.52
Error Term 2359.916 168
14.047
Passage

AxB

Level of
significance

0.000 *
0.009 *

529.200 55.34 0.000 *

15.083 t.5B

0.205

11.283 I.24
8.055 0.89

0.295
0.537

g

.563

9.075
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wise mulËiple comparisons vüere computed to probe the t.argeÈ word Ereatment x Passage x tíme interaction.

The first

set of urultiple eompari-

sons assessed the mean gaíns from pre- to post-Èest for each passage

¡¡ithin each treatment. The second set assessed the mean differences
Lrithin passages for a particular treatment and tíme combination.
Thirdly, differences wÍthin treatments for a particular passage

and

time combÍnation Ìdere assessed. The rate of rype r error vras controlled at d,=.05, by using the Tukey criterÍon of significance.
Thus, a dÍfference v¡as judged statisticarly

sÍgnificanE if the abso-

lute value of the difference exceeded the Tukey critical

value (c.v.),

that is q/tfz.
Pre- to Post-Test Gains for

Passage

and Treatment Combinations
The resu]ts of the t-tests for pre- to post-test gaíns and

a

table of means for the passage x treaËment ÍnÈeract.ion are presented
in Table 4.3. The pre- to post-test gains for Ëhe cL treatment
statistically

were

significant for all passages with the exception of the

animal passage and the pre- to post-test gains for the sM and cM
treatments
SD

r+7ere

statistically

treatment has st.atÍstically

significant for all four passages.

The

sígnificant gains for only the animal

Passage.

These fíndings indicate thaE the SM and cM treatments had

a

significant positive effect on all four passages when assãssed by
ÈargeÈ words gaíned from

pre- to post-tests.

was effective in all but the fÍrst

there

r^ras

As the cL treatmenË

passage, it may Índicate that

a practice effect operating within the cL treatment.

The

results for the sD treatment for the passages; plant, music, and rock,

.Ê..

@

È

t

t

t-va1ue

Pos

Pre

t-va1ue

Pos

Pre

Pos

t
t-value

Pre

t-value

Pos

Pre

Time

.7 56*

I.732

-

SD

6.343*

2.333 I.496
466't 4 .454

8.

Plant

r

.654

2.266
2.800

l.866
8.066*
6.ítt*
1.437
2.808

7.457
3.594

2.866 2.166
12.400iÈ. 7.179
9.859*

2.286

2.559
2.624

4.345

2.2t0

2.267
6.51 I

2.093

32,86

2. 4I3*

2.866
5.200

5. 1 70t

8.200*

3.200

4

7.600*

3.000

1.723

4.000
5.666

SD

Passage

Aníma1

c.v. at 0 - .05 for df =

SD

CM

SM

CL

Treatment

481't

I .654

B. 066

6.466

2.620*

10. 000*

7.466

4.

9.066
13.400*

8.666
12.333*
3.792,\

Music
SD

2

.63t

2.614

L.922
2.976

2.051
4.732

3. 086
3. 658

Passage

A Comparison of Mean Target l.Iord Scores and E-Values
for Pre- Eo Posl-lest Performance for
ParEicular Passage and
Treatment CombinaEions

Table 4.3

0.600
2.133
1.654

4.866
3.929*

I .066

7.169*

1. 133
8.066r,

0.466
7.266*
7 .032*

Rock

I .055
2. r99

0. 883
3.181

0. 833
4 ,267

0.743
4.283

SD
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did not have a significant effect on Èarget words gained from pre- to
PosÈ-test. The t-values are relatively much lower Èhan in the other
treatments on these three passages which may have been the result of
inadequate focus on the Ëarget words during instruction.

However,

the results for the SD treatment had a significant effect on target.
r¿ords gained from pre- Ëo post-test on the animal passage. Thus, the

lack of significant gain in the following three passages may have

been

a result of the lack of variation of Ehe tasks involved in the Ínstruction.
2. Differences l.líthin Passages For

TreatmenÈ

The results of the E.-tests for differences wíthin passages for

treatment and time combínatíons are presented in Tables 4.4 (A and S).
The means and standard deviations are included in Appendix D. The

results of the t-tests indicate that there vras lÍttle

consisEency in

the signíficance within passages for treatment and Èime combinations.
ThÍs inconsistency may be due to the frequency variable and the role
of personal experienEial background.
If the frequency variables l¡rere operaËing ef fect.ively,

Ëhe

two designaÈed high frequency passages (aninal and planÈ) would have

revealed no signifÍcant dÍfference Ín post-ÈesLs wit.hin treatment.s,
when compared individually.

The same generalization would also apply

t,o the 1ow frequency passages (music and rock).
when

The ."".riar

indicate

a conparison is made becween Èhe hÍgh frequency passages (anirnal

and plant), thaÈ significant

both CL and

SM

differences exist in the post-lest for

treaÈments. A comparison of the

1or.¡

frequency passages

reveals results whÍch indicat,e significant differences in all post-lests

Table

4.4

(A)

A Comparison of È-Values For Different Passages
For ParÈicular Treatment and Time CombínatÍons

Animal vs.

Animal vs.

Anímal vs.

Treatment

Plant
Pre
Post

Music
Pre
Post

Pre

Frequency

HF

HF

HF

HF

CL

i.950

3.278* 5.464* 7.806* 4.138*

SM

0.156 5.620* 7.103* 6.79r* 2.186

0.545

CM

r.562

0.

3.903*

SD

0.702

I . I 70

156

4

.995x 2.r07

4

.2r5x

cv at 0 = .05 for df = 9,314 = 2.877

86

LF

3.

Rock

2.498

355* 2.653

Post
LF

1.873

3. 59 I

Table 4 .4 (B)

A ComparÍson of t-Values for Different Passages
for Particular Treatment and Time Combinations

Treatment

Plant vs.

Plant vs.

Music

Rock

Pre

Frequency

HF

Post

Pre

LF

HF

Plant vs.

Post
LF

Rock

Pre
LF

Pos

t

LF

4.528* 2.186

1.639

9.367*

5.933""

.259x

i . 170

2.029

5.07

4*

9.289*

6.245x

cM

6.557*

2.264

0.936

3.747* 7.494*

6.011*

sD

4.919*

6.166* 1.950

0.781

6.947x

cL

7.416*

sM

7

cv at 0, = .05 for df = 9,314 = 2.817

87

6.868*
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wíthin all treatments. Consequently, a conparison between a designated
high frequency and a designated 1o¡¡ freguency passage has many inconsistencies.

Possible reasons for this variability

may be due

to the

manner in which Èhese passages were designated high or 1ow frequency or

the frequency factor may have been confounded by the aEÈempt to paral1e1
the wriÈing pattern within each passage (the classification paÈtern).
The overall frequency within passages vras determined by averag-

ing the frequency values of the selecÈed target words. Thus,
ability

among

Ehe

vari-

individual word frequency values was, in some cases, very

great.. For example, within the plant Passage, the word "cones" had

a

grade six frequency value of 6, while t.he word "trees" had the value of

254. Consequently, it appears that if frequency is averaged over

a

concept, as r{as done in the present study, the average hídes the difference in Èhe passages.
Although attempts were made to equate Passages by presenting
them in a classífication
sages \ìras not totally

pattern, perhaps the construction of the pas-

parallel.

Thís lack of parallelism may have

resulted Ín unexpected passage differences which ínterfered with the
frequency variable withín passages.
An examination of the pre-test t-values suu¡narized in Table

4,4 (A and B) indicates that experiential background rnay override the
frequency variable.

In the comparison of the animal passage (H.F.)

versus the music passage (f.f.)

there is a signÍficant diiference in

the pre-tests vrÍthin all treatments. This Erend is consistenE for
all passages compared Èo the music passage and these significant differences are in favor of the music passage. This uray be verified

wÍth reference

Èo the means reported

in

Appendix

D.

Consequently,
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Prior Èo instruction it appears that students had more experiential
background for the concept of music than they did for Ehe oEher Ehree

concepts. Thus, even though music was designaEed a low frequency
passage, experiential background had a definite effect.

Therefore,

it appears that frequency alone is not a good críEerion for equaÈing
passages.

3. Differences in Treatments for ParÈicular
An exauination of the t-values for different

treatments for

particular time and passage combinatÍons (Table 4.5) indicaÈes that
there are no statisËically significant pre-test differences.
means and st.andard

The

deviations are reported in AppendÍx D. Even though

treatmenËs and passages are confounded, Èhere are no differences before

treatments hrere given. Again, Èhe variability

dent. There

\4lere no

r¡ithin passages is evi-

statisÈÍcally sÍgnificant differences in Ereatments

for the animal passage, yet there v¡ere generally staÈistically

sÍgnifí-

cant treatment differences for the plant passage. ldany factors appear
Èo be operating as has been discussed in the previous comparisons.

Further discussion of these treatment dífferences will be presented wiEh
reference to specific hypothesis statements generated by the first

gen-

eral question.
The main effects have been presented for t.he fÍrst

general

quest.ion. Also, the signifÍcanË interactions lrere dÍscusJed with
reference to t-values computed by neans of paÍr'wise uultiple compari-

sons. The main effects and the significanE three-factor interactions
índicate that some specific hypotheses generated cannot be addressed
and, furÈher, that others cannot be discussed Ín statistíca1 terms.

Table 4.5

Comparison of t-Values For Different Treatments
For Particular Time and Passage Combinations

Passage

Anirnal

Plant

Musíc

Rock

0.858

-0 .457

-0.

-3.376*

-0.915

-c.572
-0.686

0. 686

0.400

I .030

-2.175

0.343

_-2-002_

Pre

0.973

0.057

Post

0. 400

4

Treatments
CL

vs.

SM

Pre

Post
CL

vs.

CM

Pre

Post
CL

SM

SM

CM

vs.

SD

vs.

CM

vs.
vs.

Tukey

SD

SD

-1.660

343

0

.484

2.060-

_f-888_0_.ri5_

.863*

3.662*

4.406*
0.057

0. 858

L.373

Post

-0. 17 r
-0. 515

3.720x

2.etg*

Pre

0. 115

0.056

2.23r

0

Post

2.060

8.24Or'

4.578*

5.092*

Pre

0.286

0.858

0. 400

Post

2.575

Pre

-0.

343

4.520,\

c.v. at o = .05 for df = 32,00 = 2.817
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t¿uq-

_

-

2.7!þ_
.457

agå-

9r

Therefore, those specific hypotheses generated by the first

general

question, which can be addressed, will be discussed wiEh reference
to the results of the probes into

Ehe.

interactions rather than lreat-

ing thern as nuIl hypotheses to be accepted or rejected.

Following

this discussion, the main effect.s, interactions, and t.he specífic
hypothesis generated by general questÍon two will be discussed.

Specific HypothesÍs for General Question I
Do different

associatÍon scores

insÈructional rnethods result Ín different

r"rhen

word

assessed by number of target words (i.e. words

t¡hich were the focus of instrucEion) and by nLunber of total words (i.e.

other words Ín addítion to target

r¿ords)

?

HypothesÍs l.l
There are no significanÈ differences in the
target r.¡ord association scores when consídering the pre- and postÈests for treatuent on science passages equated by overall frequency
and organizational pattern.

mean

The description of the data anafysis for the main effects is

reporEed in Table 4.1, page 81 and indicates that all nain effects

were signifÍcant along with signíficant two and three-way interactions
(passage x treatment.; treatmenE x time; passage x time; t.reatment x
passage x tirne).

Consequently, the interactions rrrere probed in order

Èo interpret the findÍngs.

The results of the probe inÈo pre- to

Post-tesÈ gains for passage by treatmenc conbinat.ions indÍcate that
Èhree ËreaÈments (CL, SM, and CM) had a significant positíve effect
on tnost passages when assessed by target vrords gained fror pr"- to

post-tesÈs (Table 4.3, page 84). The findings of Èhe probe into the
differences within passages for treatment x Èime combinations indicate that there was little

consistency in Ehe signÍficance within

passages (Table 4.4, A and B, pages 86 and 87).

The frequency
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variable and experiential background may have contributed to Èhis
variability.

A probe into differences for particular time x passage

combinations indicated no sÈatistically

sÍgníficant pre-test differences.

Even though treatments and passages are confounded, there are

dÍfferences before treatmenEs r.rere gíven. Statistically

no

significant

differences in treaEment appears to be passage dependent (Tab1e 4.5,
page 90).

Hypothesis 1.2 There are no significant differences in the
target word association scores when consÍdering post-tests on
passages for CL, SM, and CM as cor.pared to SD.
mean

An examínation of the t-values for mean differences in treat-

ments for particular time x passage combinations (Table 4.6) indicates

that there ralereno statistically sígnificant pre-test differences before
treatments \,rere given. An examinatÍon of Èhe post-test t-values

indicates that the CL and

SM

treatments resulted in statistically

significant differences (t-values reported respectively) in target
word associations when compared to the SD treatrent for the plant

(t = 4.863; r = 8.420, p < .05), music (r = 3.662; r = 4.578, p ( .05),
and rock (t = 4.406; t = 5.092, p < .05) passages. The mean differences

on the animal passage post-tesE, when comparing the CL and
ments with the SD Ëreatment, resulÈed in staEistically

gains favoring the CL (t = .400, p > .05) and

SM

SM

treat-

non-significant

(r = 2.060, p > .05)

treatments.
The CM treatment resulted in a statistícally

gain

"ig.,ifi"rnt
in more target words when compared to the SD treatment on the plant
passage only (t = 4.520, p < .05).

The CM and SD mean differences

for the animal, music, and rock passages resulted in sÈatistically
non-significant gains favoring the

CM

treatment. The t-values

by

Tab]e 4.6

A Cornparison of t-Values for CL, SM
and CM l.iíth SD Treatment for
Time and Passage CombÍnations

TreatmenÈ

Time

vs

Pre

CL

SD

Pos

SM

vs

SD

Pre
Pos

CM

vs

SD

t

Pre
Pos

Tukey

È

t

Ani¡na1

Plant

Music

Rock

0.973

0. 057

1. 888

0. 300

0. 400

4.863*

3.662x

4.406*

0.i15

0. 056

2.23r

2.060

8.240

4 .57 8x

0.272
5.092

0.286
2.575

0.343
4.520*

0.8s8
1.660

0.400
2.345

c.v. at o -.05 for df =

32,00 = 2.817
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type of passage are reported respectively (t = 2.575; t = 1.660; t

=

2.345" p > .05). Statistically significant differences in treaEment
appears

to be passage

dependent.

Hypothesis 1.3 There are no significant dífferences in mean
word
targeË
associations when consÍdering post-tests on passages for
the SM group as compared to Ëhe CL, CM and SD groups.
An examination of the t-values for mean differences in treatments for particular time x passage combinatíons (faUte ¿. Z) indicates

that there vlere no statístically

significant pre-test differences.

examination of post-test E-values indicat.es that the

SM

An

treatment re-

sulÈed in more target word associations which trere statistÍcal]y

signifi-

cant than; the CL in the pJ-ant passage (¡ = 3.376, p <.05); rhan

the

CM

in rhe planÈ (t = 3.720, p < .05)

and music

(t = 2.918, p < .05)

passages; and than the SD in the plant (t - 8.240, p <.05), uusic

(t = 4,578, p <.05), and rock (r = 5.092, p <.05) passages. Since
results are not consistent across all passages for the

SM

group when

compared to the CL, CM and SD groups, it appears that gains may be

attributed to differences

among

passages. All other nean differences,

with one exception, indicate a statisEically
favor of the

SM

non-sígnificant gain in

treaËment. The one exceptÍon v¡as the

the animal passage where a sma11, sÈatistically
was in favor of the CM treatrnenÈ (t =.515, p

CM

treatment

non-significant gain,
>.05).

HypothesÍs 1.4 There are no signÍficant differences in the
pre- and post-tesÈs on

mean target word association scores between
passages v¡ithin treatment groups.

An examination of the post-test means and t-values from the

pairwise nultiple comparison (Table 4.3, page 84) indicates the
treatment resulted in statistically

on

CL

sÍgnificanÈ target word gains

between pre- and post-tests for the plant (t = 6.343, p < .05),

Table 4.7

A ComparÍson of t-Vafues for SM Treatment
with CL, CM and SD TreaEments for Time
and Passage Combinations

Passage I
81 Animal

TRT

Pre-Pos

SM

vs CL Pre
Pos

SM

vs

CM

Pre
Pos

SM

vs

t

SD Pre
Pos

*

t

Tukey

t

t

8.58
1.660

.17I

3
Music
Pre-Post,

Passage 2
B2 PlanE
Pre-Pos t

Passage

.457

.343

.37 6*

.

3

.515

0. 858
3.7 20*

.115
2.060

8 -240¿,

.0s6

83

915

Pre-Post
.57

2

.686
2.7 46

2.231
8*

.457
5.092*

4 .57

4

Rock

7.373
2.9L8*

c.v. ato=.05 for df = 32,00 = 2.817
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Passage

.057
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nusic (t = 3.792, p <.05), and rock (t = 7.032, p < .05)

passages

but only a small statisÈícally non-sÍgnificant gain was ¡nade in the
animal passage (t = 1.723, p >.05).

The SM treatmenE resulted in

statistÍca11y signíficant gains in targeË word associations between
pre- and post-tests for all four passages; animal (t = 4.756, p <.05),
planÈ (t = 9.859, p < .05), music (t = 4.481, p < .05), and rock.

well, Ehe CM resulted in statistically

As

significant gaíns for all four

passages; aniural (t = 5.170, p < .05), plant (t = 6.4II, p < .05),

music (t = 2.620, p < .05), and rock (r = 3.929, p < .05).
treatment resulEed in statistically
passage only (t = 2.413, p < .05).

non=significant.

The

SD

significant gains on Ehe animaL
Gains were smalr and statistically

The findings indicate that Ëhree treatments (CL,

SM, and CM) were effective.

Hypothesis 1.5 There are no significant differences in the
target r"Iord association scores between groups when considering
pre- and post-tests on all passages when degree of exposure t.o cont.ext was greater within t.reatments as compared to when degree of exposure to context was less r¿íthÍn treatmenËs.

mean

The degree of exposure to context was hypothesized to vary in

the treatments. Arranged from highest to lowest, they were: CL, SM,
CM, and

SD. All groups had exposure to the target words in conlext

when Èhe passages were fÍrst

the

CM

read Èo Ehem. Thís was the only time

and SD group saw Ëhe target words withÍn continuous text.

ever, the

CM

group did see Èhe Earget words one more tíme within

correct classification

Howa

format (see Appendix C). The Slt group sav/ the

Èarget r¿ords a tot.aL of twice in contexË and the CL group

sar"r them a

total of four times withÍn contÍnuous text.. As the CL treatmenÈ vras
considered to include the greatest degree of exposure to context

ít did not result in statistically

and

significant gains when compared to
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Èhe

next context condition (sM), the context condition does not appear

to be very effective.
An examination of the t-values for different treatment.s for

particular time x passage combinaËions (Tab1e 4.5, page 90) indicaEes
that the CL ÈreaÈment never resulted in more t.arget words than the

SM

treatment. rn fact, Ëhe trend indicated by the negative signs appears
to be indÍcative of the reverse. That is, the sM treatment with less
context provided, appears to result in more target. word gain, although
the mean difference Ís only statistically
passage (t = 3.376, p < .05).

significant in the plant

A possible contribuËíng factor may have

been that Ehe SM treatment group had a slight statistically

non-signifi-

cant advant.age with the exception of the anÍmal passage prior to treatment.

Another possibility

did not vary sufficiently

is that the degree of exposure to context
to affecÈ performanee. where the degree of

exposure to context r'ùas the greaËest (CL) and where degree of context
exPosure was the least (SD), the CL ËreaÈment resulËed in statisÈicaI]y

signÍfÍcant gaÍns for the planr (r = 4.863, p < .05), music (¡

=

3.662, p < .05), and rock (t = 4.406, p < .05) passages.
The SM treatment group l¡ras exposed to more conÈext than the
treaËmenÈ group and t.he SM treat¡nent.

resulted in statistically

CM

signi-

ficant gains in the plant (t = 3.720, p <.05) and music (t = 2.918,
p < .05) passages. A1so, gains approached signÍficance ån the rock
Passage (t = 2.746, p > .05).

Again, where there was a greater varia-

tion in degree of exposure to context, as ín the
to the

SD

SM

treatnent.

treatment,. the SM treatment resulËs in statistically

compared

signifi-

cant gains in the plant (¡ = 8.240, p < .05), music (t = 4.518, p < .05),
and.rock (t = 5.092, p < .05) passages.
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The variation in exposure Eo context was very limited between

the

CM

treaEnent. and the SD treatment. However, the

sulted in statisEically

CM

treatment re-

signifÍcant gains in the pJ-ant (t = 4.520,

p < .05) passage when compared to the SD Èreatment.
Hypothesis 1.6 There are no signifícant differences in the
total word association scores when considering the pre- to posttest for treatnents on science passages equated by overall frequency
and organizational patEern.

mean

The analysis of variance for toÈa1 word assocÍation scores

(Table 4.2, page 82) and the descrÍption of the data analysis
sÈraÈes that treatment vras not a signifícant

demon-

facÈor affecting the

performance on the total word association tests.

Due t.o these find-

Íngs, this urethod of analysis was díscontinued and, consequently,

t.he

specífic hypotheses 1.6 - 1.10 will noE be discussed.
General Question

2

Do instructional rnethods wÍth two science passages containing
r^¡ords, on t.he average, which are more famíliar to grade six sEudents

(high frequency passages) result in greater gains than urethods with
two science passages conEaining words whÍch, on the average, are less

familiar to grade six studenÈs (1ow frequency passages) when r¿ord
association scores are assessed by number of target words and by number
of total words?
The passage factor in Ehis analysis conÈaÍned two- 1evels --

high frequency (pl-ant plus animal) and low frequency (*,r"i" plus rock)
-- which ltere specified concepts within the grade síx science subject
area. The nain effects for Question 2 will be discussed next.
Only assessment by number of targeË r.rords was i.nvestigated

as

assessment by nurnber of toÈal words did not appear to be an appropriate
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roethod of assessment vrhen examining individual passages. ThaE is,
assessnenÈ by nunber of total word associations díd noE indicate that

treatment r¡tas a factor affecting performance on the word association

test.

To answer this question, the scores for toÈal nulber of word

associations $rere tallied and submiEted to an anal-ysis of variance.
The results for the target word analysis on high and low frequency
passages are presented in Tab1e 4.8.

tions are reported in Appendix

The means and sÈandard devia-

D.

The analysis of variance for E.arget words showed that Ëreat-

ment, passage, and time (from pre- to post-tests) were significanc
factors affecLing the target word association test 'for Èreatment,

F(3,56) = 7.40, p <.05; for passage, F(1,56) = 2I.II,
f

or time, F(3,168) = 6.46, p < .05_

ÈeracËions were also signifÍcant.

p <.05; and

But, the follov¡íng tv/o-way inTreatment and time were signifi-

cant factors between subjects wÍthin groups, resulting in a treatment
x time interaction [f{9,168) = 6.46, p <.05'.
Passage and time
signifieant factors between subjects within groups, resulting in
passage x time interaction lr(3,168) = 95.54, p< .05

were
a

. In addition,

i

the following three-\,Jay interaction ü¡as found: the treatnent x passage x tÍme interaction was significant

beË.ween

subjects within groups

T-l
lF(9.168) = 4.57. Þ <.05 l.
L]
Following the analysis of varÍance on high and low frequency
passages, one seÈ of complex comparisons v¡ere computed to investigate

the ÈreatmenÈ x passage x tine interactÍon.

The courplex comparison

assessed the mean differences within high and 1ow frequency passages

for a particular treatment by time combination.

Table 4.8

Analysis Of Varíance Performance
on Target Word Associatíon For
Treatment, High and Low FrequencY
Passages, and Test Tíme

Source of
varíance

of
squares
Sum

Mean
square

df

24I-927

(A) 725.783 3
Error Term 1830.583 56
Treatment
Passage

AxB

(B)

Error Term

F
ratio

Level of
significance

7.40 0.000 *

32.688

192.533 1
38.716 3
510.750 56

192.533 2I.II
12.905 L.4L

0.000 *
0.248

9.120

Error Term

11t2.322 tlS.OS 0.OOO *
3336.966 3
57.464 6.46 0.000 *
517.183 9
8.894
1494.350 168

BxC
AxBxC
Error Term

I24I.233 3
178.250 9
168
727 .516

Time

AxC

*

(c)

p<.05

100

413.744 95.54
19.805 4.57
4.330

0.000 *
0'000 *
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The raEe of Type I error vras controlled at o.05 by using

the Scheffe'criterion of significance.

The probe into the Ínteraction

will be discussed next, followed by a discussion of specífic hypothesis 2.1, generated by the second general question.
Dífferences in ttt3h a"d -Lor freq"e"c
The t-values for the high frequency (H.F.) versus the low frequency (I-.f.)

passages are reported in Table 4.9.

These results were

anticipated as a resulË of the probe into iudividual passage differences
(Tables 4.4, A and B, pages 86 and 87). An examinatíon of the t-values

almost consistently demonsËrates the L.F. passages resulEed Ín more,
t.arget word gain than H.F. passages. However, as was previously discussed, this was Iike1y due to the role of personal experience rather
than Ëhe frequency factor.

It appears thaÈ H.F. and L.F. passages, as

they were presented in this study, are not a statistically

significant

factor affectíng target word gain.
Specific Hyporhesis for General Question

2

Do instruet.ional methods with two science passages containing

v¡ords, on Èhe average, which are more familiar Eo grade six students

(hÍgh frequency passages) resulE in greater gains than methods with
tr¡o science passages containing words which are, on the average, less

faroiliar to grade six studenÈs (low frequency passages) wþen word
association scores are assessed by number of target words and by
of t.otal

number

words?

Hypothesis 2. I There are no significanÈ differences in the
target word association scores when considering pre- and posttests for treatments with high frequency passages as coEpared to
treatment srith lotr frequency passages.

mean

Table 4.9

A Cornparison of È-Values for High
Frequency Versus Low Frequency
Passages for Pre-and Post-Test
I,Jíthin Four Treatments

CL
Pre (H.F. vs. L.F. )
Post (H.F. vs. L.F.)

SM

CM

SD

-2.315 -3.582* -2.866 -1.599
-4.520* -7.2I2 +I.157 -1.8I7

ScheffJ

c.v. at 0 = .05, for df 9,314 =

r02

3.059
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The analysis of variance for target word assocÍat.ion scores for

hígh and low frequency passages, treatment, and time (Table 4.3,

page

84) and the description of the data analysís reported previously, indicates that the treatment was a significant factor but that the treatment x passages ínteracÈion was not significant.

treatment x passage x time interaction.

There was, howeverr

This interaction was investi-

gated and the results are rePorted in Table 4.8, page 100.
An exaninatíon of the t-values for H.F. versus L.F. passages

(Table 4.8, page 100) indicates Èhe L.F. passages resulted in more

target word gain Èhan H.F. Passages across treatuents with the exception of the

CM

treatment. This trend is indicated by the negatÍve

values, Èhus suggesting that the L.F. Passages vrere easier.

However,

only wíthin the CL treatment Post-test' did Èhe target word gain for
L.F. passages reach statistical significance (t = 4.520, p < '05)'
Again, there is an indícation of the role of personal experience overriding the frequency variable as vras discussed ín the comparison of
passage differences (Table 4.6, page 93) under the heading of inter-

actions.

The role of personal experience may be responsible for the

statistically

signifícant difference within the

SM

treatmenE at the

pre-test tine (t = 3.582, p <.05) in favor of the low frequency passage. As all other t-values were relatively 1ow, it appears that the
frequency varÍable did not operate as predicted nor was it effective.
The specific hypothesis 2.2 vi]j- not be discussed-'as assessment by number of Ëotal words did not aPpear to be an aPPropriate
neÈhod of assessuent. A qualitative

question follows.

analysis of the third general

a

r04

QualÍtative Analysis
General Question
I^Ihat

are

3

some

qualítative dif ferences

mance on word scores when exarnined

among

studentsr perfor-

for differences within Èreatment

groups as measured by: the Durre1l, total pre-test target words,

t.otal task scores and total post-test associatÍon scores, and the
relatÍonship of Durrell scores and total target word post-test scores?
Question 3.1 Are there differences in treatment groups

as

measured by the Durrell pre-test?

As treatment groups vüere matched according to the 1isËening
vocabulary subtest scores of the Durrell Listening-Readíng Series,

with all- groups having equal means, no staÈistically
ferences were anticipated.

significant dif-

However, t-tests r¡rere compuËed for the

purpose of providing the standard deviatíons within and betü¡een

groups (Table 4. I0).

All t-values r¿ere statistically

non-significanË

Question 3.2 Are there differences in treatment groups

as

measured by total pre-test Carget words?

Total pre-test target words refers to all pre-Eests for all
passages pooled r¿ithin treaËment groups. An examination of the t-

values comparing total pre-t.est target htord (pooled across passages)
between treahent groups (Table 4.11) indicates no significant

dif-

ferences betr¡een the following treaÈEenË groups: CL vs SM (t = 0.34,

p > .05), CLvs CM(t= 1.12, p > .05), CLvsSn (t=1"90,
SM

vs

Ct"t

(t = 1.54, p > .05), and

ever, there is a statistically

CM

p > .05),

vs SD (t = 0.89, p>.05).

significant mean difference on

How-

toÈa1

pre-Ëest Ëarget words between the

SM

ment group (t = 2"34, p < .05).

As was previously pointed out, in

Èreatment group and the SD Èreata

Table 4.10

A ComparÍson of Durrell Scores For
Treatment Groups

Group

Number

Standard
Deviation

cL
15
12.575
sM
15
8.644
12.575
cL
15
cM
15
8. 133
cL
15
12.575
10.630
sD
15
8.644
sM
ls
8.133
cM
15
8.644
sM
15
10.630
15
sD
8.133
cM
15
i0.630
15
sD
t (28) = 2.048, P = o,.05
*signifícant

beyond Èhe 0.05 1evel.
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Mean

Durrell

Score

66.000

t
0.0

66.000

66.000

0.0

66.000

66.000

0.0

66.000

66.000

0.0

66.000

66.000

0.0

66.000

66.000
66.000

0.0
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comparison of high frequency and lov¡ frequency passages (Table 4.8,
page 100), the SM treatment group appeared to have signíficantly

more

experíential background in low frequency passages. The t-value
significant at the pre-test time (t = -3.582, p < .05).

was

Also, in

a

comparison of means for differences in individual passages (Tab1e 4.6,
page 93), the music passage (L.F.) appeared to be a nore familíar

concept to all treatment groups. However, the t-values varied consi-

derably between the

SM

group and the SD group. For example, on

animal vs. rock passage, the

SM

treatrnent groupts t-value was

t.he

much

higher than that of Èhe SD treatnent group (SM; t = 7.103, p < .05
and SD; t = 4.215, p < .05).

The differences were similar for other

comparísons with the musÍc passage. Thus, it appears that the

SD

treatment group have noË been exposed to, or have not developed the
same

interest in the concept of uusic.

Question 3.3 Are there dÍfferences on total task scores
(scores on training tasks) and total post-test association scores
wÍthin three t.reaÈment groups (CL, SM, CM)?
The number of tot.al word associations did not appear to be an

effective method of assessment for ÈreaÈment in the present study.
Therefore, an investigation into the relationshÍp between total word

assocÍation scores and scores on training tasks was pursued.

Means

(pooled across passages) on training Èasks for three treaÈment groups

(CL, SM, CM) and the means for post-Èest total rvord assocÍations are
reported in Table 4.I2.

The means for both sets of

""ot",

were given

a rank value.
An examination of Table 4.12 indicates a mean difference

training tasks but very 1itÈ1e variability

among

on

the means for post-

test total word associations for the three treatment groups. It

Table 4.11

A Comparison of Total Pre-test Target
Word (Pooled across passages) For Four Treatment Groups

Mean

Pooled

Standard

Pre-test
Target Word

Number

Deviation

Scores

CL

t5

4.94r

L5

SM

15

4.590

t6.066

CL

15

CM

15

4.94r
4.i88

I 3. 600

CL

I5

4.94r

15

4

.443

15.466
12.200

I .90

SD
SM

15

I5

4.590
4. i88

16.066
13.600

1.54

CM
SM

15
15

4.590
4.443

16.066
12.200

2.34x

15
15

4. 188
4.443

13.600
12.200

0. 89

SD

ctl
SD

t (28) = 2.048, P =0 .05

*significant

beyond the 0.05 Ieve1.

LO7

.466

t5.466

0. 34
r .72
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appears thaÈ the post-test total word associaEion scores are noÈ

a

sensÍtive measure of performance on training tasks. This fínding is
consÍstent !üith the results of the analysis of variance performance

on

total- word associaÈíon for treatment, passage, and test tine, which
showed

that treatment was not a signÍficanÈ factor affecting perfor-

mance on

the word association test (Table 4.2, page 82). As

was

found in the pilot study, total word associations Èended to íncl-ude

experiential vocabulary which obscured the difference in t.arget words
gained as a resulE of treatment.
Question 3.4 WhaE are t.he relationships betv¡een subjecËs'
scores on the Durrell and subjectsr scores on t.otal Èarget word posttest?
The Durrell Listening Vocabulary Èest was selected as a group-

ing measure in this study, because iE requíres classificatíon procedures similar to the ones used in the treatuents.

The targeË word

association test was selected as a dependent measure as Ít, too,
appeared Èo be closely aligned with the instructional methods used.

Thus, an investÍgation into the relationship between Durrell scores

on four passages was pursued. The Pearson product-moment correl-atíon
was employed to ÍnvestÍgate this relationship.

An examination of the correlation matrix (Table 4. 13) Índi-

cates a statistically

signifícant relaÈionship between the

Èwo measures

on all four passages. The nultiple

correlation was also statistically

significant

IE appears that both

(R = 0.486, p

< .05).

ú¡ere appropriate for Èhe purpose of thÍs sÈudy.-

measures
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Surrnary

The specific statisÈica1 procedures which were used in analyz-

lng the data for tesÈíng t.he various hypotheses and a general discussion of these hypotheses have been presented earlier in this chapEer.
The procedures which were used to analyze qualitative
among

differences

studentst performance on word scores have also been described.

General, Findings
The overall analysis of variance (Tables 4.I, 4.2 and 4.8)

revealed dÍfferent results dependÍng on t.he leve1 of the dependent

variable and the level of the passages employed in the analysis.

The

analysis of variance for target words (Table 4.1, page 81) showed that
treatment, passage, and time (from pre- to post-tests) were significant
factors affecting the target word association test.
was also a significant

However, there

treatment x passage x time interacÈion.

The

analysis of variance for total word association revealed that treatment
r,rras

not a significant.factor

affecting performance on the word

association test (Table 4.2, page 82). The results for the target
word anal-ysis, with high and low frequency passages, revealed that

treatment, Passages and time (from pre- Èo post-Èests) were significanE
factors affecting Èhe word association test.

Although there hras

a

significant treatment x passage x time interaction, Èhe treatment x
passage interacÈion r¡ras non-signf ficant (Table 4.8, page 100).

Consequently, only analyses of variance for target word assocíations
were probed. Post hoc comparisons among the cell means, using the
Tukey and ScheffJ procedures, fndicated some significant

Èrends.
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Table 4.12

Means On

Training Tasks and Post-

Test Total- lJord Associations For
Three Treatment Groups.

Treetment

TrainÍng Task

Post-Test

Total

Mean

Mean

Rank

Rank

CL

83.13

I

66.2

J

SM

74.2

3

68.

1

CM

79

.4

2

67.13

6

2

Table 4. I 3

Correlation MatrÍx For Durrell Scores

and Post-Test Target I^lord Association
Scores on Four Passages.

Correlation Matrix
Variable

l. Durrell

4. Music

0.25 *
0.27 *
0.45 *

0.54 *
0.53 *

0.64

¿

5. Rock

0.44 *

0.43 *

0.6s

¿

2. AnimaI
3. Plant

* c.v. ats = .05 for df = 58 = 0.250

Word

1I1
Co.urparison Anong

The first

Cell

Means

set of multíple comparísons indicated a staEístically

significant trend in the

rnean

gains from pre- to posÈ-Ëests for

for Èhree treatments: CL, SM and CM. The results for the

passages

SD treatment

did not reveal a significant trend (Table 4.3, page 84). SÍnce rhe
treaÈment lJas a planned benchmark treatment, a significant

pre- to Post-Ëest. Ìtas not anticipated.

SD

gain from

There was also an indication

from Ehese couparisons that a significanÈ difference existed between

the music passage and the others. The trend indicated that the Èreatrnent groups had Èhe most experientía1 background in Ehe music passage

(a condÍtion whích may have confounded the frequency variable) and the
least experientÍa1 background in Èhe rock passage. Graphs which represent Ehe mean gains (rounded off to the nearest decinal) from preto Post-test on four passages for four treatment groups, are included
in Appendix

E.

The second set of uultiple

comparisons indicated a statisti-

cally significant trend in the mean differences between the music
passage and the others for all four treatments at the pre-test Èime.

Tables 4.4 (A and B, pages 86 and 87) reporÈ the t-vaLues and graphs

are included in Appendix E. It appeared that the treatment groups
had a superior experiential- knowledge of this concept even though the
averaged frequency values had designated iË a 1or,r frequency passage.
The animal passage (il.f.)

also appeared to dÍffer ín

some

way, as it

interacted with both the plant passage (H.F.) and the rock

passage

(L.F.) wíthin three treatnent groups (cL, sM, cM). Perhaps the

num-

ber of target ¡¡ords played a role, for Ín the animal passage there
were 42, in the plant passage 32, and in the rock passage 22. The

IT2

frequency variable, as employed in this study, does not appear Eo

be

effective in the way that Ít was measured.
A third set of rnultiple comparisons of

urean

differences in

treatments for particular passage and time conbinaEions revealed

statistically

signÍficant differences in treatments for the animal

Passage. A statistically

the

SM

no

significant trend r¡as indicated

betv¡een

t,reatment and the CL treatment, when compared to the SD treat-

ment on three passages (plant, music, and rock), at post-Eest tlme.
The SM treatmenÈ, when compared to the CM treatment, r.;as statistically

signÍficant on

Èwo

passages (plant and music) at post-Eest. time.

overall trend índicated Èhere were no significant differences
the CL, SM, or the

CM

The

among

treatments, but there was a signifÍcant differ-

ence betr¿een the CL and SM treatments when compared to the SD (bench-

nark) treatment (Table 4.5, page 90). Graphs are included in Appendix

E.

The complex multÍp1e comparisons for differences in high frequency passages, when compared Eo 1ow frequency passages within t.reat-

ments at test times, revealed no sËatistically

(table 4.9, page I02).

significant trend

However, r¿íthin Èhree treatEenÈs (cr, sM and

SD) performance on the low frequency passages lras superior to perfor-

nance on high frequency passages in both pre- and post-Eest times.
Graphs are included in Appendix E.

The qualitative analysis verified that groups werä matched

equally according to Ëhe listening vocabulary subtest of the Durrell
Listening-Reading Series. An analysis of the pre-tesÈ target v¡ords
(pooled across passages) revealed equality beÈween groups prior to

instructíon, with one exception. There

hTas

a stat.istically
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significant Eean difference on total pre-test Earget words
SM

beEween che

and SD Èreatment groups.

Although there

hTas

a

urean

in three treatment groups (CL,

SM

difference on training task scores
and CM) there did not, appear to

be

a relationship between these means and the means of che Eotal word
association scores. Analysis by toÈal word associaËion scores did
noÈ appear to be a sensitíve measure for assessing vocabulary gained.

A correlational analysis indicated a statÍstica1ly

signifi-

cant relationship becween Durrell scores and post-test target

word

scores for four passages. The uultiple correlaÈion \.ras also sËatlsti-

cally significant.

Therefore, iÈ appeared that the Durrell pre-test

used for matching groups and the Earget. word association tesE used

for assessing vocabulary gained vrere sensitive to the treatments

em-

ployed in this study.

RelationshÍp to Oth-er Finding.s
Previous research findings regarding the effects of the cloze
procedure for developing vocabulary in Èhe conE.ent area of science
have remained linited

and inconcfusive. Johns (1977) found that

vocabulary development approached signifÍcance afEer eleven

of cloze insEruction, usÍng mainly science material.

weeks

Sinatra (L977)

found cloze inst.ruction effectíve for developÍng vocabulary within

four conlent areas, one of which was scÍence. Vocabulary--gains from
pre- to post-test Ì.rere statistically

signifÍcant.

The present study

adds to the above findings in that it found cloze instruction effec-

tive for developing siience vocabulary presented rvÍthin passages written
in a classificaÈion pattern.
Ëimes were

sÈatistically

Vocabulary gains from pre- to post-tesEing

significant for three out of four passages.

TT4

Research findings regarding the effectiveness of semantic

napping and category matching, as uethods for developing vocabulary,

ltere not located in the liÈerature.
some

The present study has provided

insights into the effectiveness of these methods for developÍng

science vocabulary presenÈed in passages writ.ten in a classification

pattern.

This study found that the semantic napping and the category

matching instructional methods resulted in statistically

significant

vocabuLary gains from pre- to post-Eest.s for four science passages.

Jenkíns and Pany (1977) have suggested that relatively

directly

documenË

few studÍes

the relative effectiveness of specific vocabulary

instructional methods. The present study has provided insights into
the relative effectíveness of four vocabulary instructional methods.
Although the c1oze, semantie mapping, and caEegory matching meÈhods of

instruction rrere effective in developing scíence vocabulary, there

were

no signÍficant dÍfferences among these meEhods. However, Ehe cloze
semantic napping methods were significantly

story discussion

and

more effective than the

rnethod.

Past research (Petty, Herold, and StoII, 1968) has demonstrated

that straÈegies for vocabulary development v¡hich focus on systeuratic
instruction are superior to those which attempt t.o develop vocabulary
by means of incidental instruction.

The present study adds to these

fÍndings in Èhat Ëhe story discussion treatment !üas generally less
effective ín developing vocabulary when compared to the oEher three
methods.

i^littrock et. al. (1975) found that high frequency
narkedly facilitated

passages

vocabulary development. The present study found
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that the frequency variable was confounded by what appeared to
experienEial background variables.

be

However, the method of desig-

nating passages as high or 1ow frequency may have been inadequate.
Froese (1977) found more varÍability

in response Ëo low

associative sentences than to high associative sentences.

The

present study dÍd not control the word association factor wiE.hin

passages. Although all passages were writEen ín a classification
paEtern, the associatíve factor may have contribuEed to dÍfferences

within passages which, in turn, inÈeracted with treatment.s.
In this chapter, the three general questions posed at the
beginníng of the sÈudy have been evaluated and discussed ín detail.
The specific hypotheses or quesÈions which Ì.¡ere generated by these

general quesÈÍons urere responded to on the basis of the results of

the data analysis. The conclusions based on Èhese findings, applications to educatíonal practice, and suggesEÍons for further research
are presented in Chapter 5.

Chapter

5

SIJM},ÍARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The urajor purpose of thís sEudy hTas to investigaÈ.e the differ-

enÈÍal effects of four instructional met.hods of developing sixth-grade
science vocabulary. The four methods were idenEÍfied as the cloze
method (Cf¡, semantic napping (SM), category rnatching (Ct't¡, and story

discussion (SD).
The data was analyzed by applyÍng Èhree-way analyses of vari-

ance using the factors treatment, passages, and test t.ime with repeated
measures on tlso fevels of one dependent varÍable, the word associaEion

test (target words and tota] words). The .05 1evel of signifi.cance
r¿as

selected for the acceptance or rejection of all sÈaËÍsËical Ëests.

There were significanE EreaEment, passage, and time effects, as well

as tvro and Èhree-way interactions

as a result of the assessment

by

target words. In order t.o ínterpret more precisely the interactÍons,
post hoc comparisons among the cell

means v¡ere

carried out using

Tukey and ScheffJ procedures. There trere no signÍficant

treatment

effects as a result of the assessment by total words and, consequently,
t.his raethod of analysis !ùas noE pursued.
Since the number of research studies which test the cloze,
semanÈic napping and category matching

instructional nethods for the

purpose of developing vocabulary seemed limited, it appeared thaE

study raight provide further insight into our knowledge of

lary urighÈ be taught.

a

ho¡¿ vocabu-

rt has been suggesÈed that determining the
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relative effectiveness of different instrucÈional strategies

has

important implicat.ions for the nature of vocabulary instruction
(Jenkins and

Pany

" 1977). ConsequenEly, Ëhe present study

r.ras

under-

taken.
The aim of each instructional method was to assist. sEudents

in developing vocabulary related Èo specific science concepts.

The

subjects in t.he CL group hTere taught how to use context cfues, struct.ure of Eext, and beginning consonant clues, to arrive at the appro-

priate resPonse for cloze deletions.

The subjects in Ehe SM treatment.

group LTere Èaught how to brainstorm from recall,

t.arget words in text,

and how to classify target word responses into a hÍerarchical schema-

tized structure.

The

CM

subjecls !¡ere instructed to unscramble words

with use of a thesaurus or díctionary, if desired, and to place

them

under appropriate labels provided for them. The SD treatnent group
discussed ten general questions with the instructor and were then

required to draw a picture about the passage contents. A more detaíled description of the rnethods is found in Chapter 3. In this
study, ansvrers lrere sought for t.hree general questions:
1. Do different instructional methods result in different
word association scores when assessed by number of target words (i.e.
words r¿hich \{ere the focus of instructÍon) and by number of toÈal

words (i.e. olher words in additíon Èo targeË words)?

2. Do instructional methods with two science p"""rg""
taining words which, on the average, are more fauiliar

"onÈo grade síx

students (higtr frequency passages) resulÈ in greaÈer gains than nethods
with tt¡o science passages conÈainíng words which, on the average, are
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less farnilíar to grade sÍx student.s (1ow frequency passages) when word
association scores are assessed by number of targeË words and by number
of total words?
3.

What.

are some qualiEative differences wiEhin treatment

groups as measured by: the Durrell, total pre-test target words, toEal

task scores and total post-tesÈ association scores, and Èhe relationship

beErdeen

Sunmary

Durrell scores and tocal target word posÈ-Èest scores?

of the Design
The subjects in the study were 60 sixÈh-grade students selected

frorn r,¡it.hin four cl-assrooms (two classes Ín each of two schools) vlithin
one üiestern School Division in rural Manitoba. Four groups of subjects

were formed by matchÍng procedures using Durrell listening vocabulary

scores. This test appeared to be a measure which rvould be sensiËíve
to the treatments undertaken. Each inËact group was randomly assigned
to one of the treatmen! groups. Each of the four treatment groups
contained 15 students. Students were selected so the total raw scores
on the Durrell for each group equalled 990 and the average was 66 (see
Table 4.11, page 107 and Appendix A for details).

The raw scores

ranged fron 36 to 86, thus, the subjects r.rere representative of a range

of ability

levels.

The median score for each group was 67, 68, 69 and

67.

The instructional materials consisted of three paqsages written

Ín a classífícatíon pat.tern which were selected fron supplementary
science uat.erial and one passage r,¡hich was developed for t.his project
because no suiÈable passage could be located.

The concepts (aniroal,

planÈ, musíc, and rock) were selected frorn those Ëaught in the regular

li9
grade six science program. Selected nouns r.¡hich represented super-

ordinate categories and subordinaËe terms became target words for the
study and were underlined Ín Ehe passages which the students read.
The various passages dealt with animals, planÈs, music, and rocks,

and the number of ÈargeE ¡.¡ords vsithin these passages was 46, 32,

32

and 22, respectively.
The frequency values for the target words were obtained by

grade and by content area (science) frorn The American Herltage l.lord
Frequency Book (carrol1 et. al.,

I971). Thr frequency var-ues for

target r,¡ords were tabulated, totalled, and averaged for each passage
both for frequency of usage at the grade six level and for frequency
of usage Ín t.he fierd of scÍence. The frequency values for
passage are included in Appendix c.

each

The animal and plant passages

were designated as high frequency passages and the musj-c and rock
passages were designated 1ow frequency passages.

The dependent measure

r',7as

a

Er,to

minute tiured word association

test, assessed at tvro levels; target words (i.e. words which were the
focus of instruction),

and total r¡ords (i.e. other words in conjunc-

tion with target words). The word assocÍation test Ì./as adminisEered
at pre- and post-test times. Pre-tests for high frequency

passages

(anÍrnal and plant) were adminÍstered one day prÍor to four instruc-

tíonal lessons (four 30 minute periods, twÍce per week), and the

day

following instructíon, a tí¡ned post-t4rord association test'vras adminisÈered for the same th¡o passages. The same procedure was followed
before and after the instruction on the 1ow frequency passages (music
and rock) (see Figure 3.1, page 60).
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Summary

of Findings and Conclusions
The findings and conclusions are summarized as follor¡s:

1. Three way analyses of variance using Ehe facEors Ëreatment (four leve1s), the passages (four levels) and test time (two

levels), vrere computed for number of target. words (i.e. words which
were the focus of instruction) and number of toEal words (i.e. oÈher

words, in conjunctÍon wiÈh t,arget. words). All main effecEs were

significant,

as well as significanE tv.ro and three-vray interacËions

(passage x treatment; treatment x time; passage x time; treatment x
passage x Eirne) (tabte 4.1, page 81).
among

ConsequenEly, comparisons

the cell Eeans rrrere carried out in order to more precÍsely

interpret. the meaning of the inEeractions.
There lrere no significant

treatment. effects as a result of

the assessuent by total words (i.e. other words in addition to
target words) and, consequenEly, EhÍs method of analysis was not
pursued (Table 4.2, page 82). ThÍs resulted in dropping from the

study, âDy further analysís of a number of specÍfic hypotheses (e.9.
1.6 - I. 10 and hypothesi s 2.2)

.

2. A third analysis of variance using the factors treatment
(four levels), passages (two levels), and test-time (two level-s)

r¿ere

computed for number of target. words. Again, there were significant

treatnent by passage by tÍme interactÍons (Table 4.8, page 100).
ConsequenÈly, further trend analysis rdere necessary to pr-obe these

inÈeractions because it lras not clear which factors, at which 1eve1s,
were contributing to target words gained.

3. There were sÍgnificant treatment by passage by tirne Ínteractions on the analysís of variance for target words using four

L2I

levels of treatment factors and four levels of passage facÈors.
Multiple pairwise t-tests (wíth the Tukey críterion of significance)
were used to probe these interactions.

Three sets of multlple pair-

wise comparisons vrere computed. The first

set of nultiple compari-

sons assessed the mean gains from pre- to post-t.est for each passage

within each treatment. The second set assessed

Èhe uean

differences

withÍn passages for particular treat'ment by time combinations and the
third set assessed the differences within treatments for particular
treatment by time combinatÍons. The findings indícated t.hat treatmenÈ ef

fectiveness

r¡ras passage dependent.

4. The mean gains from pre- to post-test for each passage
within each treatment h'ere assessed. The results are report.ed in
Table 4.3, page 84. The multiple t-tests indicated statÍsÈical1y

significant pre- to posÈ-test gains for the CL treatment on t.hree
passages (plant, music, and rock).

There were signÍficant differ-

ences beËween pre- and post-tests for the

SM

and

CM

Èreatment groups

on all four passages (anirnal, p1ant, rockrand music). The SD treaEment was based on incidental instruction,

signif icant gains r"rere not

expected.

5. Multiple t-tests hrere computed to assess

urean

differences

r,¡iÈhin passages for particular treatments by tine combinations. The

t-values are reported in Table 4.4 A (page 86) and Table 4.4 B
87). There $rere statisticalty

(page

significant, mean differencås between

the music passage and the others (aninal, plant, and rock) within
the four t,reatments at pre-test time. The sÍgnificant differer¡ces
in the music passage when compared to Èhe others, I¡tere atÈributed to
a superior experient.ial knowledge of this concept t¡ithin the treatment
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groups prior to instruction.

There r¿ere also signifícant differences

between scores on t.he anírnal- passage and the plant and rock passages.

However, these differences vrere not consistent. within all treatments
and could not be considered a t.rend.

As there were significant differences between the anímal

plant passages (both designat.ed high frequency passages) and

and

between

the music and rock passages (both designaEed low frequency passages),

it was concluded that the frequency variable, as employed in ÈhÍs
study, was not effective.
6. The mean differences wíthin treatments were assessed for
particular Èime by passage combinations. The t-values are reported
in Table 4.5, page 90. There were no slat.istically
Èest differences.

significant pre-

Thus, it was concluded that, even though treatments

and passages r{ere confounded, there vJere no differences in groups

before treatments l¡rere given. There I¡lere no signíficant differences
in treatnents for the anÍmal passage. There were significant differences beEween the
SD

SM

and Ehe CL treatment groups, when compared to the

treatment group, on Ehree passages (plant, music, and rock) at post-

test Eime. The SM treatmenE, when compared to Èhe CM treatment,
signifícantly
ÈesÈ

different on two passages (plant and musÍc) at the post-

t.ime. It was concluded that the overall trend indicated there

lras no significant treatmenÈ differences among the CL,

SM

and

treatnenÈs, but there was significant difference beËween it"
SM

vras

CM

Ct

an¿

treatments r¡rhen compared to the SD (benchmark) treaÈment.

7.

There were

significant treatment by passage by tine

interactions when the passage factor consisted of two levels (higtr
frequency and low frequency). Complex rnultiple t-ÈesÈs (using the
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/
scheffe criterion of significance) lrere conputed to probe these Ínteractions (Table 4.9, page 102). There were significant differences
within the cL treatment group at post-test. time, in favor of the low
frequency passages. However, there

.were

signÍficanÈ differences within

the sM treaÈment group at pre-tesE time, in favor of the 1ow frequency
passages. It was concluded there lsere no statística11y sÍgnificant
trends. However, within three Ereatments (CL, SM, and SD), perfornance
on the low frequency passages was superÍor to performance on the high
frequency passages at both pre- and post-tesE tÍmes. These resu]ts
were expected following the palrwise multiple comparison for differences Ín individual passages for particular treatmenE by time combi-

nations. rt was again concluded that the frequency variable,
employed in this study, tras not ef fective.

as

Secondly, i-t was concl-uded

that inEerest and experíence may well override the frequency variab1e.
8. No sEaÈistically significant differences were found

among

the Ëreatment groups, as measured by the Durrell Listening-Reading
series listening vocaburary subtest. since the groups were formed
using matching techníques based on pre-test scores, t.hese results
vrere to be expected. Results are reported in Table 4.10, page
and Appendix

105

C.

9. An analysis of the pre-test target words (pooled across
passages) revealed no signíficant differences between groups (with
one exception) prior to instruction.

There was a signifiåant dif-

ference on t.otal pre-test target r¡ords bet!¡een the sM and sD treatment groups (Table 4.11, page 107). consequently, even though treatments and passages lrere confounded, the treatment groups erere equal

prior Èo instruction wiLh one exception.
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10. There were mean differences on training task scores in
three treatIûent groups (cL,
first,

Èhen CM,

sM and

cM). The cL Ëreatment ranked

followed by SM. The means for post-test total

associations did not differ by more than two points.

word

Means and ranks

are reported in Table 4.12, page 110. Consequently, ít was concluded
that Èhere was no relationship

beËween scores

on training tasks

and

scores on total word associations. These results l¡rere consÍstent.

r.rit.h

those found on the analysis of variance for total word associaÈions.
Treatment

r^ras

noÈ a significant

word association test.

facËor affecting perforüance on the

It was concluded Èhat the total word associa-

¡Íon measure tended to include experiential vocabulary which obscured
the differences in target words gained as a result of Èhe experimenEalÈreatments.

11. The Pearson product-moment correlatíon procedure

ü¡as

ernployed to investigate the relatíonship between Durrell Pre-test

scores (used for mat.chÍng groups) and the posE-test target v¡ord scores

(the dependent measure). These correlations may be found in Table 4.I3,
page 110. There were signifÍcant correlations between the tlTo measures
on all four passages with a signÍficant multiple correlatÍon.

The

post-test target words for t.he four passages (animal, plant, musÍc,
and rock) were combined and correlated with the Durrell pre-test

scores resulEing in a positive correlatíon (n = 0.486, P < .05).

It

was concluded that both measures assessed similar effects- and, hence,

they were appropriate measures for the purpose of this study.
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Discussion
The findings of the presenE study rnust be inEerPreEed in

terms of previous theory and research which was discussed in
Chapter 2.

srudies such as those of Johns (1977) and Sinatra (1977)
have demonstrated the poEential of the cloze technique as an instruc-

tional nethod for developing science vocabulary. Jongsma (1980)

had

speculatively concluded that., although cLoze instruction does not
seem to be effective ín improving vocabulary, it does aPpear useful
in helping students learn to read and understand content material'
He furt,her coEmented that perhaps Èhe criteríon measure for assessing

vocabulary grol^lth tltas noE sensitive to the cloze instructional- method'

Thepresentstudyaddedtotheabovefíndingsinthatit
found cloze instruction effectÍve for developing science vocabulary
presented within passages written in a classification

Pattern. Vo-

cabulary gains from pre- to post-test assessed by a Ëarget word
association test, \47ere statistícally significant for three out of

four science Passages.
Research findings regarding the effectiveness of seuantic
mapping and caÈegory matching, as methods for developing vocabulary'

were not located ín the literature.
The findings of the present study have provided some practical

ínsights as to the effectiveness of these methods for deVeloping science
vocabulary presented in Passages written in a classification pattern'
This study found that both the semantic napping and category matchÍng
instrucËional

meÈhods

resulted ín statistically

significant vocabulary
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gains from pre- to post-Eests, when assessed by a t.arget word association tesE for the four science passages used to present the vocabulary.
Petty, Herold,and Sto11 (1968) have demonstrated that strategies for vocabulary developmenË whích focuses on systemaEic instruct.ion, are superior to those which attemPt. to develop vocabulary

by

Eeans of incidental insÈruction.

The finding Èhat the story discussion treatment in this study
v¡as

generally less effective in developing vocabulary when compared

to the other three methods adds support to the above findings.

A1-

though it should be nored that the story discussÍon treatment did

result in statístically

significant vocabulary gains from Pre-

post-Eest on one of the four passages. Vocabulary gains were
on the first

Eo

made

passage used for instruct.ion and, consequently, the

novelt.y of a dífferent instructor may have been responsíble for the
gains.

Jenkins and Pany (1977) have suggesÈed that few studies have

directly documented the relative effecÈíveness of different teaching
methods for developing vocabulary.
The present study has provided insights as to the relativi:

effectiveness of four vocabulary instructí<.rnal methods. The c1oze,
semantic mapping, and category matching methods of instruction l¡tere

effective in developing science vocabulary. The semanÈic mapping
was significantly

differenÈ from the other treatments only on

method

solue

passages. Two vocabulary instructional- rnethods (cloze and semantic
mapping) were significantly
meÈhod on

nore effecÈive than the story discussion

all four passages.

WitÈrock et. al. (f975) found that students who first

received pessäges !üith high frequency vocabulary, then received the
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same passages

Ì.¡ith low frequency vocabulary, had markedly improved

vocabulary scores. Anderson and Freebody (1981) suggested thac there

is some confusion about the word frequency manipulations which, perhaps, deEracts from t.he findings.
The presenË study attempted to designate passages high and
1ow

frequency by averaging the frequency values of the target

within passages. IÈ appeared Èhat this
and

1or¿

meEhod

words

of designaÈing high

frequency was inadequate. The frequency variable alone

r¡/as

not a good criÈerion for equating two high and two low frequency
Passages. The frequency variable was also confounded by what appeared

to be interest and experientíal background variables.

The variation

in the nr:mber of target words presented within each passage (42, 32,
32 and 22) u.ay also have interfered wich the word frequency variable.

Consequently, differences in treatment.s may have been obscured as

a

result of dífferences within passages.
Samuels (1968) found that recal1 was signifícantly

betrer

on

passages embedded with high associative words. Froese (I977) found

that the associativity factor between high and lov¡ association sentences was highly sígnificant.

He also suggested that, in educatÍonal

practice, the development of rvord ueanings mighE be facilitated

by

encouraging students to freely associate words in response Èo a stimu-

lus word and Lo classify them according to Lindsay and Normanrs (L972)
:

semantÍc networks.
The present study did not attempt to control the ¡+ord associa-

tion facÈor r.¡ithin passages.

A1Ehough

all passages were written in

a

classification pattern (the words r¡rere closely related) the assocíative
strength of the r¿ords hrithin one passage may have been quite different
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from lhose in another. Consequently, the associaEive factor may have

contributed to differences

beÈween passages

which, in turn, inËer-

acted with t.reatment ef fecÈs.

It appears that Froese's (1977) recommendation for the development of word meanings through the use of Lindsay and Norman's (1972)

semantic networks is a useful one. The presenË study found the seman-

tic networks (semantic naps) an effective tool for developing vocabulary presenEed in four science passages.
Gipe (1977) had suggested that research in vocabulary develop-

uent has not dealt with the theoretical bases for t,he methods used.
This study attempted Èo provide the theoretícal bases used
for each method. However, as there were few signÍficant differences
between treatment.s, the study díd not provide many insights Ínto the

theories underlying vocabulary development.
Liraitations of the Study
The following liuritations need to be recognized v¡hen consid-

ering the findings of this study. The linÍtations

presented in

Chapter I have been restated and further linitations,

as recognized

by t.he investigator, have been reported.
i.

The invesÈigator was línited

to analyzing daÈa for sixth-

grade students ín two schools, Ín one rural school division,
general-izations beyond this settiug should not be

and

made.

2. The investigation was limÍted to four methods of teaching
science vocabulary related t,o four specified concept.s written in

classification

a

pattern and cannot be generalÍzed to other teaching

nethods, vocabulary or writing patterns.
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3. Due to time constraints the study consisted of only
eight lessons per group over a four-week perÍod.
4.

MeasuremenÈ

of the studenEst performance

Lras

1i¡nited

the accuracy and validity of the timed word association test.s

Èo

used

as measuring devices.

5. The unequivalence of the passages must be consÍdered.
Passages were initially

Two

equated according to the average low frequency

values of the target words and two passages were equated on the average

high frequency values of the target words. This method of designating
passages low or high frequency, flây not be appropriate.

Secondly, the

number of target words presented \.¡ithin each passage $ras not equal

.

Traditional- readability, however, was the same for all the passages.
6. Exact repetition of the instructional methods nay

be

iurpossible to replicate because of the open-ended nature of the in-

st.ructional procedures and, therefore, coraparisons of the findings
must be vierved wíth caution.

Implications for Educational Practice
A number of results from this study have implications for

educational practice.

1. Teachers of science contenÈ should have knowledge concerning the insËructional procedures used in the cloze Eechnique
for Èhe purpose of developÍng vocabulary.

:

2. Teachers of science content should have knowledge concerning the construction of the semantic napping materiaf

and

knowledge concerning Ëhe procedures used in semantic roapping in-

struction for Èhe purpose of developing vocabulary.
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3. Three instructional urethods: cLoze, semantic mapping,
and category matching are of benefit to grade six students for de-

veloping science vocabulary which is presented within the

È.ext

structure of a classification pattern.
4. There is a need to make teachers cognÍzant of the fact
EhaË.

one method of vocabulary instruction rnay be more effective than

another for sorne 0""""U." and for some students. From the resulls

of this study it appeared that interesÈ and experiential background
wÍth a particular concept. had an overriding effect on the frequency
variable.
Implications for Future Research and DevelopmenÊ
This study has provided additional informaE,ion regarding
the differential- effects of four methods of developing sixth-grade
scÍence vocabulary. The four methods were identified as c1oze, seaan-

tic mapping, category rnatching, and story discussion.

.However, it

has also raised issues which require further invesÈÍgation.

Some

of

these are:

I.

There is a need to operationally define and outlÍne the

insÈructional procedures and material that constitute the semantic
rnappÍng teaching strategy.

2. The results of the present study suggest that threc

methods

(cIoze, semantic mapping, and category rnatching) are effeetive in
irnproving sixth-grade science vocabulary presented in a classification

pattern.

Further empirical studies are needed.
3. There is a need Èo investigate the feasibility

of training

classroom teachers in semantic mapping so that they are able to develop

13i

instructional materials for t.heir studenËs since ÍE is one of

t.he

most effective methods.

4. There is need to investigate Ehe four instructional
methods (cloze, semantÍc mapping, .category uratching, and sËory

discussion) for the purpose of developing vocabulary

r¿hen

the Ëar-

get words are presented within the context of different writing
patterns (e.g. comparison or contrasE, sequence, Robinson, I975).
5. ResuLts of the presenÈ study suggest that the associativíty

strength (high or low) of the Larget words may have resulted

in passage difference.

Further invesEigations should consider

Ehe

word association variable with reference to the Word Associations

Norms: Grade School Through College (Palermo and Jenkins, 1964).
6. FurEher comparisons of the four instrucEionaf

meËhods

used in this study for developing vocabulary withÍn the context of

different passages need to equate the number of target v¡ords wÍthin
each passage.

7. The results of the present study indicate that inÈerest
and experiential background may override such varÍables as frequency
and writÍng patterns.

There is a need to investigaËe feasible methods

of measuring these variables.
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APPENDIX A

RAW SCORES FOR MATCHED GROUPS

AND I^JORD ASSOCIATION TEST

BI-ANK (SAMPLE)

743

DurreLl Lístening-Reading Series
Llstenfng Vocabul-ary Raw Scores
For the Four TreatmenÈ Groups

Treatment

Subj ect

CL

SM

CM

SD

I

86

79

79

80

2

84

77

76

78

3

77

77

75

77

4

74

73

74

76

5

72

69

70

74

6

72

6B

69

68

medianT

67

68

69

67

8

64

68

67

65

9

64

66

63

63

IO

63

62

63

63

1t

63

6I

60

62

T2

57

60

59

62

13

57

58

59

60

t4

54

56

56

57

15

36

48

5r

3B

990

990

990

990

990

66.000

66.000

66. 000

66. 000

12.57 5

8.644

8. 133

10. 630

Total
Mean

Standard

D.
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I,Iord Association Preand PosÈ-Test Blank

Name:

Example

Date:
ANIMAL KINGDOM
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TARGET

B

I"JORD

FRNQUENCY VALUES

r46

Low Frequency

Concept: by Grade and by Contenr Area
ROCKS & MINERALS

Gr.

Words

anthracite Coal
basalt
bitumÍnous coal

6

I

I

7

9
2
2

0
0
0

conglomerate

feldspar

gneiss

2

graníte

l2
I

hornblende
Ígneous
l-imestone
marble
metamorphic
mica

6

10
15

I
7

obsÍdian

Sc.

0

9

0
19
6

35
22

l2
5
3
4

quartzite
quattz

I

I

3
3

29

sandstone

10

2r

7

0

2
6
9

35

103

228

pumice

schist
sedimentary
shale

slate

ToÈal
Average

r47

4.68

I

5

0

i0.

36

Low Frequency

Concept: by Grade and by ContenÈ Area
MUSICAL INSTRI]I.IENTS

Gr.

Words

banjo

6

Sc.
0

7

bass
bassoon
bel-1s
brass

23

7

I

0

I

44

t

bugle
cestanets
cel1o

15

0

2

5

0
0
0
0
0

29

11

10

0

I7

3

5

clarinet

3

cornet

0

cymbals
drum

English horn
fluËe

guitar
harp
horn

kettledrums
oboe

Percussion
piano
saxophone

15

I

2T

7

I
4
0

0
0
0

48

T4

2
0

string
tambourines

I
3i

triangl-es
trombone

2

trumpet
tuba
viol-a

violin

wind
xylophones

Total
Average

t48

0

I
0
0
0
0

10

2

2
3
T7

0
0

7

0

2

I

328
10. 5

7

55

r .71

Hlgh Frequency Concept

by Grade

:

and by Content Area

PLANT KINGDOM

Gr. 6

lJords
a1-gae

bacteria

Sc.

13

45

88

191
0

cedars
club-mosses

0

cones

6
3

25

2

16

evergreens

ferns

firs

flowers

fruits

fungi
grains

5

I

L37

150

48

75

22

83
33
99

57

grasses

120

horsetails
liverworts

i

0
0
0

I
3

mildew
molds

22

mosses
mushrooms

5

0
91
31

t5

25

3
5

5

1

2

pines

puffballs
sea lettuce
seaweeds

seed plants
shrubs

j

simplest plants
spruces

toadstools
trees

true mosses
vegetables
yeasts

Total
Average

149

3

;
5
0

2

254

170

4s

51

7

T2

868

lr28

27 .12

I

35.25

High Frequency Concept:

by Grade and by Content Area

ANIMAL KINGDOM

Gr.

I.Jords

alligators
amphibians
bass
beavers

Sc.

6

3

10

13

38

T4

7

r69

245

I
1

0
0

0
0

0

5
5

3
4

172

23r

52

66

I

5

2

I
I

,.,

bírds
bluej ays
chimpanzees

cold-blooded
crows

dolphins
eagles

fish

frogs

goldfísh
goril-1as
hamsters
huruningbird
kangaroo

0
4

lizards

3

7

1

4

I

6

22
92

t2

ma¡¡una1s

marsupÍa1s
men

monkeys
oPossum

ostrích
pigeons
porpoises
primates

3

3

464

T4T

1i

5

0

2

4

4

31

I4

I

3

0
)1.

rabbits
rats

2

25
6
9T
9
3

7

repitles

3i

robins

3
5
5

rodents
sal-amanders
salmon

7

22
0

sea-going
sharks
snakes
sparro$/s

3

2

28

9s

I

squirrels
toads

trout
turËl-es
verÈebrates
warm-blooded
rshales

75
0

,6

8

11

50

55

L6

0

4

t3
t9

I
0

0
16

I
Total
Average

r50

T2L7

26.45

1

350

29.34
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Passage For Musical InsÈruments
HOI,Ù

MUSICAL INSTRIDIENTS ARE CI-ASSIFIED

Almost all the instruments that produce music can
be grouped in three major classes: string, wind, and percussÍon.
They rnake sounds in three different !¡ays. Vibratlng strings
produce the musícal tones in the first group. I^Iind blor¿n into
or through a tube produces the tones in the second group. Some-

thing struck produces the sounds in the third group.
Stringed instrumenËs are of three types - bowed,
plucked and struck. In the fírst type, the string is bowed
(rubbed wlth a bow) to produce sounds. The important bowed
strings are the víolin family, which íncludes the violi4, vio1a,
cel-1o'

andr

lass'second

type of stringed instrumena** ,**,
plucks the strings to produce tones. He may use his fingers,
as in playing a harp. Or he may use a pleetrum, a small piece
of ivory, wood, or metal. The most important plucked-string
instrument in an orchestra is the harp. Other prucked strings,
usually played by themselves raËher Èhan wlth an orchestra,
include the banjo and guitar.
In the third type, the string is hamnered to produce
a tone. The most important hanrnered-string ÍnsÈrument, the
piano, is usally classed with keyboard instrr¡menÈs.
I^Iood-v¡Índ instruments are grouped together because
at one time they were all made of wood. Today, they may be
made of metal or plastic. I,lood winds produce tones when
Ëhe musician blows air into or through a tube, either dírectly
or past a vibrating reed. He covers holes in the tube to play
varíous tones. In the flute famí1_y, he blor,¡s across a hole
in the tube. lwo thín pie.ces of reed, vibrating together,
produce Èhe sound in the bassoon, oboe, and EnglÍsh horn. A
single reed, víratlng agaÍnst a stot in tf,e mã"tftpTõ,ãl-produces
the sound in the clarinet and saxophone families.
Brass inffienis
atl tta'ne rather 1ong bores (tubes)
with mouth=fIões at one end and flaring bells (openings) at rhe
other. Many brass instruments have valves thaÈ serve to lengthen
or shorten the tube, lowering or raising the pitch. The horn
family has a narrow, conical bore, w1Èh a funnel-shaped rnãîthpiece and a large bell. The trunpet farnily has a narro$r,
cylíndrical- bore, a cup-shapeãìãîîtrpiece, and a moderate-sized
bell. The cornet has a cup mouthpÍece and a bore that- is partly
conical ana pañIy cylindrical. The bugle has a cup rnourhpíece,
a wíde, conical bore, and a moderaÈe bell. The trombone family
has a larger nouthpiece than Èhe trumpets, and usually has a
slide insÈead of valves to lengÈhen the bore. The tuba farnily
has a wide, conical bore and a cup rnouthpiece.
Percussion instruments lnclude two basic types: those
that play defínite pitches and those that produce indefinite
pítches. Kettledrums can be tuned to specific pitches, and are

L52

grouped lrith bel1s, and xyLophones. rndefinite pitch insËruments
Ínclude Ëhe drum. farnily (except kettledrums) and castanets, cymbals,
tambourines, triangles, and many oÈhers.

AdapÈed from
rrl.Jhat are the

different kinds of musical instruments?", concepts
and Challenges in Science 3, Canadian Sl Edition: Wotfe-ãtl-ãl
Macmillan of Canada, Toronto, Ontario, 7979, I44 and "Musical
Instrumentsr', The l^Iorld Book Encyclopedia, I977, 786-88.
Other Passages:

''HowWou]'di.]eC1assifyJohnGori11a?''B""B"t@,
Nila Banton Snith, Prentice-Hal1, Onta
"To l"rhat classifícation Does the Raintree Belong?" Be a Better
Reader, Book I, Nila Banton Smith, Prentice-Ha11, Ontar-ÍoJ974,
60-61.

"Rocks and Minerals Around us" science is Experímenting, otho E.
Perkins, Cambridge Work-A-Text, Cambridge Book Conpan-y, New york,
r974,109-112.
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CIoze Instruction

Name:

Date:
ANIMAL KINGDOM

ScienÈists classify animals as
and
invertebrates. These two large groups are then dívided into
smaller groups of animals whích have certain similarities.
T\¿o classes of vertebrates are
and
The cold-bl-ooded vertebrates are classified into three
groups. The first group, the
live in water and
have no lungs, but breath through giIls.
s
, and sh
are examples of Èhis class. The second group is ca11ed
Amphibians do not stay Ín the water all the time so they need
both gills-rtrb
and lungs for breathing. F
,t
and s
are all amphibíans. The third group is different
f rorn both fish and amphíbÍans in that they never have gÍl1s.
The
have lungs and breath through them all the tíme.

,t

Sn

belong to this group.

,1

and

a

The other class of vertebrates is the class to which
warm-blooded animals belong. There are Ëwo Ímportant groups
under this cl-ass of vertebraËes.
and
The first group has wings and Èheir bodies are covered r+ith
feathers. Some, like the
, weight less than a penny.
Others, like the
, raeigh as much as 300 pounds.

SP

and

,r

e

,b1

belong to this group.

,c

tP

t

The second ÍmportanË class of warm-blooded vertebrates
at least some hair or fur. Manrnals feed their babÍes v¡ith
milk. There are many groups of mammals.
carry their
young in a pouch. The
and the
are
examples of marsupials. ScienÈists classify wh
,d
have

and p
AS
mammals because they have flesh
covered "hands" or flippers. These sea-golng mannaLs also feed
their babÍes with milk. The
are fur covered mammals
wíÈh sharp, chisel-shaped teeth r^rhích they use for gnawÍng.

R
sq

,b

,rab
,hrand
are all rodents. The members of the
group have hands which they can use to grasp objects. Some of
them can stand uprÍght on tr¡¡o feet. M
rB
t
ch
all belong to the group of primates.
, andm

Adapted from
"How l.lould I.Ie Classify John Gorrila?" Be a Better Reader
Nila Banton SmÍ.th, Prentice-Hal1, Ontario, L974, 26-27.
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Book I,

CLoze

Instruction

Name:

Date:
PLANT KINGDOM

The plant kingdom can be classified ínto four main
The four mafn groups are (1)
(2)
-_-,
(3)
The simplest plants have
, (4)
neither roots, stems or 1 eaves. This group ís usually sub-dÍvided
ínÈo two classes:
and
The algae class consists of simple plants which have
a green colouring matter, ca1-1ed chlorophylI. I,Ie see it froating
on ponds or on the side of fÍsh tanks. Larger plants in this class
are the
and _.
The fungi class consists of simple plants r,¡hich do not
have any chlorophyl1. B
and y
are two of
the over 75r000 varietíes of plants lncluded 1n the fungi class.
The
r¡hich you have seen growing in coloured patches
on bread, fruit and other foods are also classífíed as fungi.
is a mold that grows on darnp cloth or paper. Another
great group of fungi Íncludes m
and p
. There
are t$/o kinds of mushrooms, those that are safe to eat and those
thaÈ are poisonous. The poÍsonous ones are often called s
The second main group differs from the sírnplest plants in
that they have rootl-ike or leaflíke parts. There are tv¡o classes
of mosses: the
and the
. The true mosses
differ from the liverworts in that they trãvãG sÈems which allow
them to stand uprÍght.
The third maín group of the plant kingdom are Èhe ferns.
The ferns have true roots, stems and leaves. rn addítion Èo the
pLants known as ferns, the
and the
belong
Ëo this group. ScientÍsts classify horserails aãã-TãrnEn though
it doesn't look like one. rt has long stiff rough stems with clusters
of spíne-líke leaves. They look very dífferent frorn the club mosses
which have long roots that grow horizontally and srnall green leaves
that stay close to the ground.
The fourth group or the sinplest prants make up the greatest
nr¡mber of all plant groups. The maÍn reason for this fs that they
reproduce from seeds rather than spores. There are tr^ro main classes
of seed plants, those with
and those with
The plants with cones do not produce flowers. These plants usually
have needle-shaped l-eaves that rennain on the plants all year long.
The c
, such as p
rSr
and c
are memebers of Èhis class.
The resÈ of the seed plants have flowers, and theír flowers
produee seeds. This class incl-udes all f
,v
and gr
. IE al-so íncludes most Ër
8r¡
and shr
Èhat lose their leaves in auËumn.
grouPS.

Adapted from
"To l,tfhat Classlffcation Does the Raintree Belong?"
Be a Better Reader. Book I, Nila Banton Sinth, Prentice-hall,
OnËarfo, 1974, 60-61.
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Ctoze Instructíon

Name:

DaËe:
MUSICAL INSTRI]MENTS

Musical instrr:ments are grouped in three major classes:
. They make sounds
rv¡
, and p
in three different r^¡ays. Vfbratíng strings produce the musical
tones Ín the first group. I^Iind blor¿n into or through a tube
produces the tones fn the second group. Something struck produces
Èhe sounds in the thÍrd group.
The lrnportant bov¡ed strings include v
, v
and b
. In the second type of strínged

instruments, the player plucks the strings to produce lones. The
are examples of these
, and g
The string is hanrnered in the third type and Ehe most
important hammered - string instrument is Èhe p
Wood-r¡ind instrunents are divÍded into two groups: wind
and b
. In wood winds the player covers holes in Ëhe tube
to play varÍous tones. The f
,b
,o
and e
are some examples. Other examples with a síngle
reed vibrating agaÍnst a slot in the mouthpiece are the c
and the s
.
The bras" fpstruments whÍch are also classed as wínds
have rather long tubes r.¡ith mouthpíeces at one end and flaring
openings at the other. Many brass instruments have valves that
serve to lengthen or shorten the Èube, lowerÍng or raising the pÍtch.

h
'b
instruments.

The h

tr

,tr

,c

,b

are examples of brass ínstruments.
Percussion instruments include two basic types: those
that plåy definíte pitches and those that produce índefinite pitches.
can be tuned to specffÍc pitches, and are grouped
with b
and x
. Indefínite-pitched instruments
include the d
family and c
¡cY
t
, and tr
,andt

AdapËed from
Project Developed Passage

For }fusical Instruments.

ts6

Cloze Instruction

Name:

Date:
ROCKS

& MINERALS

Rocks are grouped or classified according to the way
are formed. GeoJ-ogísts divlde thern into three main groups
of natural rocks. They are
, and
. Igneous rock Ís composed rnalnly of the conmon
minerals quartz, feldspar, hornblencie and mica. One type of igneous
rock is used in buildíngs, and monuments. It is called
and is made up of the four conmon minerals
. The second type of igneous rock is
, and
called
. IÈ is made up of dark-coloured feldspar.
Basalt has very small crystals. The thírd type of ígneous rock Ís
shiny and slick like glass.
ís sometimes knovm as
volcaníc glass. The rndians prized obsidian because it was sharp
and held its edge. Thus ít r¡as excellent for tools and weapons.
The fourth type of Ígneous rock is called
. Iris
crowded with bubbles and smal-l holes that vrere caused by gas escaping
as the rock cooled. Because of these holes purnice is so light that
Èhey

^

it will float in water.

The second main group of natural rocks are called sedimentary
There are five types of sedimenÈary rocks.
1S
the most plentiful form of sedímentary rock. Shale is really made
up of mud and clay. The second type of sedinentary rock is called
. It fs gray, white, red, or brov,rn. Sandstone is
used as buildíng stone and ín making g1ass.
, the third
type is formed from shells of dead sea anÍmals. rÈ varies in colour,
but ís usually a shade of gray. Limestone is ground up for cement.
The fourth type called
looks lÍke concrete. It ís
rough and bumpy. Conglomerate rock Ís used as buÍlding stone. The
last type of sedimentary rock is known as "soft coal" and ís called
. It Ís made of carbon and comes from the remains of
plants. Bituminous coal is widely used as a fuel.
The third main group of naËural rocks are called metamorphÍc
rocks. At one time metamorphÍc rocks may have been either Ígneous
or sedimentary. they have been changed by heat and pressure and

rock.

they no longer look l1ke the origínal rock. Six types of metamorphic
rocks are gneiss, schist, marble, slate, quartzÍte, and anthracíte
coal. If examined in sequence these six types can be identified.
In
minerals are arranged in bands of light-coloured
then dark-coLoured minerals.
has íts minerals arranged
in parallel bands.
is very hard and crystalline. It

is used in buildings and sÈatues.
is made of mud and
cl-ay. It can be split into thin sheeËs and was once used for making
blackboards.
was originally sandstone antl is used
as a bulldíng sÈone.
is chiefl-y carbon and is called
t'hard coaltt. Líke bitunimous coal, it is used as a fuel.
Adapted from
t'Rocks and Minerals Around Us"
ScÍence Is Experimenting, OÈho E. Perkíns, Cambridge l^Iork-A-Text,
Canbridge Book Company, New York, r974, 109-112.
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Invertebrateö

-

l-¡

o'

F

plgeons
sea-golng manrnals

men

beavers
bass

rabbfts
trouts

toads

dolphlns
bluej ays

sharks

squlrrels

gorfllas

snakes
kangaroo
sparrows

opossum

salamanders
hamsters
eagles

Birds

Date:

Vertebrates

Manrnals

f

O\"7S

whales

C

chlmpanzees

robins
rodents

rats
llzards

porpol,seS
hummingbírd

turtles

Warm-blooded

Name:

ANTIÍAL KINGDOM

alllgators

monkevs

frogs
marsupials

ostrlch

goldfish

Reptlles

salmon

Amphlblans

Cold-blooded

prlmates

Ftsh

Category Match

r..J

o\

Èoads

salmon

bass
sharks

salamanders

frogs

goLdflsh

trout

Arnphlblans

Cold-blooded

Ftsh

Category Match

llzards
allfgators

turtles

snakes

Reptlles
Blrds

Date:

Vertebrates

blueJ ays
crows
pigeons
eagles

men

chlmpanzees

gorlllas

monkeys

prirnates

squfrrels

hamsters

rabbits
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mlca
hornblende
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conglomerate
sch is t

quartz
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Ten General Questlons For Èhe
SÈory Discusslon TreaÈment

1. lfhy do you thfnk this story has this particular title?
2. Did the defínitions at
ln reading the story?
this story

Èhe boÈtom of the page assist.you
How many did noÈ even notice them?

3.

Was

4.

To what subject area do you think this story belongs?
Irrhat makes you think so? How many really like thís subject?

new information

to you? In what way?

I,JhY?

5. Is this the type of story you like to read? lfhy or lfhy not?
6.

Have you read

7.

Would you

8.

I{here woul-d you locate ÍnformaÈion on

slmilar stories?

like to

Can you share one?

know more about

this topic? llhy?

hlhat?

this topic?

9. Did the pictures assist you in understandíng the story?
In what way?
10. I'Ihen you look at the picÈures does ít create a scene or
image in your mind? Can you describe it?
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GRAPH REPRESENTATION

OF INTERACTIONS
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